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Arthur James Franke
This dissertation presents results from a search for reactor ν¯e flavor oscillations using the
Double Chooz Far Detector. The search was performed by observing the rate and energy
spectrum of ν¯e interacting via Inverse Beta Decay in a Gd-doped liquid scintillator detector,
and comparing the observation to an expectation based on a prediction of the emitted
reactor flux. The Columbia University neutrino group was instrumental in construction
of the Double Chooz Outer Veto, as well as the analysis efforts leading to two oscillation
measurement results. The most recent analysis is presented herein, focusing on 251.27 days
of data (or 33.71 GW-ton-years of exposure). In these data, 8249 IBD candidates were
observed, compared to a signal+background prediction of 8936.8. A fit to a two-neutrino
oscillation model considering event rate, spectral shape, and time yields a best-fit value
of sin2 (2θ13) = 0.109 ± 0.030 (stat.) ± 0.025 (syst.) at ∆m231 = 2.32 × 10−3 eV2, with
χ2RS/d.o.f. = 42.1/35. A frequentist method deems the null-oscillation hypothesis excluded
by the data at 99.8% C.L., or 2.9σ. These results are in agreement with the measurements
of other modern reactor ν¯e experiments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Neutrinos are perhaps some of the most perplexing particles to have ever been discovered:
they were theorized out of desperation, their discovery was elusive, and subsequent studies
of them have provided abounding anomalies and tension. But with each anomaly has often
come a resolution which pushes the Standard Model of particle physics towards its first
necessary extensions. The most important such discovery was the observation of neutrino
flavor oscillations.
The flavor oscillation phenomenon manifests as a time-varying probability that the neu-
trino will interact with other particles via a different weak eigenstate than the one which
created it. If the neutrinos are propagating through space, the time-varying oscillatory
behavior is easily rephrased as oscillations in distance and can be measured by placing a de-
tector some distance from the neutrino source. These oscillations have been well-measured
in neutrinos from the sun, from cosmic ray interactions, and from neutrinos produced by
beams of accelerated particles. One critical parameter of the neutrino mixing model has
thus far not been positively measured: θ13, often phrased as the oscillation mixing amplitude
sin2 (2θ13). If measured to be nonzero, sin
2 (2θ13) would open the door to measurements of
CP -violation in the neutrino sector.
This dissertation will describe how the Double Chooz experiment has searched for
ν¯e → ν¯X flavor oscillations using a liquid scintillator detector placed at an average dis-
tance L = 1050 meters from two nuclear reactor cores. Emphasis will be placed on the
statistical methods used to measure the oscillation amplitude sin2 (2θ13) and establish con-
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fidence intervals on it.
The dissertation is divided into four parts.
Part I will frame the measurement reviewing the theory and current experimental state
of neutrino flavor oscillations. Chapter 2 will review how neutrinos fit into the Standard
Model of particle physics, and develop the oscillation probability formulas relevant to mea-
surements of θ13. Chapter 3 will recap the experimental evidence for neutrino flavor oscil-
lations, and summarize the modern techniques used by physicists to measure θ13.
Part II will describe the Double Chooz experiment and how it is designed to measure
θ13 to a better precision than previous reactor-based experiments. Chapter 4 describes
the detector hardware and operation in detail, providing the basis for how ν¯e from the
Chooz reactors are detected and their energies reconstructed. Chapter 5 will describe the
Double Chooz Outer Veto, which was the Columbia University group’s principal hardware
contribution to the experiment.
Part III describes the statistical and analytical methods used to turn data from the Dou-
ble Chooz Far Detector into a measurement of sin2 (2θ13) with some uncertainty. Chapter 6
describes in detail the mathematical methods for predicting the number of ν¯e signal events
observed in the detector, and evaluating the uncertainty on that prediction. Chapter 7
comprehensively describes the second, improved Double Chooz oscillation analysis and its
measurement of sin2 (2θ13). Closely related to this chapter is Appendix A, which describes
in some detail the first analysis for the purposes of comparison.
Part IV concludes the dissertation by placing Double Chooz’s measurements in the
context of the state of the field. Chapter 8 recounts the chronology of events from when
Double Chooz began taking data with its Far Detector in April 2011 and θ13 was still
unknown, to the summer of 2012 when θ13 had become the most precisely-measured of all
neutrino mixing angles. Chapter 9 summarizes what has been presented in this document.
Finally, a number of appendices provide in-depth detail into some aspects of the author’s
contribution to Double Chooz.
Double Chooz has performed a search for neutrino flavor oscillations in ν¯e from a nuclear
reactor. The measurement was performed by observing the rate and energy spectrum
of ν¯e interacting via Inverse Beta Decay in a Gd-doped liquid scintillator detector, and
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comparing the observation to an expectation based on a prediction of the emitted reactor
flux. With 251.27 days of data (or 33.71 GW-ton-years of exposure) a total of 8249 IBD
candidates were observed, compared to a signal+background prediction of 8936.8. A fit
to the sin2 (2θ13)-driven oscillation model was performed where IBD event rate, spectral
shape, and time, were all accounted for in the goodness-of-fit statistic. The result is a
best-fit value of sin2 (2θ13) = 0.109 ± 0.030 (stat.) ± 0.025 (syst.) at ∆m231 = 2.32 × 10−3
eV2, with χ2RS/d.o.f. = 42.1/35. Using a frequentist method, the null-oscillation hypothesis
is excluded at 99.8% C.L., or 2.9σ. These results are in agreement with the measurements
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Chapter 2
Neutrino Flavor Oscillations
2.1 Neutrinos in the Standard Model of Particle Physics
While first proposed by W. Pauli as an energy conservation stop-gap in 1930, neutrinos did
not become part of a mature theory of weak interactions until Fermi’s work of 1934 [23].
It was then nearly 25 years until the first experimental evidence of neutrinos was observed
in 1956 by the Reines and Cowan experiments [24], detecting ν¯e from a nuclear reactor. It
would be a further few decades before the remaining two known types of neutrinos were
discovered: the νµ in 1962 [25], and the ντ in 2001 [26]. Soon after the initial discovery, it was
observed that neutrinos have predominantly left-handed helicity [27]. Neutrino scattering
experiments in the late 1970’s would confirm the V − A nature of neutrino interactions
[28, 29, 30]. Neutrino deep-inelastic scattering experiments around the same time also
led to the discovery of neutral-current interactions [31, 32]. The combination of all this
evidence has led to neutrinos included as a precisely-measured component of the Glashow-
Weinberg-Salam model of electroweak interactions [33, 34, 35]. Combined with the quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) theory of strong interactions 1, this is now known as the Standard
Model of Particle Physics.
In the Standard Model, each of the three weak interaction neutrino flavors νi (i = e, µ, τ)





 , along with its charged
1See the review of Bethke et. al. in Section 9 of [36].
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lepton partner l−i . This doublet is part of the ith fermion family, along with the left-
handed quark fields of the same family. Following [36], the Standard Model Lagrangian





































The many components of this equation include: fermion mass parameters mi; gauge cou-
pling constants g and g′; the Weinberg angle θW = tan
−1(g′/g); the positron charge
e = g sin θW ; the mass of the W boson MW =
1
2gv. The constant v ≈ 246.22 GeV is
related to breaking of electroweak symmetry by the Higgs mechanism [37]. Bosonic fields
in Eq. 2.2 include: the gauge boson fields W i ∼ (i = 1, 2, 3) and Bµ; the photon field
A = B cos θW + W
3 sin θW ; the charged weak bosons W
± = (W 1 ∓ iW 2)/√2; and the
weak neutral boson Z = −B sin θW + W 3 cos θW . Two more couplings are the vector
giV = t3L(i) − 2qi sin2 θW and axial-vector giA = t3L(i), each of which depend on the weak
isospin t3L(i) and charge qi of fermion i. Finally, T
+ and T− are the weak isospin raising
and lowering operators. Detailed discussion of some components of this Lagrangian, such as
the Higgs mechanism, renormalization, and symmetry breaking, are well-covered elsewhere;
good references may be found in [36].
Massless neutrinos couple only to the weak interactions, thus the second and fourth
terms of Eq. 2.2 are most relevant, describing charged-current and neutral-current weak
interactions, respectively. It is worthwhile to note that at momenta small compared to
MW , the second term effectively behaves like the four-fermion interaction first described
in [23]. In staying consistent with the νi having exclusively left-handed helicity, the neutrino
masses are set to be zero in this Lagrangian.
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2.2 Neutrino Flavor Mixing
Following a large accumulation of evidence (reviewed in Chapter 3), it is now well-accepted
that neutrinos exhibit flavor oscillations as they propagate through space, which implies that
at least two of the three known neutrinos have nonzero masses. In the following sections,
we review the underlying mathematics behind flavor mixing, and derive formulas for the
flavor oscillation probabilities relevant to measuring sin2 (2θ13).
2.2.1 The PMNS Neutrino Mixing Matrix
The underlying theory describing neutrino mixing was first predicted by Maki, Nakagawa,
and Sakata [38], and independently by Pontecorvo [39]. In this model, the weakly-interacting
lepton flavor eigenstates of neutrinos νe, νµ, and ντ are each superpositions of three neutrino
mass eigenstates ν1, ν2, and ν3. The two bases are related by a unitary mixing matrix U ,





where Greek indices denote the interaction basis (i.e. W+ → ℓ+α + να) and Latin indices
the mass basis, following the conventions of [36].
The true nature of neutrino masses, or whether neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana fermions,
has subtle effects on the form of U . If the neutrinos are Majorana particles, each pair of mass
eigenstates has between them one mixing angle θij and one CP -violating phase φij [40],
similar to how CP violation arises in the quark sector [41]. Following [42], mixings may
then be thought of as effectively 2 × 2 unitary operations ωij with 3 × 3 forms tailored to




cos θ13 0 e
iφ13 sin θ13
0 1 0
−e−iφ13 sin θ13 0 cos θ13

 (2.4)
The three-neutrino mixing matrix can then be described as the product of the three ωij
matrices. While this formalism is extensible to larger numbers of neutrinos, measurements
of Z → ναν¯α contributions to the Z decay width by experiments at LEP support only 3
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active neutrinos [43]. It may be possible to have “sterile” neutrinos which do not couple to
the Z, nor have leptonic partners, and interact only by oscillation processes [36]. However,
for the sake of simplicity, these calculations will focus only on the 3 active neutrino case.
The full matrix U is thus given by the product:







−s12c23e−iφ12 − c12s13s23ei(φ23−φ13) c12c23 − s12s13s23ei(φ12+φ23−φ13) c13s23eiφ23
s12s23e
−i(φ12+φ23) − c12s13c23e−iφ13 −c12s23e−iφ23 − s12s13c23ei(φ12−φ13) c13c23


using the shorthand notation cij = cos θij and sij = sin θij . While all three CP -violating
phases have physical effects [42, 44], two of the phases are only relevant in processes involving
neutrinoless double beta decay. It is then convention [36] in discussing oscillations to define






−s12c23 − c12s13s23eiδCP c12c23 − s12s13s23eiδCP c13s23
s12s23 − c12s13c23eiδCP −c12s23 − s12s13c23eiδCP c13c23

 . (2.6)
In this form, the lepton mixing matrix is equivalent to the quark mixing matrix, as first
proposed in [38] and [39].
If neutrinos are Dirac fermions, a set of three flavor eigenstates has only one phase
degree of freedom [40]. The mixing matrix U then automatically takes the form of Eq. 2.6.
However, if any component of the neutrino masses take a Majorana form, a mixing matrix
with three CP -violating phases as in Eq. 2.5 is necessary. Nevertheless, the extra phases
have no effects on neutrino oscillations, so our choice to eliminate them stands valid.
2.2.2 Oscillation Probability Formulas
From the mixing matrix given in Eq. 2.6, it is straight-forward to calculate the probability
for neutrino flavor oscillation due to mixing amplitudes related to θ13. As discussed later in
Section 3.2, the most relevant processes to measuring θ13 are ν¯e → ν¯e survival and νµ → νe
appearance.
For any process, the creation and detection of neutrinos is described in terms of the weak
interaction eigenstates, while the propagation of neutrinos from creation point to detector
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is described by the mass eigenstates and their Hamiltonians. So, for any process we must
calculate the amplitude:





For the survival case, α = β, while for the appearance case α 6= β. For the time being,
Hi is the Hamiltonian for the mass eigenstate |νi〉 propagating in vacuum. In calculating
the probability for an oscillation process P (να → νβ) = |A (να → νβ)|2 oscillating terms will
survive only as phases proportional to differences between the mass eigenstate Hamiltonians
ηij = Hiτi − Hjτj with i 6= j. Following [36], Hiτi = miτi in the neutrino rest frame,
or by Lorentz invariance miτi = Eit − piL where Ei and pi are the neutrino energy and
momentum, and L and t are the distance and time in the lab frame traversed by the neutrino
as it propagates from source to detector. Applying an approximation first shown in [45],








The probability for flavor oscillation is then:





























where ∆m2ij ≡ m2i − m2j is the mass-squared splitting in units of eV2, E is the neutrino
energy in GeV, and L is in km. All factors of c and ~ have been absorbed into the constants
1.27 and 2.54 in the oscillation terms. A cartoon of the flavor mixing parametrized in terms
of the ∆m2ij and mixing angles is shown in Figure 2.1.
Equation 2.9 may now be applied to the processes relevant to measuring θ13. The dis-
appearance process ν¯e → ν¯X used by reactor-based experiments is explained in Sec. 2.2.2.1,
and the νµ → νe appearance process used by accelerator-based experiments is explained in
Sec. 2.2.2.2.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the neutrino mass eigenstates as superpositions of the flavor
eigenstates (colored regions). Mass-squared splittings shown are approximately those as
observed by experiment (see Chapter 3). The ordering of the masses, or “mass hierarchy”,
is still undetermined: left-hand scenario is the “Normal Hierarchy”, and right-hand scenario
is the “Inverted Hierarchy”. Figure from [1].
2.2.2.1 ν¯e → ν¯X Disappearance
While Eq. 2.9 was explicitly formulated for neutrinos, assuming CPT invariance allows con-
sideration of the antineutrino case simply by taking U → U∗. This implies P (να → νβ) =
P (ν¯α → ν¯β). For the ν¯e survival channel,
















In practice, experiments seek to measure a deficit of events due to neutrinos oscillating to
other flavors. The measured quantity is then the disappearance probability Pdis (ν¯e → ν¯X) =
1− P (ν¯e → ν¯e). As discussed later in Section 3.1, θ13 is less than 10◦, so Pdis is often sim-
plified:
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For the case of reactor ν¯e experiments at the L ∼1 km baseline of Double Chooz, the equa-
tion can be further simplified in two ways. The first term may be dropped, as ∆m212L/E <<
1 at this baseline. This leaves the latter two terms to be combined, using the approximation∣∣∆m231∣∣ ≈ ∣∣∆m232∣∣ and leaving:






It is worthwhile to note that Eq. 2.10, and thus also Eq. 2.12, do not contain any terms
proportional to δCP , and thus reactor experiments are not sensitive to that parameter.
Figure 2.2: Traces of the survival probability P (ν¯e → ν¯e) as a function of the baseline-to-
energy ration L/Eν¯ for three different hypothetical sets of oscillation parameters. Dashed
lines indicate optimal baseline distances Dnear and Dfar for the near and far detectors
of a two-detector reactor experiment measuring sin2 (2θ13). Note the effects of θ13-driven
oscillations at 2× 10−3eV−2 while θ12-driven oscillations are still negligible. Also note how
θ13-driven oscillations rapidly average out to a normalization factor in the region where
θ12-driven oscillations dominate. From [2].
2.2.2.2 νµ → νe Appearance
Recall that accelerator-based neutrino experiments search for θ13 by looking for the appear-
ance of νe in a nearly-pure beam of νµ. Calculation of the νµ → νe appearance probability
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in vacuum yields (with assistance from [46]):
P (νµ → νe) = sin2 2θ13s223 sin2
1.27∆m213L
E













































With its abundance of terms, Eq. 2.13 provides a good starting point for discussing practical
considerations which must be taken into account when choosing an experimental baseline
L and neutrino energy E. To be sensitive to oscillation effects, an experiment should be
configured such that the chosen L maximizes P (νµ → νe) at the mean energy ≈ E of the
neutrino source (or in the case of Eq. 2.11, maximizes Pdis). For instance, in cases where∣∣∆m221∣∣≪ ∣∣∆m231∣∣ an experiment built to maximize the effects of the first term in Eq. 2.13
(and be sensitive to sin2 θ13) will effectively suppress any oscillation contributions from the




. As discussed later in
Section 3.1, this situation is close to that of the real world, with
∣∣∆m221∣∣ about two orders
of magnitude less than
∣∣∆m231∣∣ ≈ ∣∣∆m232∣∣. This situation permits neutrino oscillations to
often be treated as “quasi-two-neutrino oscillation,” seeing only the effects of the larger
mass-squared splitting [36].
2.2.2.3 Effects of δCP
While not directly relevant to the measurement being made by Double Chooz and the other
reactor ν¯e experiments, the effects of the CP -violating phase δCP enters accelerator-based
measurements of sin2 (2θ13) as a yet-unconstrained parameter.
The effect of δCP on neutrino oscillations is most easily observed by comparing the os-
cillation probability of neutrinos P (νµ → νe) with that of antineutrinos P (ν¯µ → ν¯e). As in
the calculation of Eq. 2.10, assuming CPT invariance allows the calculation of antineutrino
oscillation probabilities by taking U → U∗ in Eq. 2.9. This effectively takes δCP → −δCP in
Eq. 2.13, so the CP -violating terms are those proportional to sin δCP . A simple calculation
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yields the measure of leptonic CP violation:
∆Pµe ≡ P (νµ → νe)− P (ν¯µ → ν¯e)











While the above form for ∆Pµe is explicitly for νµ → νe processes, in general ∆Pαβ =
−∆Pβα has the same form for any cyclic permutation of two neutrino flavors e, µ, or τ
[47, 48]. Also, it should be noted that CP violation cannot be observed by comparing
να → να and ν¯α → ν¯α survival processes, as unlike Eq. 2.13, Eq. 2.10 contains no terms odd
in δCP . In practice, Eq. 2.14 is often modified to a form known as the CP asymmetry [49]:
ACP =
P (νµ → νe)− P (ν¯µ → ν¯e)






Both Equations 2.14 and 2.15 illustrate how any measure of δCP is dependent upon knowing
θ13. Since θ13 is known to be small, ∆Pµe will be a small effect, though ACP may be large
at low E. If θ13 = 0, CP violation in the neutrino sector may only be measured through
the observation of neutrinoless double beta decay.
2.2.2.4 Matter Effects
When discussing oscillation searches where the neutrino beam passes through a portion
of the Earth, one must consider the influence of matter on neutrino propagation. During
propagation, electron neutrinos and antineutrinos may forward-scatter via charged-current
interactions with electrons in the surrounding matter medium.This phenomena was first
considered by Mikheyev and Smirnov [50], and Wolfenstein [51], and is now known as the
MSW effect. While most neutrinos observed in experiments pass through part of the Earth
at some point, it has been been shown by [52] that matter effects only impact experiments
with L ∼ 1000 km. Thus, this effect has little effect on reactor ν¯e experiments where L ∼
1km, but does need to be considered in accelerator-based neutrino experiments searching
for νµ → νe appearance at long baselines.
Any area of electron density Nα can be considered to contribute an effective potential
term to the flavor-basis Hamiltonian Vα =
√
2GFNα, where GF is the Fermi constant. Since
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scattering contributes a term which is equal for all flavor eigenstates, and thus a negligible
multiple of the identity matrix. Following [46], the MSW effect modifies Eq. 2.13 to:








+ 8c213s12s13s23c12c23 cos δCP cos∆23 sin∆31 sin∆21
− 2 sin2 2θ13s212s223 cos∆23 sin∆31 sin∆21













13 − 2c12c23s12s23s13 cos δCP
)
sin2∆12







where a = 2
√
2GFNe is small and ∆ij ≡ 1.27∆m2ijL/E. In adapting Eq. 2.16 to antineu-
trinos, we must take δCP → −δCP as before, but must also take a → −a. Thus, there are
additional two terms in Eq. 2.16 (as compared to Eq. 2.13) which act as if they are CP -odd.
In matter, ∆Pµe becomes:
∆Pµe = −4c213 sin 2θ12 sin 2θ23s13 sin δCP sin∆32 sin∆31 sin∆21











Depending on the experimental parameters, matter effects can mimic a CP -violating sig-
nal. This effect also depends on the ordering of the neutrino masses, or the mass hierarchy,
due to the sin∆13 dependence of the last term of Eq. 2.17. For a “normal hierarchy”
with m1,2 < m3 the MSW effect will increase ∆Pµe by enhancing P (νµ → νe) and sup-
pressing P (ν¯µ → ν¯e), while an “inverted hierarchy” with m1,2 > m3 will have the opposite
effect. Since the absolute hierarchy has not yet been established, this variable can affect an
experiment’s sensitivity to measuring δCP .
2.3 Possible Mechanisms for Neutrino Masses
As described in Sec. 2.1, neutrinos are considered massless in the Standard Model; this fits
the historical data of ν (ν¯) always having left-handed (right-handed) helicity. However, the
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flavor oscillations described in Sec. 2.2.2 require at least one of the neutrino masses to be
nonzero, and at least two to be nondegenerate. Current experimental evidence, described in
Chapter 3, supports that at least two neutrinos are massive, and all three are nondegenerate.
Thus, an extension to the Standard Model is warranted in which neutrinos are given nonzero
masses, but the exclusive helicities of observed relativistic neutrinos and antineutrinos are
maintained.
The Standard Model Lagrangian in Eq. 2.2 does allow for neutrinos to be massive Dirac
fermions with the setting of a nonzero mass in the first term,
LF ∝ mnu (ν¯LνR + ν¯RνL) (2.18)
though this would warrant right-handed neutrinos with ν¯L independent of νR. It is also
possible to extend the Lagrangian with Majorana mass terms, thereby rendering each of the
neutrinos its own antiparticle (νL)
C = (νC)R [36]. One common theoretical framework to
accommodate this is the so-called “Seesaw Mechanism” which arises out of superstring-based
Grand Unification Theories [53, 54]. This mechanism introduces both Majorana and Dirac
mass terms into the Lagrangian yielding heavy right-handed neutrinos with masses near
the Grand Unification scale, and left-handed neutrinos with appropriately small masses.
Exactly how these fields are constructed leads to three different types of seesaw mechanism:
type-I [53, 54], type-II [55, 56], and type-III [57]. In many cases, the theory also implies
the existence of Majorana neutrinos and neutrinoless double beta decay [58]. All allow
for neutrino flavor oscillations. The exact mass of such right-handed neutrinos could have
implications for the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe [59, 60, 61],
though direct searches have so far provided no evidence [62, 63, 64, 65].
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Chapter 3
Neutrino Oscillation Experiments
3.1 Past Experimental Oscillation Results
The first evidence for anomalous neutrino behavior came from measurements of the solar
neutrino flux by the Homestake Mine experiment beginning in the late 1960’s [66, 67].
Their underground chemical-based neutrino detector registered a deficit of observed events
as compared to flux predicted by the Standard Solar Model by nearly a factor of three.
The mechanism for this deficit was not immediately understood. Confirming measurements
of the deficit from the GALLEX [68, 69] and SAGE [70] experiments helped rule out
detector-related systematics as a cause, and prompted further precision measurements of
solar neutrinos, and neutrinos from other sources.
Measurements of atmospheric neutrinos in the 1980’s and 1990’s by the IMB [71],
Kamiokande [72] and Super-Kamiokande [73] experiments gave strong evidence in sup-
port of flavor oscillations between neutrinos even before the solar anomaly was resolved.
Each measured the ratio νµ/νe in GeV-energy neutrinos to be smaller than expected, and
to vary with incoming neutrino angle. This indicated that neutrinos originating from cos-
mic ray interactions in the Earth’s atmosphere were oscillating between flavors as they
passed through the planet. Similar measurements would eventually be conducted by the
MINOS [74], MACRO [75], and Soudan-2 [76] experiments.
Concurrent with the atmospheric measurements, further data taken by the Kamiokande [77]
and subsequent Super-Kamiokande [78] experiments also confirmed the deficit of solar neu-
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trinos. However, it would not be until the 2000’s when the SNO experiment would measure
neutral-current interactions from all flavors of solar neutrinos and definitively show that
solar electron neutrinos were oscillating to other types [79].
Following the success of neutrino beams in producing νµ [25] and as probes in deep-
inelastic scattering (e.g. [80]), searches for oscillations were also conducted by placing
detectors at distances from sources of accelerator-produced neutrinos. At the time of this
writing, recent results from accelerator-based neutrino experiments include the observation
of νµ → ντ oscillations by the OPERA experiment [81], tests of sterile neutrinos by the
ICARUS experiment [82], and long-baseline measurements of νµ → νX oscillations by the
MINOS [83, 5] and K2K [84] experiments. Most recently, the T2K experiment [85] has
begun operation, as discussed later.
A global summary of all exclusion and acceptance regions from a plethora of oscillation
searches are shown in Fig. 3.1, including data up to 2011. When results from all experiments
are combined, the acceptance regions allowed in the parameter space of 3-neutrino mixing
become very small, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. This level of precision hints at the maturity
of the field, and the wealth of data accumulated since the discovery of neutrino flavor oscil-
lations. The combined solar data of SNO [4, 86] and Super-Kamiokande [78], and the long-
baseline reactor data of KamLAND [87], constrain the “solar” mixing angle sin2 (2θ12) =
0.857± 0.024 and mass splitting ∆m221 = (7.50 ± 0.20)× 10−5 eV2. Super-Kamiokande [88]
and MINOS [21, 83, 5] combine to provide the best constraints on the “atmospheric” mixing






The global data are not without anomalies. Most striking is the result of the LSND
experiment [89], which found evidence for ν¯µ → ν¯e oscillations consistent with a mass
splitting of ∆m2 ∼ 1 eV2, a value which is inconsistent with atmospheric or solar oscillation
modes. This result has been tested in both ν¯µ → ν¯e and νµ → νe modes by the MiniBooNE
experiment [90, 91], with the ν¯ results showing consistency with the LSND result. However,
MiniBooNE itself has provided another anomaly in an excess of events over background at
low neutrino energy, which is not explained by LSND-like mixing [92]. These anomalies are
often attributed to mechanisms mediated by one or more “sterile” neutrinos which interact
via flavor mixing with the known flavors of neutrinos, but do not couple to the Z and avoid




























































Figure 3.1: Regions of allowed squared-mass splittings and mixing angles allowed or ex-
cluded by various experimental results, as of 2011. Figure created by H. Murayama [3]. Ref-
erences for data shown are listed at http://hitoshi.berkeley.edu/neutrino/ref2011.
html.
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(c) MINOS+SuperK
Figure 3.2: Detailed plots of the best-fit values of oscillation parameters in a 3-neutrino mix-
ing model, according to combined or best experimental data. Plots do not take into account
results from sin2 (2θ13) measurements described in Chapter 8. Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b)
from [4]. Figure 3.2(c) from [5].
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contributing to the width of the Z resonance (e.g. [93], [94], and [95]). Other experiments
have begun complementary tests of the parameter space, but have so far provided only
exclusion limits [82]. More recently, re-analysis of predicted reactor fluxes [13, 96] and a
global fit to all ν¯e disappearance data have similarly given the suggestion of mixing to a
sterile neutrino at ∆m2 > 0.5 eV2 in what has been deemed the “Reactor ν¯ Anomaly” [97].
As of mid-2011, the only remaining unmeasured parameters in the PMNS matrix were
θ13 and δCP . The most stringent constraints on θ13 come from reactor-based experiments,
particularly the Palo Verde [6] and Chooz [7] collaborations. Each utilized a single liquid
scintillator detector at a baseline of between 750 and 1100 m, with varying degrees of
overburden. Having only one detector each, the experiments compared their observed IBD
candidate rates to predictions based on reactor data (though Chooz did employ an “anchor
point” on their predicted flux based on the measurement of the very-short baseline Bugey4
experiment [98], a technique also used by Double Chooz and described in Sec. 6.3). In the
cases of both experiments, degradation of the Gd-doped liquid scintillator halted the period
of useful data-taking. The results of both experiments are shown in Fig. 3.3. The final
result of the Chooz experiment gave an upper bound of sin2 (2θ13) . 0.14 [7] at the central
value of ∆m231 = 2.32×10−3 eV2 measured by MINOS [83, 5], providing the most stringent
constraint on θ13 until the middle of 2011. Measurements after that time, leading to the
observation of a nonzero θ13, are described later in Chapter 8.
3.2 Modern Searches for θ13-Driven Oscillations
Modern experiments attempting to measure θ13-driven oscillations generally employ one of
two approaches: 1.) attempting to measure ν¯e → ν¯X disappearance using reactor-produced
ν¯e flux; or 2.) attempting to measure νµ → νe appearance in an accelerator-produced beam
of mostly νµ. Each style of experiment has their own unique advantages, challenges, and
systematic uncertainties.
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Chooz
Figure 3.3: Exclusion limits on oscillations of reactor ν¯e at 90% C.L., given in a plot from [6].
Palo Verde results are from that reference, while Chooz results are from [7].
3.2.1 Accelerator-Based Searches
Accelerator-based neutrino oscillation experiments observe neutrinos created by a fixed-
target particle beam at some distance from the target. The beam of neutrinos is typically
created by impinging protons on a target to produce π± and K± mesons, then allowing
those mesons to decay and emit neutrinos in the highly-boosted direction of the initial
beam. Sufficient neutrino beam intensities are achieved by focusing the mesons with one or
more magnetic horns, as well as providing a long, empty decay region in which the hadrons
are free to decay before interacting with matter. The beams are typically rich in νµ and ν¯µ,
with a non-negligible νe and ν¯e contamination.
Oscillations driven by θ13 are observable in accelerator-created neutrino beams by mea-
suring the rate of νe appearance some distance from the beam production point. The
probability for a νµ to oscillate into a νe in vacuum is given by the lengthy Eq. 2.13. While
this equation gives opportunity to measure a large number of physical parameters, this
opportunity also complicates precision measurements of any single parameter. Further,
neutrino beam energies of 1-10 GeV require a baseline L ∼ 1, 000 km to provide experi-
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mental sensitivity to oscillation effects. If both the neutrino beam production site and the
detector are to be located within the Earth’s crust, this length of baseline is only achievable
by sending the beam along a chord line through the Earth, further complicating the form
of Eq. 2.13 by requiring that matter effects be taken into account, yielding Eq. 2.16.
Two accelerator-based experiments are currently taking data in order to measure P (νµ →
νe). The MINOS experiment [99] has been in operation since 2005, measuring neutrinos pro-
duced by the NuMI beam [100] at Fermilab, outside of Batavia, IL, USA. MINOS observes
neutrinos interacting in a pair of detectors of similar segmented iron-and-plastic-scintillator
design: a 980 ton near detector a few hundred meters from the neutrino production site;
and a 5,400 ton far detector at a baseline of L = 735 km.
The T2K (Tokai-to-Kamioka) experiment [85, 49] is located in Japan, and began oper-
ation in early 2010. It observes neutrinos created at the J-PARC laboratory near Tokai,
using the Super-Kamiokande water Cherenkov detector to measure potential oscillations at
a baseline of L = 295 km. A suite of different near detectors [101, 102, 103, 104] is used
to characterize the beam at short baselines. The beam is directed such that the Super-K
far detector is located off-axis, yielding a neutrino flux of lower average energy, but with a
more sharply-peaked spectrum than the on-axis flux.
Recent results from each of these experiments are discussed in Chapter 8.
In addition to MINOS and T2K, the NOνA experiment [105] will also attempt to mea-
sure θ13-driven oscillations once it is fully constructed. NOνA also observes neutrinos from
the NuMI beam, but does so at positions off the central beam axis where the neutrinos are
of generally lower energy, but the peaked neutrino spectrum is narrower. The NOνA near
and far detectors are situated a few hundred meters and 810 km from the neutrino pro-
duction site, respectively. Both detectors are of the same segmented design, constructed of
extruded segments of PVC which are filled with liquid scintillator and read out by avalanche
photodiodes.
3.2.2 Reactor-Based Searches
Nuclear fission reactions produce many ν¯e as the fragments of fissioned fuel nuclei shed
neutrons in order to reach an energetically-stable nuclear configuration. The few-MeV
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energies at which these reactions occur aren’t capable of creating the partner leptons of
ν¯µ and ν¯τ , so the flux of neutrinos emanating from the reactors is very pure. This pure
flux provides a route to measuring θ13 by searching for a disappearance in the expected
number of ν¯e. A combination of the ν¯e spectrum emitted by the fission products with the
energy-dependent Inverse Beta Decay cross-section gives rise to a singly-peaked interaction
spectrum, with interactions most probable at around Eν¯ = 3 MeV (see Figure 6.5). The
probability of an ν¯e disappearing is governed by the formula given in Eq. 2.11. Because the
mass splittings ∆m231 ≈ ∆m223 and ∆m212 are different by orders of magnitude, experiments
measuring sin2 (2θ13) at baselines of ∼ 1 km from reactors may neglect oscillations driven
by the mixing angle θ12. This is shown in the simplification of Eq. 2.11 down to the much
more manageable Eq. 2.12, and illustrated in Figure 2.2. Thus, reactor ν¯e disappearance
measurements can allow a very precise and straight-forward measurement of sin2 (2θ13)
without dependencies on other oscillation parameters.
3.2.2.1 Multi-Detector Design of Modern Experiments
Modern reactor ν¯e oscillation experiments are based on a multi-detector, multi-baseline
principle that employs (at least) a “near” detector to precisely measure an un-oscillated
flux close to the neutrino source, and a “far” detector to measure the effects of potential
oscillations on the spectrum after some distance [106, 107]. While it is possible to make a
measurement of sin2 (2θ13) based on the predicted flux of ν¯e, a la Palo Verde [6] or Chooz [7],
this approach is limited by systematic uncertainties on the reactor flux prediction and signal
detection efficiency. However, if the near and far detectors of a multiple-baseline experiment
are built to identical specifications, the effects of these systematics are greatly diminished.
This is why each of the experiments described in the next few subsections utilizes multiple,
identically-constructed detectors. With this approach, the limiting systematics are the
relative efficiencies of the two detectors, and knowledge of irreducible backgrounds in each
detector.
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3.2.2.2 Double Chooz
Double Chooz [9] is located in the Ardennes region in northeastern France, near the Franco-
Belgian border. The power plant site is the same location as where the CHOOZ experi-
ment [7] was constructed. The reactor complex houses a pair of 4.25 GWth pressurized
water reactors. Double Chooz is being constructed in a phased manner: first a Far detector
will be built at an average baseline of 1,050 m; later a Near detector will be constructed at
an average baseline of ∼450 m. Both detectors are of identical construction, and contain
an 8.3 ton antineutrino target fiducial mass. As of this writing, the Far detector has been
constructed and has been taking physics data since April 2011; the Near detector is under
construction.
As it is the focus of this thesis, the Double Chooz experiment, especially in its Far
Detector-only first phase, is described in much greater detail in Chapter 4. Results from
Double Chooz oscillation analyses are described in-depth in Chapters A and 7, and discussed
in the context of other measurements of θ13 in Chapter 8.
3.2.2.3 Daya Bay
The Daya Bay experiment [108] is located in southeastern China, outside of Hong Kong.
Three reactor complexes on the site, called Daya Bay, Ling Ao I, and Ling Ao II, each host
two reactors. The six reactors all produce 2.9 GWth nominal power. When fully constructed,
Daya Bay will be comprised of eight identically-designed Antineutrino Detector (AD) units.
Two AD’s will be located at a site near to the Daya Bay reactors, two AD’s will be located
at a site near each of the Ling Ao reactor sites, and the final four AD’s will be installed at
a Far site around 1.7 km from all of the reactors. At time of writing, Daya Bay has been
running in an initial reduced configuration, with only three AD’s at the Far site and one
AD at the Ling Ao near site, and are in process of installing all AD’s. Daya Bay began
taking data in this reduced configuration in late December 2011.
Recent results from Daya Bay are discussed in Chapter 8.
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3.2.2.4 RENO
The RENO experiment [109] is located in South Korea, 250 km south of Seoul at the
Yonggwang nuclear power plant. The power plant hosts six reactors arranged in a line,
approximately evenly spaced with 1.3 km between the first and last core. The total combined
thermal power of the six reactors is 16.4 GWth. RENO’s identical detectors are placed at
distances of 292 m and 1380 m from the centroid of the reactors. RENO began taking
physics data with both of its detectors in August 2011.
Recent results from RENO are discussed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 4
The Double Chooz Experiment
The main goal of the Double Chooz experiment is a measurement of flavor oscillations due to
sin2 (2θ13) in the ν¯e flux emanating from a pair of nuclear reactors, using two identical liquid-
scintillator detectors. This chapter describes the Double Chooz experimental apparatus in
general terms, and covers the operation of the Inner Detector (ID) in detail. Detailed
description of the Outer Veto (OV), the Columbia University group’s principle hardare
contribution to the experiment, is delayed to Chapter 5 so that it may be covered in
greater detail.
The Double Chooz experiment is designed on the principle of using identical detectors
at different baselines from the antineutrino-emitting reactors to precisely measure any ef-
fects of sin2 (2θ13)-driven oscillations. Section 4.1 of this chapter will describe the general
layout of the detectors and reactor factility. The design of each detector will be further
described in Section 4.2, with emphasis on the Inner Detector (Sec. 4.2.1). Descriptions of
the detector’s calibration system, which are integral to performing an oscillation analysis
based on observed neutrino spectrum, follow in Section 4.2.5. Finally, description of the
Data Acquisition System, electronics, and software used to process detector data is found
in Section 4.3. Since the Far and Near detectors are intended to be operationally identical
with near identical design, and accounting for the fact that the analyses described in Chap-
ters A and 7 utilize only the far detector, this chapter will not contain separate discussions
of each detector.
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4.1 Experiment Site & Layout
The Double Chooz experiment [9] is situated in the Ardennes region of France, at the
site of the Centrale Nucle´aire de Chooz, near the eponymous village. The power plant
hosts two N4-type pressurized water reactors (PWRs) for generating electrical power. Each
reactor has a nominal thermal power of 4.25 GWth and produces around 1.49 GW of
electrical power [110]. Double Chooz will employ a multiple-detector approach to measure
ν¯e oscillations in the flux from both reactors: a near detector will measure the flux before
oscillations become significant, while a far detector will measure the flux at a distance of
∼1050m from the two-reactor barycenter. Illustrations of the expected final configuration
with both Near and Far detectors may be seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. To minimize relative
differences between detectors and systematics in the two-detector phase, both the Near
and Far detectors will be built to the same design. For similar reasons, the detectors are
constructed at locations where the ratio of the flux from each reactor will be the same in
each detector.
Figure 4.1: Aerial photograph of the Double Chooz site in Ardennes, France, showing
the general layout of the detectors around the reactor complex. Reactors are the gray,
domed cylindrical buildings near center. Note that ‘East’ and ‘West’ reactors are named
erroneously in this photograph: the labels should be swapped.
Double Chooz will make use of the existing experimental hall previously occupied by
the CHOOZ experiment [7]. This reduces civil construction time and costs, and allows
Double Chooz to be constructed in a phased manner: the Far detector is completed first,





Figure 4.2: Overhead photograph of the Double Chooz site in Ardennes, France. Reactors
B1 and B2 are marked with yellow pushpins and red labels. Near and Far detector locations
are marked with green pushpins and white labels. Blue lines and measurements indicate
baselines between each reactor and detector. Produced with Google Earth.
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and can perform a single-detector measurement of θ13 while the Near detector is being
constructed. Once the Near detector is on-line, the Far detector will have already accrued
significantly more data than if it were simultaneously started with the Near, improving the
initial Near-Far measurements.
4.2 Detector Design
The Double Chooz detector employs a multiple-volume detector design to reduce systematic
uncertainties and the rates of irreducible backgrounds. A schematic of the detector is shown
in Figure 4.3. The detector is generally divided into three regions: the Inner Detector (ID),
Inner Veto (IV), and Outer Veto (OV). The ID is further divided into three volumes: the
ν¯ Target, γ-catcher, and Buffer, and surrounded by passive steel shielding. Mounted at a
number of locations on the detector are various calibration systems.
4.2.1 Inner Detector
The Inner Detector (ID) is defined by a steel vessel vessel (also called the Buffer Vessel)
5516 mm in diameter, 5674 mm in radius, and 3 mm thick. On the wall of this vessel are
mounted 390 Hamamatsu R7081 10”-diameter photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) [111]. This
model was chosen in part for its low-background glass construction. The ID PMTs face
inwards towards the center of the detector, and provide the main basis for calorimetric
measurements of particle interactions inside the ID. Each PMT is surrounded by a Mu-
metal cylindrical shield to suppress the effects of ambient magnetic fields [112]. The PMTs
are supplied with high voltage power (∼1.3 kV from a CAEN A1535P mainframe) by a single
cable which also carries away the PMT signal (5 mV/PE). Signal and HV are decoupled by
a splitter, with the signal being routed to the data acquisition electronics (see Sec. 4.3).
A set of 800 PMTs were characterized for use in both the Far and Near Double Chooz
detectors [113, 114, 115], with a subset selected for the Far detector. Characteristics
such as single-photoelectron signal shape, single-PE/pedestal ratio, combined quantum and
collection efficiency, pulse transit time spread, and after-pulse probability, charge output


































(a) Cross-Section Schematic (b) CAD Cutaway View
Figure 4.3: A cross-sectional schematic of the Double Chooz detector (Fig. 4.3(a)), and a CAD cutaway view (Fig. 4.3(b)).
Figure 4.3(a) from [8].
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in the Far Detector, some were found to generate flashes of light due to sparking in the
circuitry located in the epoxy base. Reduction of false triggers caused by this spontaneous
light emission was achieved by a combination of turning off the High-Voltage power to 14
PMTs, and through software-based signal discrimination methods (see Sec. A).
4.2.1.1 ν¯ Target
The ν¯ Target contains the Gd-doped liquid scintillator which defines the fiducial volume
of the Gd-capture-driven Double Chooz neutrino analysis. This volume is contained by
an acrylic vessel of cylindrical shape, 2458 mm in height and 1150 mm in radius, with a
thickness of 8 mm.
The target scintillator has been newly-developed for Double Chooz, with design em-
phasis on long-term chemical stability [116]. The CHOOZ experiment was limited in its
physics reach by the gradual optical degradation of its scintillator [7], motivating this design
emphasis for Double Chooz.
The base solvent mixture is composed of ortho-phenylxylylethane (o-PXE) and n-
dodecane mixed at a ratio of 20/80. The chosen scintillation fluor is PPO (2,5-diphenyloxazole),
with bis-MSB (4-bis-(2-methylstyryl)benzene) used as a wavelength-shifter to shift scintil-
lation light to wavelengths where the detector liquids are more transparent. Doping with
Gadolinium is achieved by use of a meta-β-diketone, Gd(thd)3, or Gd(III)-tris-(2,2,6,6-
tetramethyl-heptane-3,5-dionate), at a concentration of 0.123% by weight, or ∼1 gram/liter.
This complex metalorgnanic compound has been found to exhibit higher solubility in or-
ganic solvents, lending itself to long-term chemical stability. The high vapor pressure of the
molecule also allowed purification by sublimation, reducing radioimpurities due to U, Th,
and K chains.
Precise knowledge of the total number of free Hydrogen nuclei in the fiducial volume is
integral to the ν¯ oscillation measurement, on account of the detection process ν¯e+p→ e++n
rate scaling with the number of target protons in the detector’s fiducial volume. In the
single-detector phase, the “proton number” is essential to predicting the expected number
of detected IBD interactions in the ν¯ Target. The two-detector phase of the experiment relies
on direct comparison of the proton numbers in each of the detectors in order to establish the
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expected near/far ratio of events. The proton number uncertainty is minimized through
accurate mass measurements of the ν¯ Target fluid, and by use of scintillator ingredients
which have been well-characterized by precision chemical analysis. For the Double Chooz
far detector, a weight measurement of the ν¯ Target scintillator was made during the filling
of the detector, determining the mass to a precision of 0.04%. The free hydrogen fraction
of the Target liquids has been found to be 13.6%, with a relative precision of 0.3% [117].
These uncertainties are included in the IBD detection efficiency uncertainty, described later
in Chapters A and 7.
4.2.1.2 γ-catcher
The γ-catcher serves to increase photon conversion efficiency while maintaining the defini-
tion of the fiducial volume by the Gd-doped target. It is contained by an acrylic vessel of
cylindrical shape with a thickness of 12 mm. In each dimension, it provides 55 cm of fluid
thickness around the ν¯ Target. This provides a total volume of scintillator of 22.5 m3. The
γ-catcher scintillator is composed of the same o-PXE and n-dodecane as the ν¯ Target, but
with medicinal white oil also added in order to match the light yield and density to that
of the Gd-doped target scintillator [117]. The same PPO fluor and bis-MSB wavelength
shifter are used, as in the ν¯ target.
The γ-catcher ensures conversion of emitted γ’s from processes near the edge of the ν¯
Target into scintillation light. This allows the Gd-doped region of the ν¯ Target to fully
define the fiducial volume of the detector without loss of calorimetric precision near the
edge of the fiducial volume.
4.2.1.3 Buffer
The Buffer is a layer of mineral oil which serves to shield the scintillating regions of the
detector from radioactivity naturally present in the photomultiplier tubes, steel detector
vessel, and surrounding rock. This layer is 105 cm thick, or 110 m3 of fluid. The liquid is
a mixture of 53% medicinal white oil and 47% n-alkane, by volume, chosen for its trans-
parency, low aromaticity, and minimal scintillation light yield. Use of the buffer is one
of the significant improvements of the Double Chooz detector over the previous design of
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CHOOZ.
4.2.2 Inner Veto
The Inner Veto (IV) is the outermost layer of the main detector, and serves to tag and
track through-going cosmic ray muons, and tag fast neutrons. The IV consists of 90 m3 of
liquid scintillator monitored by 78 Hamamatsu R1408 8” PMTs arranged around the sides
(12 PMTs), bottom (48 PMTs), and top (24 PMTs) of the cylinder. These PMTs were
previously used in the IMB and Super-Kamiokande experiments [118]. The scintillator used
in the IV is a mixture of linear alkyl benzene (LAB) and n-alkanes, with 2 g/l PPO fluor
and 20 mg/l bis-MSB wavelength shifter added. The stainless steel vessel has dimensions of
6.8 m height and 3.3 m radius, holding a fluid layer 50 cm thick around all sides of the ID,
except for a small break for the detector chimney at the top, ensuring high muon tagging
efficiency. The inside of the vessel was painted with a highly-reflective white AR100/CLX
coating from MaxPerles. Similarly, the outer sides of the buffer vessel, which face into
the IV, are coated with reflective VM2000 sheets. This design was optimized for muon
detection efficiency by maximizing the number of produced photoelectrons per MeV of MIP
energy deposition using MC simulation of the detector [119]. The resulting muon rejection
efficiency of the IV as configured is above 99.9% for muons which cross the IV volume [8].
4.2.3 Steel Shielding
The main detector is surrounded outside of the IV by 15 cm of passive, demagnetized steel
shielding. This layer shields against naturally-occurring γ-radiation in the rock and cavern
surrounding the detector.
4.2.4 Outer Veto
The Outer Veto (OV) sits atop the layer of steel shielding above the main detector. De-
scribed more in Chapter 5, the OV provides additional muon veto coverage, especially over
the chimney of the main detector where IV coverage is lacking. The OV is constructed
of segmented plastic scintillator modules. One bi-layer of modules sits atop the surface
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of the steel shielding, while another smaller bi-layer is suspended from the ceiling of the
experimental hall.
4.2.5 Calibration Systems
The Double Chooz detector is equipped with a variety of calibration systems used to char-
acterize detector response and measure long-term detector performance stability. Not all
systems described here are in full use at the time of this writing. Hardware systems in-
clude light sources and deployed radioactive sources. Radioactive sources available include
137Cs (0.662 MeV γ emitter), 68Ge (2 × 0.511 MeV positron annihilation γ emitter), 60Co
(1.173 MeV and 1.333 MeV γ emitter), and 252Cf (fission neutron emitter); all sources are
encapsulated to preserve scintillator chemical integrity.
4.2.5.1 ID & IV Light Injection
The Inner Detector and Inner Veto are each equipped with a multi-wavelength light-injection
system (LI). Light from blue and UV LEDs (λ =385, 425, and 470 nm for the ID, and
λ =365 and 475 nm for the IV) is conveyed into the detector by optical fibers, with the end
points of the fibers located on the covers of the PMTs. Some end points are also equipped
with light diffuser plates to provide broad beams. LED properties like flash rate, intensity,
and duration are remotely controllable. Calibration data using the LI system are taken at
regular intervals, from which PMT gain, PMT time offset, and detector readout stability
can be measured.
4.2.5.2 z-Axis Deployment System
The z-Axis deployment system allows light sources and radioactive sources to be deployed
directly into the ν¯ Target. Sources are deployed via a motorized pulley-and-line system
down through the chimney of the detector to a vertical position known to a precision of 1
mm. A glove box mounted at the top of the detector chimney, shown in Figure 4.4, is used
as a source deployment interface. The interior of the glovebox is pressurized with nitrogen
above ambient pressure in order to maintain clean and radiopure detector conditions while
in use.
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Figure 4.4: CAD schematic of the glovebox which serves as an interface for deploying
calibration sources into the detector. The cylindrical flange near the bottom of the figure
attaches to the detector chimney via a flexible manifold to minimize mechanical stress on
the acrylic vessels. The blue square at the middle of the figure is a ball valve which is
typically kept closed during normal detector operation, but opened in order to allow source
deployment. White disks inside the green glove box (gloves not shown) are the pulley used
by the z-axis deployment system. Panel to the right of the glove box ports is the nitrogen
gas control system.
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4.2.5.3 Guide Tube
Encapsulated radioactive sources may be deployed into the GC by means of a rigid, hermetic,
looped, stainless steel guide tube (GT). Sources are driven through the length of the tube
on the end of a wire, driven by an electric motor. This system allows sources to be deployed
just outside of the ν¯ Target vessel wall or just inside the GC wall, e.g. a 252Cf source to
measure neutron capture at the edge of the detector’s fiducial volume. Within the tube,
the position of sources is known to 1 cm.
(a) Guide Tube CAD Schematic (b) Installed Guide Tube
Figure 4.5: Fig. 4.5(a): CAD schematic of Guide Tube, shown mounted against edge of ν¯
target vessel (GC and buffer vessels not shown). Fig. 4.5(b): Photograph of Guide Tube
installed in Far Detector, showing photomultipliers in background.
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4.2.5.4 Buffer Tube
A hermetic deployment tube is located in the buffer, allowing source deployment just outside
of the GC vessel wall. As with the GT, the glovebox is used as a deployment interface, and
a wire driver moves the source capsule through the tube to a position with precision ∼1
cm.
4.2.5.5 Articulated Arm
The articulated arm system will allow radioactive sources to be deployed throughout the
ν¯ Target region. As depicted in Figure 4.6, teh arm would deploy down the chimney of
the ν¯ target, and the atriculation woudl allow a calibration source to be placed anywhere
within that vessel with high spatial precision. This form of calibration would allow full
mapping of detector response as a function of position within the ν¯ Target, energy, and
particle species. At the time of this writing, the articulated arm has not yet been installed
in the Far Detector laboratory.
Figure 4.6: Depiction of the Articulated Arm being deployed along the central axis of the
ν¯ target, and articulating near the bottom of the acrylic vessel. Detector vessels are shown
in the surrounding, along with the glovebox at the top of the detector. From [9].
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4.3 Main Detector Data Acquisition Systems
Signals from the PMTs of the ID and IV are read out by a single Data Acquisition System
(DAQ) based on digitization of PMT waveforms by flash-ADC electronics [120]. The DAQ
processes data split from the PMT signal/HV cables, and handles it until written to disk
as digitized waveforms.
PMT signals from the splitters enter into custom Front-End Electronics (FEE) where
the signals are amplified, clipped, baseline-restored, and filtered for coherent noise. These
steps prepare the signal pulses for digitization. The FEE also sums sets of 8 PMT channels
and feeds the summed charge signals to a custom trigger system. To prevent overshoot
in the trigger system, the summed signal is truncated after 100 ns by re-adding a delayed
signal; this also has the effect of suppressing signals of larger frequency than ∼1MHz.
The trigger system [121, 122] is designed to be deadtime-free. PMT signals from the ID
and IV are divided into three groups: two groups of 195 PMTs each distributed uniformly
around the ID, denoted A and B; and one grouping of the IV PMTs. If the sum of any group
is above a specified threshold, all waveforms of all PMTs in the ID and IV are recorded for
256 ns. This threshold is approximately 0.35 MeV of visible energy for the ID, and 10 MeV
for the IV. This low threshold of the ID trigger yields an efficiency of 100% with negligible
uncertainty at the analysis threshold of 0.7 MeV. Discussion of the trigger efficiency as it
effects the oscillation analysis may be found in Sections A.3.2.2 and 7.3.2.2.
Waveform digitization is carried out by 64 CAEN-Vx1721 (VME64x) waveform digitiz-
ers. Each unit reads eight channels with 8-bit flash-ADCs at a sampling rate of 500 MS/s.
Internal memory in each unit allows for caching of up to 1024 waveforms of 4 µsec each
without external readout. The 256 ns readout length for each waveform was chosen based
on MC studies to sample at least ∼90% of the scintillation light from the single energy
deposition. The dynamic range of the flash-ADC units leads to nonlinear response above
100 MeV visible energy, with significant (∼40%) non-linearity estimated above 500 MeV.
Periodic monitoring of FADC baselines shows them to be stable to within a single ADC unit,
though power-cycling of the units has been observed to induce instabilities in the baselines.
This instability induces nonlinearities in single-channel response at low energies, below 2
PEs. However, the effect has been measured using LI calibration data, and is corrected for
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in oﬄine processing.
4.3.1 Performance
All waveform data from the FADC units are read out to commodity computer hardware,
where it is written to disk for caching until transmission to an off-site data center. Examples
of waveforms for Inner Detector and muon events are shown in Figure 4.7. Data from the
OV are written to disk via a separate DAQ chain (as described in Sec. 5) with merging of
the data streams occurring oﬄine. All sources of energy deposition in the Innder Detector
provides a trigger rate of nearly 200Hz. At this trigger rate, in total, nearly 50TB of data
per year are generated by the Double Chooz Far detector. Since the Near Detector will be
covered by less overburden, the incidence of muons will be much higher, prompting an even
higher data rate.
Later, during oﬄine processing, the waveform data are integrated to yield the total
amount of charge deposited ql deposited on each PMT l. Conversion of these data to a
measure of the visible energy deposited in the ID is often referred to as the “Energy Scale”
of the detector. Methods and evaluations of the uncertainties on the energy scale, which
was treated differently for each analysis iteration, may be found in Sections A.5 and 7.5.











































































(b) Muon DAQ Waveforms
Figure 4.7: Sample data wave forms from the Double Chooz DAQ. Fig. 4.7(a) is an en-
ergy depostion within the Inner Detector, while Fig. 4.7(b) is a muon passing through the
detector.
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Chapter 5
The Double Chooz Outer Veto
The Double Chooz Outer Veto (OV) is a plastic scintillator large-area veto designed to tag
cosmic ray muons passing through and near the main detector. Cosmic ray muons are the
progenitors of most of Double Chooz’s backgrounds, with some backgrounds being irre-
ducible by use of the Inner Veto alone. The OV allows reduction of backgrounds caused by
muons which miss the Inner Veto, and enables characterization of some of these backgrounds
through additional veto coverage and muon tracking. This chapter begins by describing the
design concept (Sec. 5.1) of the OV and the design of the modules of which it is comprised
(Sec 5.2. The principal hardware contribution by Columbia University to the Double Chooz
experiment was the electronics and Data Acquisition System of the OV, which are described
in Sections 5.3 and 5.3.1, with further descriptions of software components in Sections 5.4
through 5.5.2. An evaluation of overall OV performance is summarized in Section 5.6.
5.1 Design
The design of the Outer Veto varies slightly between the Double Chooz Near and Far
detectors, though the concepts and general construction scheme are the same. The Outer
Veto consists of multiple planes of high-efficiency muon detectors, arranged such that the
planes cover the entire top of the Inner Detector, with additional coverage out to the sides
of the ID. A cartoon representation of this can be seen in Figure 5.1. One plane rests on
top of the steel shielding directly above the lid of the Inner Detector, with an opening in
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the middle of the plane to accommodate the chimney. A second plane, the “Upper OV”,
is placed above the chimney and glove box, and extends horizontally to provide a veto
against any muons which might enter the ID through the chimney. The OV extends past
the horizontal extent of the ID in order to provide veto power against “near-miss” muons,
which miss the IV but can still contribute backgrounds via spallation products.
Figure 5.1: A cartoon of the Upper and Lower Outer Veto planes, relative to the Inner
Detector, chimney, and glove box.
Each plane of the OV is comprised of multiple layers of overlapping segmented plastic
scintillator modules. A total of 44 modules are used in the Far Detector’s OV, while the
Near OV will be comprised of up to 70 modules. The segmentation is due to construction
of the modules from long plastic scintillator strips (see Sec. 5.2). The modules in different
layers are rotated orthogonal to each other to allow the segmented nature of the modules to
enable localization of muon tracks (and subsequently denoted x and y layers). While most
modules are places atop the steel shielding located on top of each detector, some modules
(8 for the Far OV, and up to 16 for the Near OV) are suspended from the ceiling of each
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experimental hall to provide veto coverage over the dead “chimney” region of the detector.
The extent of the OV is larger than the vertical cross-section of the detector to enable the
tracking of “near-miss” muons which can act as progenitors to fast-neutron backgrounds.
The Outer Veto was employed for its designed purpose beginning with the second pub-
lished Double Chooz analysis, as described in Sec. 7. Details on its use in characterizing
and vetoing the fast neutron and stopping muon backgrounds may be found in Sec. 7.4.3.
5.2 Module Design
Each OV module is constructed from 64 rectangular-profile (1 cm × 5 cm) extruded plastic
scintillator strips, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. The scintillator strips are coated during
extrusion with a thin layer of opaque white plastic to assist in light containment. Also
during extrusion, a hole is left along the center line of the strip to allow placement of a
wavelength-shifting optical fiber; the fiber collects scintillation light generated within the
plastic and conveys it to either end of the strip with less attenuation than traveling in
the plastic alone. The strips are arranged into two layers of 32 strips each in a 2-over-
1 overlapping fashion to reduce uninstrumented area. Two sizes of module have been
produced, defined by the lengths of their constituent strips: “long” modules of strips 3625
mm in length, and “short” modules of strips 3225 mm in length. The other dimensions of
each module are dictated by the profile dimensions of the strips, being 1625 mm in width
and ∼ 50 mm height.
The optical fibers strung through each strip read out the light generated by through-
going muons. One end of the fiber is glued to a mirrored surface, while the other end is fed
to a fiber holder. The fiber holder, shown in Figure 5.4, acts as an interface to a 64-channel
multi-anode PMT, which measures the light collected by the fiber. An example of such
a PMT can be seen in Figure 5.3. The PMTs used on the Outer Veto are Hamamatsu
H8804, and are mounted externally to the module against the fiber holder, with precision-
placed pins ensuring alignment between the grid of polished fiber ends and the grid of
photocathodes.
Structurally, the modules have been designed to rest on a flat surface during operation.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of an Outer Veto Module, showing overlapping-strip construction.
Figure 5.3: Photograph of a Hamamatsu 64-channel multi-anode PMT, similar to those used
on the Double Chooz Outer Veto. Note that component labeled “FE Board” is referred to
as a PMT Board in the text.
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Figure 5.4: Photograph of a module during construction showing the Fiber Holder with
wavelength-shifting fibers inserted. Note structure of fibers fanning out to double layer of
2-over-1 offset plastic scintillator strips.
Some structural integrity is provided by the aluminum C-beams around the edges of the
modules. The exterior of the modules is thin sheet aluminum, with RTV adhesive used
to ensure light-tightness at seams. Mounting points at the corners of the modules ensure
precision placement within the experimental hall and position stability. Alignment pins
for optical photogrammetry targets are also positioned at points on the top surface of the
module.
5.3 DAQ Design
The OV Data Acquisition System (OVDAQ) is responsible for receiving light from the ends
of the module fibers, converting it to electrical impulses with the 64-channel multi-anode
PMTs, digitizing the pulse heights, and writing the data to disk in a portable format.
5.3.1 Electronics Hardware Design
The OVDAQ electronics have been developed around a token-ring readout design. Each
link of the token-ring daisy chain is a custom PMT readout board (“PMT Board”) designed
around the Maroc2 ASIC [123, 124] and a programmable flash-ADC. Signal data packets
which have made their way around the token ring are conveyed to a computer via a USB
interface board (“USB Board”), shown in Figure 5.5. The USB board is also responsible
for sending control and diagnostic commands to the PMT boards on the chain.
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Figure 5.5: Photograph of a Double Chooz Outer Veto USB readout board. USB connection
is made at grey socket at left. Power may be received via USB connection, or by black power
socket at lower-left. CAT6 cables to daisy chain of PMT boards attach at square metallic
sockets on upper- and lower-right of board. LEMO clock connection attaches to cylindrical
metallic connector at right.
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The PMT readout board (“PMT Board” or “Front-End (FE) Board”) attaches directly
via a socket to the back of an M64 PMT. A schematic of this board’s layout is shown in
Figure 5.6. Signals from the PMT enter directly into the Maroc2 ASIC. The first stage of
processing involves a pre-amplifier, where a set of programmable gain constants are applied.
The signals from each channel are then split and processed along two parallel paths. One
path utilizes a fast-acting unipolar pulse shaper and fast threshold comparator to quickly
prepare signals for logical processing by an FPGA. The other path uses a more accurate
slow shaper and buffer to temporarily hold signals until a trigger decision is rendered by the
FADC. Depending on the programmed trigger conditions, the FADC can allow the delayed
slow signals to be passed to an ADC and output to the rest of the readout chain.
Figure 5.6: Schematic layout of an Outer Veto PMT Readout board. From left to right:
large black circle is HV input socket; grid of 64 black dots is socket for attaching M64
photomultiplier tube; large chip on left is Maroc2; large chip on right is FPGA; trio of 5-pin
connectors labeled ‘clock’, ‘sync’, and ‘trig’ are LEMO sockets; pair of 8-pin connectors
labeled ‘in’ and ‘out’ are CAT6 sockets for data daisy chain; 2-pin terminal labeled ‘5V’ is
low-voltage power socket; trio of objects at bottom-right are LED status indicators.
The FPGA trigger conditions have been developed to allow high single-module muon
veto efficiency while managing the output data rate of the OV as a whole. Tests within the
Double Chooz experimental hall showed a high degree of background radiation. Compton
scatters by natural gamma rays inside the OV module strips created a prohibitively-high
data rate if data were to be read out following each single-strip trigger. Thus, the FPGA
was configured to allow data readout only in cases of geometrically-overlapping strips being
simultaneously hit. This reduced the trigger rate to a manageable level without diminishing
muon detection efficiency.
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5.3.2 Maroc2 Crosstalk Testing
Preparation for Outer Veto operation involved characterization and testing of the PMT
board and Maroc2’s functional properties. One particular measured property was the
amount of inter-channel signal crosstalk. Inter-channel crosstalk on the Maroc2 chip could
contribute spurious triggers to OV operation. Characterization of this effect was carried
out with two complementary methods: an optical mask illuminating isolated pixes of an
M64 PMT; and injection of charge into single channels of the PMT board socket. The
methods are complimentary in that the optical model measures a combination of dynode
chain crosstalk in the PMT and electronic crosstalk in the PMT board and Maroc2, while
the charge injection method measures only the electronic component of any crosstalk.
5.3.2.1 Optical Crosstalk Measurements
Optical crosstalk measurements were made at a test stand at Barnard College, utilizing a
prototype Microsoft Windows-native OVDAQ. The test stand was comprised of a dark box
with an aluminum PMT mounting plate on one end, and a Picoquant LED light source
mounted at the other. Illumination of the LED was synchronized with a gate trigger on the
DAQ. Inside the aluminum PMT base plate, an opaque mask was slid parallel to and in
front of the PMT photocathodes. The mask was drilled with a series of holes spaced so as to
allow light from the LED to fall on crosstalk-isolated channels of the PMT. A ten-second-
long data run was taken to acquire gated data. The mask was then slid in incremental
positions to allow the next set of pixels on the PMT face to be evaluated, and another data
run taken. This process was repeated nine times to allow all pixels on the PMT face to
be tested. The data were then analyzed to measure the pulse heights in pixels neighboring
those being illuminated.
A sample of 50 PMTs were tested in order to characterize tube quality control param-
eters. Results from this sample are shown in Fig. 5.7. No serious deviations were detected.
While this test was a measure of the full tube and electronics crosstalk response, the opaque
mask setup precluded accurately quantifying the expected crosstalk. Since the mask was
separated from the face of the PMT by a few millimeters, alignment of the mask and dis-
persion of the LED light after passing through the mask was found to be non-negligible
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in measuring the absolute amount of crosstalk. The LED-based test bench measurements




















































































































































































Figure 5.7: Results of optical crosstalk measurements for 50 M64 PMTs.
5.3.2.2 Electronic Crosstalk Measurements
In this testing scenario, the PMT board was examined without a PMT mounted to its
64-channel socket. Instead, the socket was fitted with a breadboard consisting of a LEMO
connector and loose lead with a single-pin tip. The single pin allowed charge to be injected
into any of the 64 channels of the socket by manual placement of the pin in that socket. A
negative square pulse 8ns wide was fed into the LEMO connector, where a 10kΩ resistor
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converting the pulsed voltage to an excess of charge on the lead tip. The height of the pulse
was varied to allow the crosstalk at different amounts of injected charge to be measured.
Short runs of the Windows DAQ took data while a 10kHz pulse rate triggered the PMT.
Studies were carried out investigating how crosstalk effects changes as a function of injected
charge and board DAC trigger threshold.
To investigate how crosstalk levels are affected by the DAQ threshold, data runs were
carried out with a pulse height of 1V over a range of DAC thresholds from 600 to 1200
in steps of 100. Results are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. The data clearly show that
for DAC values of 800 and above, no crosstalk was seen in any of the 64 channels. At
thresholds of 700 and above, no crosstalk is seen farther than one channel away from the
injection channel. In cases where crosstalk was observed, all levels are below 1% of the
signal measured in the injection channel. As the pulse height studies farther down will
show, crosstalk is higher for lower pulse heights, so it may be presumed that increasing
the pulse height for these trials would have resulted only in lesser measured values. Early
results from PMT characterization studies have indicated that operational DAC thresholds
will likely be in a range near 1000. This should serve to suppress most crosstalk during the
experiment’s running.
Main Results
Following the strange results described above, and in better agreement with the predicted
amounts of charge which would be observed due to PMT usage, any further tests were
carried out on a range of pulse heights between 0.5V and 2.5V in increments of 0.5V.
Pulse heights of between 1.0 and 1.5V were measured to produce a mean ADC count of
approximately 350, the equivalent of 10 photoelectrons. Measurements were carried out
with two different PMT boards to allow possible levels of variation between chips to be
investigated.
Preliminary results revealed a counter-intuitive relationship between the relative crosstalk
and pulse height: increases in pulse height reduced the relative crosstalk. One hypothesis
to explain this behavior suggests that the amount of signal induced in nearby channels does
not scale with voltage as quickly as the main signal does. As a result, the ratio of the
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(a) Left Channel (n− 1)
(b) Right Channel (n+ 1)
Figure 5.8: Crosstalk as a function of DAC threshold for the neighboring channels closest
to the injected channel.
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(a) Left Channel (n− 2)
(b) Right Channel (n+ 2)
Figure 5.9: Crosstalk as a function of DAC threshold for the second-closest neighbors to
the injected channel.
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two decreases with as the pulse height is raised. Another theory attributes the crosstalk to
the fast shaper in the Maroc2 chip creating a constant amount of crosstalk in neighboring
channels whenever it triggers. Reprocessing data to measure the absolute magnitude of the
crosstalk instead of the relative ratio supported this theory, showing that the magnitude of
crosstalk did not change as a function of injected charge. These data quickly allowed the
scale of electronic crosstalk affects to be placed at the sub-percent level.
Figure 5.10: Crosstalk as a function of injected charge, parametrized by the measured mean
ADC count.
Further investigation revealed some subtle properties of the crosstalk. A number of
channel pairs were observed to have zero mutual crosstalk for many (sometimes all) values
of the injected pulse height. Upon consulting a schematic of the Maroc2 pin layout (shown in
Fig. 5.3.2.2), these channels were verified as being those whose input and output terminals
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Figure 5.11: Absolute crosstalk magnitude, in ADC counts, as a function of injected charge,
parametrized by the measured mean ADC count.
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were located around the corners of the Maroc2 chip from each other, and are thus well-
isolated. In other cases, a grounding pin separated two sequential channels, providing a
similar isolation effect.
Figure 5.12: Diagram of the Maroc2’s pin layout. Features to note include the ordered
positioning of input and output channels from top to bottom, corner separation between
channels 1 and 2, and 61 and 62, as well as ground pin separation between channels 31 and
32.
Also, there was evidence that crosstalk between channels increased in a linear fashion
with channel number. This trend was present at all pulse heights, and for both first and
second neighbors. The cause of this is unknown, and can most likely be attributed to some
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Figure 5.13: A set of plots showing crosstalk ratios as a function of channel number from
zero to 64 for three different PMT boards (in red, black, and green). Leftmost column shows
far-left neighbors, rightmost shows far-right neighbors, while the two central columns show
left and right near neighbors. Rows show data sets for a common pulse height (mean ADC
count) starting with the lowest at the top. Each subplot is on a scale from zero to 0.0012
for the crosstalk ratio. Of note are the ‘linearity in channel number’ trend, as well as the
‘left-right asymmetry.’ Zero-crosstalk channels can be clearly seen which channel numbers
corresponding to well-isolated neighbors.
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Table 5.1: Table of corresponding pulse heights and measured signal ADC counts. For
reference, 350 ADC counts is equivalent to approximately 10 PE.
aspect of the internal chip design. During data-taking, the order of channel testing did
not follow the numbering convention, with the raster-like method of testing starting in an
arbitrary direction. The trend was also seen in both chips tested, with the order of channel
testing different between the two chips. Thus, it is unlikely that this was a time-dependent
affect. Consulting the pin layout of the Maroc2, it appears that higher-numbered channels
enter and exit the chip on the opposite side as lower-numbered channels. There may be
some aspect of the chip architecture or environment which changes from one side to the
other, producing this linear dependence. Finally, there was a noticeable asymmetry in the
amount of crosstalk depending on whether the neighboring channel was of a lower or higher
number than the injected channel. Again, there is no obvious cause of this, so it can only be
attributed to some aspect of the Maroc2 internal architecture. The level of asymmetry was
not large enough compared to the scale of the crosstalk to warrant any further consideration.
Correction for Crosstalk
The desired end result of these analyses is a set of correction factors which may be ap-
plied during normal operation of the Outer Veto in the case of simultaneous hits on two
neighboring scintillator channels. A subtractive correction would allow errant signals from
crosstalk to be removed, allowing physicists to check if the signals came from a single parti-
cle traversing both scintillator strips, or from crosstalk. Since the amount of crosstalk does
vary channel-by-channel for any given pulse height, the simplest approach is to apply a
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correction based on the mean crosstalk for that pulse height. However, since the total level
of crosstalk, including fluctuations, is at or below those of optical crosstalk and temporal
baseline variations, a correction for such a small effect would be superfluous.
The results of these studies deemed it unlikely that electronic crosstalk would contribute
large numbers of errant hits to the operation of the OV. The 350 ADC counts measured in
a typical muon hit could be expected to generate sub-percent-level crosstalk in the nearest
neighbors to the hit channel. This level of fluctuation is on the same order as time-varying
fluctuations in the baseline of the readout channels, a factor considered negligible. Due to
this similarity, applying any correction for crosstalk in analysis or simulation was deemed
impractical. Other characterizations of the PMTS suggested that operating DAC thresholds
for the experiment would be in a range near 1000, a value where crosstalk in both near and
far neighbors was greatly suppressed. Thus, electronic crosstalk on the PMT board and
within the Maroc2 chip was considered a negligible source of errant hits in OV operation.
5.4 OV EventBuilder and DOGSifier
After being written to disk in a binary format, data from each of the USB readout streams
must be merged together into coincident events and subsequently converted to a stan-
dardized Double Chooz data format. These steps are carried out by programs labeled the
EventBuilder and DOGSifier, respectively, both of which were developed by M. Toups [125].
5.5 Monitoring Software
Diagnostic monitoring of the OVDAQ is implemented at two timescales: real-time moni-
toring with no logging via the Online Monitor and DAQ exception handling; and logged
long-term monitoring via the Oﬄine Monitor.
5.5.1 OV Online Monitor
The OV Online Monitor provides real-time monitoring of the OV data stream. Decoding
of binary data files from the OV DAQ occurs in parallel to, and independent from, the OV
Event Builder. Data are filled into a moving-time-window buffer, and a number of diagnostic
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metrics are measured. These metrics include per-channel average ADC, per-channel average
hit rate, per-channel pedestal, average board rate, and average board ADC. Data from the
OV trigger boxes are also monitored, including trigger box hit rate per input, and trigger
box sync packet arrival offset. Finally, a number of system health parameters are measured,
including the rate of packets which fail parity checks, and DOGSifier lag behind EBuilder
processing. Additionally, monitoring of OV High Voltage systems is implemented through
the querying of a time-history database. An alarm notification system performs checks on
all metrics, triggering notifications to shifters or experts depending on the observed severity
of the warning.
The OV Online Monitor is integrated with other Double Chooz Online systems. Alarms
notifications are sent to shifters by way of the Gaibu notification system and its GUI and
email capabilities. The OV Online Monitor is fully integrated with the Double Chooz Online
Monitor Framework [126], making use of its histogram and plotting libraries and conveying
graphical data using its Server/Client system.
The OV Online Monitor is written in C++, with use of ROOT and Double Chooz Online
Monitor Framework libraries. Additional detail about the OV Online Monitor implemen-
tation, as well as some code, can be found in Appendix E.
5.5.2 OV Oﬄine Monitor
After the OV data have been event-built and DOGSified, they are periodically examined
by the OV Oﬄine Monitor. The Oﬄine Monitor is designed to provide diagnostic data
from periodic high-statistics samples of OV data, which are then logged in a database for
long-term stability monitoring. As currently configured, the Oﬄine Monitor examines all
data from a day’s worth of physics data-taking. Constituent hits of events are categorized
by type (singles as crosstalk, mu-like doubles and xy-overlaps as muons) and counted. The
rates of each type of event are stored on a per-channel basis in a MySQL database for
later reference. Diagnostic plots of these data may be generated using ROOT macros for
specified periods of time as studies warrant.
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5.6 Performance
The Far Detector Outer Veto was installed in two stages between the Summers of 2011 and
2012. During the first phase between June 2011 and July 2011, the 36 modules of the lower
OV were installed and commissioned. These modules began contributing to the experiment
data stream later that Summer. The second stage occurred between June 2012 and July
2012, during which the upper OV was installed, commissioned, and fully integrated into
detector operation.
In general operation, the Outer Veto is used as a “binary” veto: if a candidate IBD event
is coincident with a valid trigger in the Outer Veto, it may be considered a background,
depending on the analysis being performed. In most cases, a valid trigger is defined as
a single “µ-like” double hit in a single module, where two physically-overlapping strips
in a single module have triggered above threshold. This condition does not provide a
reconstructable track for every OV event, but does provide the best possible efficiency as
a veto at a sustainable trigger rate. Figure 5.14 shows example hit patters of OV triggers
which are coincident with different cases of Inner Detector and Inner Veto triggers. The hit
patterns show a marked “shadow” of the inner detector as expected. Hits in the OV which
coincide with an ID hit but are not located directly over the ID outline may be random
coincidences, or may be due to the progenitor near-miss muons of correlated backgrounds.
Veto coverage of these types of near-miss muons provides additional veto power that the
IV cannot provide, and in the future may allow tagging of pure samples of these types of
backgrounds.
It is possible to estimate the efficiency of the Outer Veto at detecting muons which
pass through it by cross-referencing with reconstructed muon tracks in the Inner Detector.
Muon tracks within the ID and IV are reconstructed using a software tool called FIDO. If
a muon track within the Inner Detector or Inner Veto points back at the OV, but the OV
hasn’t registered a trigger, that would be indicative of a hit lost to inefficiency. The result
of this study is the inefficiency map shown in Figure 5.15, where a lower number indicates
better performance. These results indicate that the OV offers muon detection efficiency of
no worse than 98.5% for muons passing through OV away from its boundaries.
Data from the Outer Veto were not used in main analysis presented in the first Double
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(c) IV Coincident, Large IV Energy
Figure 5.14: Plots of the locations of triggers in the Outer Veto which are coincident with
triggers in either the Inner Detector or Inner Veto. Top figure shows events which are
coincident with a trigger in the Inner Detector. Middle figure shows events which are
coincident with a trigger in the Inner Veto, where no energy is deposited in the Inner
Detector. Bottom figure shows events which are coincident with an event in the Inner Veto
where a large amount of energy was deposited, indicative of a downward-going muon passing
down the vertical length of the Inner Veto. Plots created by M. Strait.
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Figure 5.15: Map of measured inefficiency of the Outer Veto, using muon tracks recon-
structed within the Inner Detector and Inner Veto using the FIDO reconstruction tool.
An inefficiency of unity means that muons in that region of the plane of coverage are not
detected by the OV. A lower number indicates better veto efficiency. Plot by M. Strait.
Chooz publication (see Sec. A). While the OV was taking data during much of the detector
operating time included in that analysis, OV data was only used to further scrutinize data
taken during a short period of two-reactors-off time (see Sec. A.4.4.2), and not as a general
veto condition for physics data. The Outer Veto was included as a veto condition in the
oscillation analysis of the second Double Chooz publication (see Sec. 7). It was further
used in measuring the rate and shape of the fast neutron and stopping muon backgrounds
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Chapter 6
Neutrino Signal Flux Estimation &
Uncertainties
Due to the phased construction schedule of Double Chooz, the far detector was commis-
sioned before the beginning of near detector construction. As evidenced by previous exper-
iments [6, 7], it is possible to make a measurement of θ13 using a single detector combined
with an accurate prediction of the ν¯e flux emitted from the reactors. Additionally, the
predicted flux can be constrained using data from other experiments as a “virtual” near
detector. This chapter describes the signal estimation method used by the Double Chooz ex-
periment, and the associated uncertainty calculation methods. The expected instantaneous
neutrino rate and its inputs are described in Sec. 6.1, and this formalism is adapted to a
prediction binned in neutrino energy and time in Sec. 6.2. In Sec. 6.3, the binned prediction
formalism is adapted to accomodate an “anchor point” on its normalization based on the
Bugey4 experimental results. Finally, in Sec. 6.4, methods for propagating the systematic
uncertainties on the time- and energy-binned prediction are described in detail.
6.1 Instantaneous ν¯e Rate from a Single Reactor
Reactor antineutrino experiments detect ν¯e by observing the “Inverse β-decay” (IBD) inter-
action ν¯e+ p→ e++n as a flux of ν¯e from the critical reactor passes through the detector.
The expected rate dN
R(t)
dt of ν¯e-induced IBD interactions from reactor R inside a detector
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L2R 〈Ef 〉R (t)
〈σf 〉R (t) (6.1)
In this equation, Np denotes the number of free protons constituting the detector, ǫ denotes
the detection efficiency of the detector, and LR denotes the distance between the detector
and each reactor. Other quantities depend on the state of the reactor at the time t: the
thermal power PRth, the mean energy per fission 〈Ef 〉R (t), and the mean cross-section per
fission 〈σf 〉R (t). Except for PRth, each of these time-dependent quantities is a function of
the reactor fuel composition.
The following paragraphs will further describe the inputs to Eq. 6.1 in detail, as well
as extend the formalism to one which considers the shape of the interaction spectrum.
The order of explanation will follow the physical path of the neutrino from fissions in
the reactor, to interaction in the detector. Each input to Eq. 6.1 also contributes some
systematic uncertainty to dN
R(t)
dt , the effects of which will be discussed in Sec. 6.4.
6.1.1 Reactor Fission Rate Calculation
The two N4-type pressurized water reactors (PWRs) at the Centrale Nucle´aire de Chooz
produce heat through sustained fission of four principal fuel nuclides: 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and
241Pu. In addition to energy, each fission produces neutron-heavy daughter nuclides and
fast neutrons. These daughter nuclides undergo β-decay in order to reach a stable nuclear
state, and in doing so, release ν¯e.
The first step to predicting the number of ν¯e released by each reactor is calculating the
time-dependent rate of fissions fRk (t) of the four fuel nuclides k = {235U,238U,239Pu,241Pu}
inside the reactor core R. The fRk (t) are heavily dependent upon the amount of each
fuel nuclide within the reactor’s instantaneous fuel inventory, as well as the instantaneous
thermal power PRth(t) of the critical reactor. This calculation is carried out using one of
two reactor simulation packages: MNCP Utilities for Reactor Evolution (MURE), a 3-
dimensional Monte Carlo-based simulation [11, 12]; or DRAGON, a 2-dimensional neutron
transport model [127]. Example results from the MURE calculations may be seen in Figure
6.1. Validation of these codes [128] was carried out by comparisons of simulation results to
destructive fuel assay data from a cycle of the Japanese Takahama-3 reactor [129], and to
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the results of simulations using the same data by other code packages.
(a) Reactor B1 (b) Reactor B2
Figure 6.1: Fission rates for the Chooz reactors, as calculated by simulations with MURE,
for each of the four main fuel nuclides. The lack of smooth evolution in time is due to
fluctuations of the thermal power in each reactor. Note the decrease of 235U due to burn-up
over time, and the increase of 239Pu and 241Pu as those isotopes are bred from fertile fuel.
From [10].
In practice, the MURE simulation calculates the fission rates fRk (t) at 48-hour steps in
the reactor fuel cycle based data acquired from the reactor management company, Electricite
et Gaz de France (EdF). The data include reactor operating parameters such as thermal
power PRth(t) (see Fig. 6.11), concentration of boron in the moderator water, and control
rod positions within the core. The simulation uses these parameters to determine the mass
inventory of each fuel nuclide at the beginning of each time step. With the mass inventory
known, the number of fissions of each nuclide is determined using the mean energy per
fission 〈Ef 〉k from each nuclide k and its subsequent daughters. The 〈Ef 〉k are calculated
from nuclear theory [130].
For our purposes, in addition to the fission rates fRk (t) we also define the fuel fraction
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Figure 6.2: Top-down view diagram of reactor geometry, as used in the MURE [11, 12]
simulations of the Chooz reactors. Outer black ring is steel pressure vessel; light blue is
pressurized water moderator. Colored squares represent reactor fuel assemblies, with colors
indicating fuel inventory and control rod type. From [10].
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where the index k runs over the four principle fuel nuclides 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu.
This fractional fuel composition allows other quantities in Eq. 6.1 to be parametrized in
time, but independently of PRth(t). Plots of these quantities are shown in Figure 6.3 for all
three reactor fuel cycles considered in the Double Chooz analyses. The αRk (t) for a single
fuel cycle are shown in Figure 6.4 along with representative error bars. Uncertainties on the
αRk (t) stem from metrology of simulation inputs, as well as potential biases of the simulation
algorithms.
Figure 6.3: Fractional fission rates as a function of fuel burnup as calculated by simulations
of the Chooz reactors using MURE. Inventories for three different fuel cycles are shown.
Uppermost line represents 235U, which is burned up over time; middleline represents 239Pu,
which increases over time; nearly-hoizontal line represents 238U; increasing line at the bot-
tom represents 241Pu. From [10].
One other such quantity is the mean energy per fission 〈Ef 〉R (t) of reactor R at time
t, which is a weighted average of the 〈Ef 〉k according to the time-dependent fractional fuel
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Figure 6.4: Fractional fission rates as a function of fuel burnup as calculated by simulations
of the Chooz reactors using MURE, for a single fuel cycle of a reactor at Chooz. Uppermost
line represents 235U, which is burned up over time; middleline represents 239Pu, which
increases over time; nearly-hoizontal line represents 238U; increasing line at the bottom
represents 241Pu. From [10].
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composition αRk (t):
〈Ef 〉R (t) =
4∑
k=1
αRk (t) 〈Ef 〉k . (6.3)
This quantity evolves in time slowly during the reactor fuel cycle as 235U burns up and
more of the thermal power is generated by the breeding and fissioning of 239Pu and 241Pu.
6.1.2 Mean Cross-Section per Fission
The mean cross-section per fission 〈σf 〉R (t) of reactor R at time t in Eq. 6.1 is derived from
the fuel composition (via the αRk (t)) and the mean cross-section per fission 〈σf 〉k of each
principal fuel nuclide:
〈σf 〉R (t) =
4∑
k=1
αRk (t) 〈σf 〉k (6.4)
The cross-sections per fission 〈σf 〉k of each nuclide k are constructed by integrating the
product of the emitted neutrino spectrum Sk(Eν¯) with the inverse β-decay cross section





An example of the resulting spectral shape may be seen in Figure 6.5. One notable feature
of 〈σf 〉R (t) is its time evolution, since it is a weighted average of the time-dependent fuel
nuclide inventory αRk (t). Along with the time-dependence of the mean energy per fission
〈Ef 〉R (t) of Eq. 6.3, this leads to a natural decreasing trend in time of the number of
expected neutrinos even with the reactor held at constant power. This effect is illustrated
in Figures 6.6 and 6.7, which are generated from the prediction of Eq. 6.1.
The neutrino spectra Sk have been developed from the emitted β spectra of neutron-
activated foils of uranium and plutonium. Experiments carried out at the ILL research
reactor in Grenoble, France, exposed thin films of 235U [131, 14, 132], 239Pu [14, 133], and
241Pu [133] to a flux of neutrons from the critical reactor for short periods of 12 to 24 hours.
The foils were then placed inside a high-resolution β spectrometer [134] and their emitted
spectra measured. The measured spectra have then been fit to existing nuclear decay data
and virtual β-decay branches to predict the emitted ν¯e spectra [96, 13]. Examples of the
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Figure 6.5: Illustration of the emitted neutrino spectrum from 235U, the Inverse β-decay
cross-section on free protons, and the resulting interaction spectrum shape when the two
are multiplied together. The integral over the full spectral shape for all energies yields the
〈σf 〉k for k = 235U, as mentioned in the text. From [13].
Day after April 13, 2011






















Figure 6.6: Expected neutrino rate as calculated by Eq. 6.1 for each of the Chooz reactors
B1 and B2, versus calendar date. Notable features are the sharp fluctuations following
reactor power, and the slow decline in time as the fuel inventory and mean energy per
fission evolve with fuel burn-up. Figure by D. Lhuillier.
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Figure 6.7: Expected neutrino rate as calculated by Eq. 6.1 and normalized for reactor
power, for each of the Chooz reactors B1 and B2, versus calendar date. Especially notable
is the slow decline in time of predicted neutrino rate as the fuel inventory and mean energy
per fission evolve with fuel burn-up. Figure by D. Lhuillier.
β-decay data and fits may be found in Figure 6.8. Some theoretical corrections must be
applied to these predicted neutrino spectra, due to the finite irradiation time used in the β
spectrum measurements at ILL, as discussed in [13]. The magnitude of these corrections is
small, as shown in Figure 6.10, but important due to their proximity to the area of highest
oscillation probability for an experiment at a baseline of LR ∼ 1000m.
The only exception to this method is for the fuel nuclide 238U, for which no β spectrum
data yet exist. The reference spectrum for this nuclide has been constructed by theoretical
means [15], or predicted based on the same ab initio method used to fit other spectra using
known decay paths of 238U [13]. In regimes of Eν¯ where no data are available, a funtional
fit to the data (or existing theory) with a sixth-order exponential-polynomial is made, as
shown in Figure 6.9. While this provides a prediction for the number of neutrinos at all
energies, the functional fits are considered inaccurate and used only when no alternative
(e.g. interpolated data) exists.
The IBD cross-section σIBD(Eν¯) is calculated from the charged-current interaction ν¯e+
p → n + e+. After integrating over all possible e+ recoil directions, the simplified formula
is given in [135] as:
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(a) 235U and 239Pu Spectra and Data
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Figure 6.8: Beta spectra predicted by the ab initio method of [13] as compared to data for
235U and 239Pu, or to other theoretical predictions for 238U. ILL Data in Fig. 6.8(a) are
from [14]. In Fig. 6.8(b), dashed and solid histograms are for β and ν¯ spectra, respectively;
points are from [15]. Both figures from [13].
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Figure 6.9: Predictions of neutrino spectra using the ab initio method of [13], along with
exponential-polynomial fit to each. Plots from [13].
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Figure 6.10: Estimated corrections to binned neutrino reference spectra, due to conversion
from finite irradiation time in measurement of beta spectra to long irradiation time of fuel















where ∆ = Mn − Mp. The prefactor K is depends inversely on measurements of the
neutron lifetime; a value of K = 0.961 × 10−43 cm2 MeV−2 from the recent MAMBO-II
experiment [136] is used. To add further precision to this cross-section, radiative corrections
from [137] are included via numerical calculation.
6.2 Binned Expected Neutrino Count
For a study of neutrinos which are binned in time t and reconstructed energy Ee+ it is
useful to rephrase Eq. 6.1 to allow for this style of binning, as well. The number of expected
IBD interactions will be determined for a detector running period period T between times
tT and tT + ∆tT , during which the parameters of Eq. 6.1 can be considered constant.
Pragmatically, this assumption of constant parameters stems from the time granularity
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of input data: the thermal power PRth(t) is measured every minute during stable reactor
operation. Sample thermal power data for each of the reactors are shown in Figure 6.11.
Other parameters which evolve in time, often calculated via simulation with a more coarse
time granularity than the power measurements, may also be considered constant during the
period T , thus: PRth(t)→ PRth(T ); fRk (t)→ fRk (T ); αRk (t)→ αRk (T ); 〈σf 〉R (t)→ 〈σf 〉R (T );
〈Ef 〉R (t) → 〈Ef 〉R (T ). Next, we consider the energy bin i between Eν¯ = [Ei, Ei +∆Ei],
which limits the range of the integral in Eq. 6.5 and defines the mean cross-section per





For the rest of this document, the time-dependent mean cross-section per fission for a reactor
will be denoted 〈σf 〉R (t) with a superscript capital R, while the time-independent mean
cross-section per fission for nuclide k (and energy bin i) will be denoted 〈σf 〉k (〈σf 〉ik) with
lower case sub (sub and super) scripts. The prediction of IBD events NRi,T in time period T
and energy bin i is thus found by integrating Eq. 6.1 in time and limiting the energy range







L2R 〈Ef 〉R (t)
4∑
k=1









αRk (T ) 〈σf 〉ik (6.9)
where we have invoked the constant nature of most parameters during the considered time
period T , as described above. In the case where the detector is exposed to nR multiple
reactors, the total number of expected neutrinos Ni,T in bin i during period T is the sum





For Double Chooz, R is summed over the two reactors B1 and B2.
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Figure 6.11: Thermal power measurements with 1-minute granularity for the two reactor
cores at Chooz, B1 and B2, plotted versus calendar time. Notable features include: 1.) the
near-binary nature of reactor power during operation, for economic reasons; and 2.) the
downward-sloping trends in thermal power at the end of each fuel cycle (starting at 140
days for B1 and 250 days for B2) where the reactor is nearing sub-criticality. From [10].
6.3 Bugey4 Anchor Point
Even with recent recalculation, the neutrino reference spectra of [96] and [13] carry an
uncertainty on their normalization of ∼2.5%. Measurements of the total cross-section per
fission from a nuclear reactor have been made to better degrees of precision. In particular,
the Bugey4 experiment measured 〈σf 〉Bugey4 = (5.752 ± 0.081) × 10−43 cm2 per fission
from a PWR with a nominal fractional fuel composition of α235U = 0.538, α238U = 0.078,
α239Pu = 0.328, α241Pu = 0.056 [98]. This measurement provides a constraint of ∼1.4% on
the expected flux from an identical reactor. The measurement may be used as an “Anchor
Point” to constrain fluxes from other reactors by redefining 〈σf 〉R in Eq. 6.1 to account for
differences in fuel composition with respect to that of the Bugey4 reactor, termed αBugey4k :






〈σf 〉k . (6.11)




in the second term of Eq. 6.11 is . 0.05,
thereby suppressing the susceptibility of 〈σf 〉R (t) to systematic uncertainties from the 〈σf 〉k.
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Extending this formalism to the prediction of neutrino count binned in energy and time,











αRk (t) 〈σf 〉k
) 4∑
k=1





L2R 〈Ef 〉R (T )
〈σf 〉R (T )(
4∑
k=1
αRk (T ) 〈σf 〉k
)∆tT 4∑
k=1
αRk (T ) 〈σf 〉ik . (6.12)
Here the 〈σf 〉ik and 〈σf 〉k are defined as in Eq. 6.8, and 〈σf 〉R (t) is as defined in Eq.6.11;
all other symbols hold the same meanings as in Eq. 6.1.
The effect of this normalization anchor may be characterized in the following manner.
Since the Bugey4 experiment was located at L = 17 m from its reactor, oscillations due to a
sterile neutrino with ∆m241 ≈ 0.5 eV2 would essentially effect a change in the normalization
of the neutrino flux observed by Bugey4, of magnitude Psurv (ν¯e → ν¯e) = 1 − 12 sin2 (2θ14).
This is effect is included in the measured value of 〈σf 〉Bugey4. Thus, the effect of sterile os-
cillations as observable by Double Chooz would manifest as a change on the normalization
of the weighted-summed 〈σf 〉k in Eq. 6.11. Since these “fuel composition correction terms”
account for only ∼ 1% of 〈σf 〉R (t) on average, even a maximally-mixing sterile neutrino
would effect a very small change in the total observed spectrum of Double Chooz, which is
indistinguishable from systematic shift of the signal normalization within the ∼1.8% esti-
mated uncertainty. Thus, the effect of any sterile oscillations on Double Chooz’s sensitivity
to measuring sin2 (2θ13) is minimal.
As discussed in Sec. 6.4.5, the use of Bugey4 as a “virtual” near detector has the effect
of reducing the total systematic uncertainty contributed by the reactor flux to the final
oscillation analysis. This anchor point on the normalization has been adopted for use by
Double Chooz for its first [16] and second [8] results.
6.4 Binned Expectation Uncertainty Propagation
Nearly all components of Eq. 6.9 contribute some systematic uncertainty to the expected
number of IBD events. In anticipation of an oscillation analysis utilizing a binned fit, these
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uncertainties are propagated using a covariance matrix Mij relating the predictions in en-
ergy bins i and j, where the binning is in true neutrino energy Eν . As described in Sections
A.3.1.1 and 7.3.1.1, this matrix will be converted to a covariance matrix binned in recon-
structed visible energy (Ereco or Evis, depending on the analysis iteration) using a MultiSim
method (see Appendix C.3). That matrix is then summed with matrix contributions from
other sources of systenatic uncertainty, and used to calculate the goodness-of-fit of the data
to oscillation models with different values of sin2 (2θ13), as described in Sections A.6.1
and 7.7.1. Rigorous construction of the covariance matrix Mij is thus vital to performing a
neutrino oscillation analysis.
The matrix Mij representing the total systematic uncertainty on the signal prediction



















Each independent matrix MUij is constructed using a “Jacobian” formalism based on par-
tial derivatives. For uncertainty contributors governed by one parameter σU (e.g. Np, ǫ,










For uncertainty contributors governed by a number of correlated parameters {U} = Uβ
(e.g. the 〈σf 〉ik and the αRk (t)) the MUij construction requires summing over the potential













βγ is the covariance matrix relating the parameters Uβ.
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6.4.1 Multiple Integration Periods
As later described in Sec. 7.6, the power of an oscillation analysis is enhanced by dividing
the data into nτ integration periods τI based on reactor power levels. This sorting has
implications for the handling of uncertainties; the matrixMij of Eq. 6.13 must be expanded
to Mab, where the indexes a and b run over the nE × nI bins of all integration periods:
a = i + nEI. The matrix Mab is again separable into a set of component matrices M
U
ab,
with some modification to the indexing of the binned neutrino prediciton. The following
modifications are warranted, when combining Equations 6.9 or 6.12 with Equation 6.10
and the new binning convention:








L2R 〈Ef 〉R (T )
4∑
k=1
αRk (T ) 〈σf 〉ik (6.17)








L2R 〈Ef 〉R (T )
〈σf 〉R (T )(
4∑
k=1
αRk (T ) 〈σf 〉k
) 4∑
k=1
αRk (T ) 〈σf 〉ik(6.18)
where in both cases the period τI is the non-contiguous set of detector runs associated with





The time-correlated natures of many dominant sources of uncertainty demand that the list
of “runs” and integration period sorting scheme be established prior to calculation of Mab.
Once this has taken place, calculation of Mab is straight-forward.
6.4.2 Covariance Matrix Components of Prediction Anchored to ILL
Spectra
If the normalization of the predicted spectrum is determined using the normalization of the
converted ILL spectra described in Sec. 6.1.2, Na is given by Eq. 6.19. Full forms of the
resulting MUab are given below. In this section, since the Bugey4 measurement is not used,
all references to 〈σf 〉R (T ) refer to the definition in Eq. 6.4.
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Number of Target Protons Np
While it is not strictly a reactor-associated uncertainty, the uncertainty on Np can be treated
as part of this ensemble of systematics. In this thesis, like most Double Chooz publications,
it is considered to be part of the detection efficiency systematics, and divorced from the


















While it is not strictly a reactor-associated uncertainty, the uncertainty on ǫ can be treated
as part of this ensemble of systematics. In this thesis, like most Double Chooz publications,
it is considered to be part of the detection efficiency systematics, and divorced from the















Mean energy per Fission 〈Ef 〉k


















〈Ef 〉R (T )

 (6.22)
Binned Cross-Section per Fission 〈σf 〉ik
This uncertainty is correlated between reactors, since the 〈σf 〉ik are common physical pa-
rameters.



























〈σf 〉R (T )
)
 δ 〈σf 〉γk δ 〈σf 〉βl (6.23)
As mentioned above, the use of 〈σf 〉R,t here refers to the definition in Eq. 6.5. The covari-
ance matrix representing δ 〈σf 〉γk δ 〈σf 〉βl is determined from the converted beta spectrum
datamentioned in Sec. 6.1.2. Since the 〈σf 〉ik carry significtant measurement uncertainty,
this M
〈σf〉
ab contributes a 2.5% uncertainty to the final signal covariance matrix.
Baseline LR
The primary contribution to this source of uncertainty is metrology errors from the survey
of the tunnel leading to the Double Chooz Far Laboratory. Because that survey is common
between the measurements of each reactor’s baseline LR, this source of uncertainty is treated
















Past surveys of the Chooz reactor site and Double Chooz experimental hall allow for each
of the LR to be known to within ∼20 cm, yielding an uncertainty contribution to the total
signal covariance matrix from the LR of 0.04%.
Fuel Abundance αRk
Since the same MURE simulation is used to determine the αRk for each reactor, there is
the potential for a systematic bias which is common to both sets of numbers. Thus, this
uncertainty is treated as correlated between both reactors.
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〈σf 〉R (T )
− 〈Ef 〉l〈Ef 〉R (T )
)
mα,Rk,l (6.25)
The matrix mα,Rk,l is determined by multiple runnings of the MURE simulation.
Thermal Power PRth




















The time-dependence and magnitude of this uncertainty are described in more detail in
Sections A.3.1 and 7.3.1.
6.4.3 Covariance Matrix Components of Prediction Anchored to Bugey4
Rate
If the normalization of the predicted spectrum is established using the Bugey4 measurement,
N ,a in is given by Eq. 6.18. After this change, the forms of Equations 6.20, 6.21, 6.22, 6.24,
and 6.26 remain unchanged. The matrix contributions given in Equations 6.23 and 6.25
must be replaced by new matrices given below, and an additional contribution representing
the uncertainty on the Bugey4 measurement must be included. In the following subsections,
all references to 〈σf 〉R,t refer to the definition found in Eq. 6.11.
This method was used in the first [16] and second [8] Double Chooz publications with
one and two integration periods, respectively. It was also used in Double Chooz’s studies
of Lorentz Violation [138] with 24 integration periods.
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Bugey4 Rate Measurement σBugey
This uncertainty is correlated between reactors, since the Bugey4 measurement is presumed

















〈σf 〉R (T )

 (6.27)
Binned Cross-Section per Fission 〈σf 〉ik
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αRl (T )− αBugeyl〈σf 〉R (T ) +
αRl (T )δjβ∑
m









 δ 〈σf 〉γk δ 〈σf 〉βl
(6.28)
Here, 〈σf 〉R (t) is defined as in Eq. 6.11. The covariance matrix representing δ 〈σf 〉γk δ 〈σf 〉βl
is determined from the converted beta spectrum datamentioned in Sec. 6.1.2. AS described
in Section 6.3, the Bugey4 anchor point has the effect of suppressing this uncertainty con-
tribution from the 2.5% value of the unanchored Eq. 6.23, down to 0.17% of the total
signal.
Fuel Abundance αRk
Since the same MURE simulation is used to determine the αRk (t) for each reactor, there is
the potential for a systematic bias which is common to both sets of numbers. Thus, this
uncertainty is treated as correlated between both reactors.
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− 〈σf 〉l∑
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The matrix mα,Rk,l is determined by multiple runnings of the MURE simulation.
6.4.4 Covariance Matrix Components of Prediction Anchored to Mea-
sured Near Detector Spectrum
The crux of the multi-detector approach is the use of a near detector to measure the emitted
reactor flux while the flux is as close to unoscillated as possible. While the Double Chooz
Near detector is not yet available to make this measurement, there are other experiments
which could stand-in as a “virtual” near detector and provide a measured unoscillated
reference spectrum, similar to how the Bugey4 measurement provided a reference neutrino
rate1. Current data fitting this bill exist from the Rovno [139], Bugey3 [140], and Daya
Bay [141] experiments, with future data anticipated from very-near-baseline experiments
like Nucifer [142].
As with use of the Bugey4 anchor, it would be necessary to apply corrections to the
spectra to account for differences in fuel composition between the Chooz reactors and the
reactor used in the reference experiment. In addition, consideration of systematics such as
energy resolution, energy scale, and background spectra would be required. This method
has not yet been put into practice, but may allow the Double Chooz Far-only analysis to
circumvent the 1.4% limiting uncertainty of the Bugey4 Anchor Point, and lend greater
power to oscillation analyses involving spectral shape considerations.
1The author is grateful to V. Sinev who first proposed the use of this method with the Rovno data.
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Uncertainty Uncertainty
Source without with
Bugey4 Anchor Bugey4 Anchor
Bugey4 Rate – 1.42
〈Ef 〉 0.16 0.16





Table 6.1: Reactor uncertainty components with and without use of the Bugey4 measure-
ment as an anchor on the total normalization. Uncertaintiees are quoted as percentages of
the total predicted signal rate.
6.4.5 Comparison of Uncertainty Contributions
As described in Section 6.3, use of the Bugey4 anchor not only has the effect of reducing
sensitivity to sterile neutrino oscillations, but also reduces the total uncertainty on the rate
of IBD interactions predicted as a result of the reactor flux. Qualitatively comparing the
matrices of Section 6.4.2 with those of Section 6.4.3 hints that the biggest effects of using




the reference spectra matrix M
〈σf〉
ab , though the additional matrix M
σBugey4
ab representing
the uncertainty of the Bugey4 measurement comes into play. The uncertainties contributed
by each component both with and without use of the Bugey4 anchor point are listed in
Table 6.1. The reduction of the uncertainty due to the reference spectrum is marked, from
2.5% of the signal to 0.17%. This effect outweights the acquired uncertainty contribution
of 1.42% from the Bugey4 measurement itself.
Table 6.1 also reveals which uncertainties are dominant for single-detector reactor exper-
iments. Without a near detector, or a “virtual” near detector or anchor point, uncertainties
due to the reference spectra are serverely limiting. This in and of itself is the motivation for
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the two-detector concept described in Section 3.2.2. Beyond that, the next-dominant un-
certainty comes from simulation of the reactor fuel composition, though those uncertainties
are constrainable with a measured flux spectrum provided by a near detector. A similar
statement can be made for the third dominant uncertainty, reactor thermal power.
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Chapter 7
Second Double Chooz Publication
The oscillation analysis iteration using data from the Double Chooz Far Detector was pub-
lished as Ref. [8] in late July, 2012. In this chapter, this analysis iteration and publication
is often referred to as “DC2ndPub” for brevity. A facsimile of the of the publication may
be found in Appendix K.2.
7.1 Data Set
Data for this analysis were taken between April 13, 2011, and March 15, 2012. Most of
the data from the data-taking period of the first Double Chooz analysis were included, in
addition to detector data previously excluded from the analysis from the same period. In
all, physics data from 251.27 days of detector run time were included, out of 338 calendar
days. One notable enhancement to this analysis was the inclusion of data from the Outer
Veto in the analysis, which had been present but not used during the first analysis.
7.2 Candidate Selection Cuts
7.2.1 Second Publication Analysis
The following cuts were applied to data to define a set of Inverse Beta Decay candidates:
• Prompt signal energy: Evis ∈ [0.7, 12.2] MeV. (Distribution shown vs. delayed signal
energy in Figure 7.1).
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• Delayed signal energy: Evis ∈ [6.0, 12.0] MeV. (Distribution shown in Figure 7.2, and
shown vs. prompt signal energy in Figure 7.1).
• Time difference ∆t between prompt and delayed: ∆t ∈ [2, 100] µsec. (Distribution
shown in Figure 7.3).
• Time between prompt signal and the preceding muon: ∆tµ > 1 msec. A muon is
defined as any event having charge in the IV QIV > 10000 DUQ, or inner detector
energy Evis > 30 MeV.
• Spontaneous light noise rejection cuts.
– PMT hits approximately homogeneous based on maximum charge on any single
PMT Qmax and total charge Qtot of all PMTs: Qmax/Qtot < 0.09 for all events,
and Qmax/Qtot < 0.055 for delayed event. (Distributions shown in Figure 7.4).
– PMT hits approximately simultaneous based on pulse start times Tstart of each
PMT: RMS(Tstart) < 40 nsec. (Distributions shown in Figure 7.5).
• Multiplicity rejection cut: no valid trigger (Evis > 0.5 MeV, and passes light noise
cuts) in the 100 µsec before the prompt candidate, only one valid trigger in the
[2, 100] µsec window following the prompt event, and no valid trigger in a [100, 400] µsec
window following the prompt event.
• Outer Veto Anticoincidence: no hit in Outer Veto within 224 nsec.
• 9Li reduction cut following high-energy muons: ifEµ > 600 MeV, then require ∆tµ > 1
msec.
The cuts used to select IBD candidates were modified from those described in Sec. A.2 in
two notable ways: the rejection of events whose prompt signal is coincident with (within
224 ns) a trigger in the Outer Veto; and rejection of candidates following within 0.5 seconds
after a muon that deposits more than 600 MeV in the ID.
The goal of using an OV-based veto cut is suppression of the fast neutron and stopping
µ backgrounds. Prompt signals quickly following an OV trigger have a high likelihood of
originating from proton recoils from fast neutrons. Adding this veto condition contributes
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a small amount of dead time to the detector operation, but reduces the overall fast-n and
stopping µ rates significantly. This cut is taken into account in the measurement of the
total fast neutron and stopping µ rate, as described in Sec. 7.4.3.
Cutting events within 0.5 seconds following a large muon energy deposition is done with
the intent of reducing the total rate of cosmogenic 9Li events. Muons depositing more than
600 MeV in the inner detector have a high likelihood of producing showers of spallation
products, including 9Li. Vetoing for a short amount of time after these muons has the
effect of reducing the 9Li background population in the IBD candidate sample, but at the
trade-off of a significant amount of detector live time. Sensitivity studies to null-oscillation
results were used optimize these cuts.
 prompt E (MeV)





















Figure 7.1: Plot of prompt coincidence visible energy vs. delayed coincidence visible energy
for the main “9Li-reduced” IBD candidate selection. Prompt and delayed signal windows
are indicated by dashed black lines. From [8].
While neither the spatial position of the prompt nor of delayed events was used as a
selection cut, these reconstructed positions were examined as cross-checks to show that
most selected IBD candidates were localized within the Gd-doped neutrino target fiducial
volume. Projections of these distributions are shown in Figure 7.6 for the prompt and
Figure 7.7 for the delayed events.
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 delayed E (MeV)


















Figure 7.2: Delayed signal visible energy distribution for the main “9Li-reduced” IBD can-
didate selection. Data are black points, with IBD Monte Carlo shown by yellow region.
Delayed candidate energy window is 6 < Evis < 12 MeV. From [8].
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Figure 7.3: Time Difference between prompt and delayed signal of the “9Li-reduced” IBD
candidates. Data are black points with statistical errors; yellow region is IBD Monte Carlo.
From [8].








































(b) Delayed Event Qmax/Qtot
Figure 7.4: Distributions of Qmax/Qtot for prompt and delayed components of the “
9Li-
reduced” IBD candidates. Black points with statistical error bars are data; yellow region is
IBD Monte Carlo. Both from [8].
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(a) Prompt Event RMS(Tstart)
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(b) Delayed Event RMS(Tstart)
Figure 7.5: Distributions of RMS(Tstart) for prompt and delayed components of the “
9Li-
reduced” IBD candidates. Black points with statistical error bars are data; yellow region is
IBD Monte Carlo. Both from [8].
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Prompt vertex XY position
Double Chooz Preliminary
(a) Prompt Events in xy Plane
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 position2ρPrompt vertex Z
Double Chooz Preliminary
(b) Prompt Events in zρ2 Plane
Figure 7.6: Reconstructed positions of the prompt events of the IBD candidates selected
with the main “9Li-reduced” selection cuts, projected in the xy- (Fig. 7.6(a)) and xρ2-planes
(Fig. 7.6(b)). Black circles/rectangles represent the extent of the target and gamma catcher
volumes.
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Delayed vertex XY position
Double Chooz Preliminary
(a) Delayed Events in xy Plane
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 position2ρDelayed vertex Z
Double Chooz Preliminary
(b) Delayed Events in zρ2 Plane
Figure 7.7: Reconstructed positions of the delayed events of the IBD candidates selected
with the main “9Li-reduced” selection cuts, projected in the xy- (Fig. 7.7(a)) and xρ2-planes
(Fig. 7.7(b)). Black circles/rectangles represent the extent of the target and gamma catcher
volumes.
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Additional Dead 9Li Rate Rate-Only, Rate+Shape, Rate-Only, Rate+Shape,
Time Incurred [1/day] 1 IP 1 IP 2 IP’s 2 IP’s
0% 2.3 0.05730 0.04205 0.05595 0.04195
5% 2.3 - 1.03 = 1.027 0.05635 0.04175 0.05520 0.04165
20% 2.3 - 1.47 = 0.85 0.05705 0.04280 0.05605 0.04270
50% 2.3 - 1.65 = 0.65 0.05990 0.04670 0.05930 0.04665
Table 7.1: Null-oscillation sensitivity intervals for different candidate selection cut ensem-
bles, quoted at 68% confidence level. Systematics and statistics are approximately those of
DC2ndPub. Column headings refer to the χ2 statistics described in Sec. 7.7.2, and the use
of multiple integration periods as described in Sec. 7.6.
7.2.2 Peripheral Analyses
In the lead-up to performing the second Double Chooz analysis, three different analyses
were considered in parallel, with each using slightly different sets of candidate selection
cuts. The collaboration decided on a set of selction cuts before “opening the box”, based on
the results of null-oscillation sensitivity studies. The results of these studies are shown in
Table 7.1. Using these results, the set of selection cuts described in Sec. 7.2.1 was chosen as
the main analysis; in Table 7.1, results labeled as “5% Additional Dead Time Incurred” are
representative of this analysis. However, the other two analyses were carried out in parallel
as “cross-checks” of the main-line result. The selection cuts for each peripheral analysis are
described in the following subsections.
7.2.2.1 No 9Li Reduction Cuts
The first peripheral ensemble of cuts was comprised of all cuts described above, but dropping
the condition rejecting candidates following within 0.5 seconds after a muon that deposits
more than 600 MeV in the ID. Said another way, this ensemble was the set of cuts used
in the first Double Chooz publication (Sec. A.2) with the OV-based veto added. This
analysis was maintained to allow some level of comparison to results obtained during the
first Double Chooz analysis iteration. This particular set of cuts provided more live time
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than the DC2ndPub cut ensemble, as can be seen by comparing the contents of Tables
7.2 and 7.3, but allowed significantly more 9Li events to be accepted as IBD candidates.
This analysis is colloquially referred to as the “non-9Li-reduced” analysis, or somewhat
confusingly as the “standard analysis” in documents which precede the publication of [8].
In this document, any references to a “standard” or “main” analysis refer to the analysis
using the cuts described in Sec. 7.2.1.
7.2.2.2 “9Li-free” Reduction Cuts
The second peripheral ensemble of cuts was comprised of all cuts described above, but
changing the condition rejecting candidates following high-energy muons for a more strin-
gent two-part cut:
• If the IBD candidate followed within ∆tµ < 600 msec and Eµ > 550 MeV, then the
IBD candidate is rejected.
• Else, if the IBD candidate followed within ∆tµ < 600 and Eµ > 400 MeV and the
reconstructed vertex of the IBD candidate is within 800 mm of the reconstructed
muon track (by distance of closest approach), then the IBD candidate is rejected.
• Else, the IBD candidate is accepted.
The lower threshold on Eµ for this cut imposes significant (∼50%) dead time on the detector,
but has the effect of reducing the 9Li content of the IBD candidate sample to less than one
expected count per day. Thus, it is colloquially referred to as the “9Li-Free” analysis.
7.2.3 Effects of IBD Selection on Detector Livetime
Each selection cut which imposes a vetoed time period decreases the amount of detector
livetime, down from a maximum possible live time equal to the run time of the detector.
The resulting live time is used to calculate the number of expected background events in the
IBD candidate sample (used in Sec. 7.4), as well as to determine the normalization of the
IBD signal expectation (described in Sec. 7.3.2). Cuts which factor into the determination
of the live time include:
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• Muon Veto: rejection of candidates within 1 msec after any muon.
• OV-based Veto: rejection of candidates within 224 ns of an OV trigger.
• 9Li reduction cut: rejection of events within 500 msec after a high-energy muon.
• Second-order muon veto effect: due to “overlapping” muons which arrive sooner than
1 msec after another muon1.
For the non-9Li-reduced and 9Li-free analyses, the dead time contribution of the 9Li re-
duction cut is eliminated or enhanced, respectively. Tables 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 list live time
numbers for the main and peripheral analyses, along with comparisons of the live time as
a fraction of detector run time. In these tables, “Run Time” is the recorded length of all
physics runs which comprise the data set, and “First-Order Live Time” is the run time
minus the dead time effected by all cuts except for the second-order muon veto effect. The
“Second-Order Live Time” includes the second-order muon veto effect, and is calculated as
99.9% of the First-Order Live Time based on the Poisson statistics of overlapping muons.
The second-order live time numbers are used to determine the background expectations
in Sec. 7.4, while the (2nd-Order live)/(run time) ratio is used to determine the signal
normalization in Sec. 7.3.2.
7.3 Signal Prediction
Prediction of the IBD signal component of all IBD candidates is achieved in two general
steps: prediction of the number of IBD interactions in the detector by ν¯e; and the prediction
of the selection efficiency when the detector response and selection cuts are applied to those
events. This process utilizes the Double Chooz Monte Carlo, with corrections applied
only when discrepancies between data and MC are measured. For this analysis, the only
1In practice, dead time due to muons is calculated as (number of muon triggers)×(1 ms veto window).
However, it is possible for a second muon to arrive within that 1 ms window and start a new 1 ms veto
window; the veto windows of each muon “overlap.” This correction is calculated by using Poisson statistics
and the rate of muon triggers in the detector to determine the average rate of overlapping muons, and
the average additoinal deadtime incurred. A similar, but even more rare, effect can occur with triplets of
overlapping muons; this is also accounted for.
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Reactors One Reactor Total
Both On Pth < 20%
Run Time [days] 153.6115 97.6623 251.2737
First-Order Live Time [days] 139.41 88.7476 228.1576
Second-Order Live Time [days] 139.2706 88.6589 227.9294
(2nd-Order Live)/Run Time Ratio 0.90664 0.90781 0.90709
Table 7.2: Run time, and corrected live time numbers for the second Double Chooz analysis
(cuts described in Sec. 7.2.1). Described in detail in Sec. 7.2.3. For discussion of integration
periods based on reactor power, see Sec. 7.6.
Reactors One Reactor Total
Both On Pth < 20%
Run Time [days] 153.6115 97.6623 251.2737
First-Order Live Time [days] 146.7610 93.3035 240.0645
Second-Order Live Time [days] 146.6142 93.2102 239.8244
(2nd-Order Live)/Run Time Ratio 0.95445 0.95441 0.95443
Table 7.3: Run time, and corrected live time numbers for the second Double Chooz analysis
data with no 9Li reduction cuts (cuts described in Sec. 7.2.2.1). Described in detail in
Sec. 7.2.3. For discussion of integration periods based on reactor power, see Sec. 7.6.
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Reactors One Reactor Total
Both On Pth < 20%
Run Time [days] 153.6115 97.6623 251.2737
First-Order Live Time [days] 72.0597 45.8120 117.872
Second-Order Live Time [days] 71.9876 45.7662 117.7538
(2nd-Order Live)/Run Time Ratio 0.46863 0.46861 0.46862
Table 7.4: Run time, and corrected live time numbers for the second Double Chooz anal-
ysis data with “9Li-free” cuts used (cuts described in Sec. 7.2.2.2). Described in detail in
Sec. 7.2.3. For discussion of integration periods based on reactor power, see Sec. 7.6.
corrections necessary were to account for the multiplicity cut (see Sec. 7.3.2.7) and the
gadolinium capture fraction (see Sec. 7.3.2.4) as represented by the non-unity correction
coefficients in Table 7.6.
7.3.1 Reactor Prediction
The reactor neutrino prediction and its accompanying uncertainties were generated using
the prescription described in Chapter 6. Two significant changes were implemented as
compared to the reactor flux prediction used in the first publication: the reactor power
uncertainty was assigned as a function of the time-dependent power; and the periods of
data integration were split into two time periods based on the reactor power. The latter
change is described in detail in Sec. 7.6.
While the degree of the uncertainty σPth on the thermal power P
R
th(t) of reactor R was
considered to be constant in time for the first analysis iteration, subsequent study indicated
that the fractional power uncertainty σPth/P
R
th increased as a function of P
R
th. Particularly,
the fractional uncertainty on the thermal power, and thus on the normalization of the
expected number IBD events, was found to increase at low values of PRth. Data acquired





be constructed. The increase in the total signal uncertainty was small (∼0.02%), due to
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two key factors. First, due to economic reasons, the reactors are typically kept at near-full
power when in operation at all. Second, operation at lower power produces a smaller rate of
expected IBD events, so the additional absolute uncertainty on the total integrated number
of expected IBD events is reduced.
For this data set, a total exposure of 33.71 GW-ton-years was collected after taking into
account livetime considerations (see Sec. 7.2.3). Data from the same period as the first
analysis iteration comprised 15.34 GW-ton-years, with the remaining 18.37 GW-ton-years
taken after Nov. 11, 2011. The total number of expected IBD candidates from each reactor
are listed in Table 7.13 (and in Tables 7.15 and 7.14 for the non-9Li-reduced and 9Li-free
analyses). It is worth noting that the average rate of expected IBD events was lower for
this analysis than for the first iteration, due to the sizable amount of one-reactor-off data
accrued since November 2011.
7.3.1.1 Reactor Uncertainty Propagation
Uncertainty contributions to the ν¯e signal were treated as described in Sec. 6.4.3. As in the
first Double Chooz analysis iteration, a MultiSim method using the selected signal Monte
Carlo events of Eq. 7.5 was used to convert the matrix M rxtab from a binning in Eν¯ to a





The use of multiple integration periods (see Sec. 7.6) was accounted for in this conversion,
with simulated neutrinos being properly binned according to which run and integration
period they were associated with.
The resulting matrixM rxtij represented a total uncertainty on the ν¯e signal rate of 1.76%.
A breakout of the components ofM rxtij may be found in Table 7.5. This number corresponds
to 1.66% of the total expected IBD candidate rate, including signal and backgrounds.
7.3.2 Signal Selection Efficiency
As in the first DC publication, the detector simulation is used to model all IBD candidate
selection efficiencies at first order, with corrections applied only when deemed necessary.









Table 7.5: Reactor uncertainty components, quoted as percentages of the total predicted
signal rate.
The first correction applied is to account for the signal IBD sample having been gen-
erated according to detector run time, while the analysis is performed using detector live
time. Described in greater detail in Sec. 7.2.3, this correction takes slightly different values
for each integration period, based on the average muon rate and OV usage in each period.
Further corrections are applied to account for differences in selection efficiency between
the Monte Carlo simulation, and similar metrics measured from calibration data. In some
cases a correction is not deemed necessary, but the a comparison between data and Monte
Carlo simulation must still be made in order to establish uncertainty intervals on each effect.
These effects are described in the following subsections, and include: target proton number
(Sec. 7.3.2.1); DAQ trigger efficiency (Sec. 7.3.2.2); spill-in/spill-out effects (Sec. 7.3.2.3);
Gadolinium capture fraction (Sec. 7.3.2.4); delayed coincidence ∆t cut (Sec. 7.3.2.5); de-
layed energy containment efficiency (Sec. 7.3.2.6); and multiplicity cut (Sec. 7.3.2.7). A
full accounting of the corrections due to each effect, and their associated uncertainty con-
tributions, can be found in Table 7.6. Combining the numbers in Table 7.6 with the (live
time)/(run time) ratios of Table 7.2.3 yields the normalization correction coefficients, shown
in Table 7.7 which are to be applied to the reactor prediction described in Sec. 7.3.1.
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Source Uncertainty MC Correction Coeff.
Target Proton Number 0.3% 1.000




∆t Cut 0.5% 1.000
Delayed window n Capture Fraction 0.7% 1.000
Multiplicity Cut Negligible 0.99455
Signal Total 1.005% 0.97963
Table 7.6: Monte Carlo signal selection efficiency corrections. Described in 7.3.2. Uncertain-
ties are quoted with relative to the total signal normalization. Total correction coefficient is
applied to the reactor prediction to account for discrepancies between data and simulation.
Reactors One Reactor Total
Both On Pth < 20%
DC2ndPub Cuts 0.88818 0.88932 0.88862
No 9Li Reduction Cuts 0.93501 0.93497 0.93499
“9Li-Free” Cuts 0.45909 0.45907 0.45908
Table 7.7: Signal normalization coefficients for each ensemble of analysis cuts described in
Sec. 7.2. Numbers are products of the “(2nd-Order Live)/Run Time Ratio” numbers of
Tables 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4, multiplied against the “Signal Total” number of Tab. 7.6.
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7.3.2.1 Target Proton Number
The number of free hydrogen nuclei in the neutrino target Np, also called the target proton
number, is needed to drive the prediction of the number of observed IBD signal events, as
shown in Eq. 6.17.
Measurement of Np is achieved by combining measurements of the neutrino target scin-
tillator’s chemical composition, with an accurate measurement of the mass of scintillator
filled into the neutrino target vessel during filling of the Far Detector. As previously men-
tioned in Sec. 4.2.1.1, the free hydrogen fraction of the Target liquids was found to be 13.6%,
with a relative precision of 0.3% [117]. The mass measurement executed during filling es-
tablished the mass to be (8,287±2) kg, resulting in a proton number of (6.738±0.020)×1029
for the scintillator in the target vessel, excluding the chimney. With an internal diameter
of 150 mm, the scintillator in the chimney contributes an additional 1.16 × 1025 protons
per centimeter of filled liquid. The Monte Carlo simulation accurately models the 127.15
cm of liquid inside the target chimney. Temperature measurements indicated an average
target temperature of 14.6 degrees C, versus the a measured temperature of 13.6 degrees
C when the mass measurement was made. Adding corrections for thermal expansion of
the liquid imposes a change of 0.08% in the target proton number. Thus, the final proton
number after accounting for the chimney region and temperature corrections was found to
be Np = 6.7473 × 1029 protons. The uncertainty on the total corrected mass measurement
is 0.04%. The relative uncertainties on the chemical composition and target mass combine
to give the 0.3% uncertainty quoted in Table 7.6.
While mentioned in Sec. 6.4.2 as contributing to the “reactor signal” uncertainty, the
uncertainty on Np is bundled with other “detector efficiency” uncertainties by collaboration
convention, as it is a quantity describing a property of the detector itself. It is not included
in the reactor uncertainty numbers quoted in Sec. 7.3.1.1.
7.3.2.2 DAQ Trigger Efficiency
As described in Sec. 4.3, the Inner Detector DAQ reads out the pulse waveforms of all
PMT’s whenever the total integrated charge in either of two trigger groups is above 0.35
MeV. The summed integrated charge at low visible energies has some uncertainty, which
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gives rise to and uncertainty on the trigger efficiency at a given visible energy Evis.
Each read-out DAQ event is assigned a descriptor called a “trigger word”. A measure-
ment of the trigger efficiency is performed by operating the DAQ at a trigger threshold far
below the standard physics data threshold. These low-threshold data are then examined
oﬄine, and the fraction of properly-assigned trigger words as a function of Evis is mea-
sured, using additional electronics diagnostic data and a close correlation between those
diagnostics and Evis. The results of this measurement are shown in Fig. 7.8 for a range of
Evis.
By this method, the trigger efficiency at the physics trigger threshold is 50% at 400
keV. The prompt Evis range for oscillation analysis purposes begins at 0.7 MeV, where the
quoted efficiency is 100%+0.0%−0.1%. The ν¯e interaction threshold is at Evis = 1.0 MeV, where
the quoted efficiency is 100% ± 0.0%. Thus, the trigger efficiency is found to be a negligible
source of signal uncertainty, and is listed as such in Table 7.6.
energy [MeV]















Figure 7.8: Trigger efficiency as a function of reconstructed visible energy. Grey band
indicates total uncertainty due to statistical and systematic effects. Efficiency at trigger
threshold is 50% at 400 MeV. Analysis prompt energy range begins at 0.7 MeV, where
the quoted efficiency is 100%+0.0%−0.1%. The ν¯e interaction threshold is at 1.0 MeV, where the
quoted efficiency is 100% ± 0.0%. From [8].
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7.3.2.3 Spill-In/Spill-Out
Spill-In and Spill-Out are jargon describing two classes of IBD events which occur close to
the NT/GC interface. Spill-In events occur when the neutrino has interacted in the GC
but the resulting neutron came into the NT to capture on Gadolinium, thus registering
the interaction as a valid IBD candidate even though it did not originate inside the NT.
Spill-out events involve a neutrino interaction which occurs inside the NT, but the resulting
neutron has gone into the GC and cannot capture on Gadolinium, thus invalidating the
interaction as an IBD candidate even though it did originate from a proton inside the
NT. Due to geometric considerations, the number of spill-in events exceeds the number of
spill-out events by 1.35% ± 0.30% as a percentage of the total number of expected IBD
interactions in the NT.
Spill-in/spill-out effects are modeled in the detector simulation, but four parameters
affect the behavior and accuracy of the model:
• Neutron thermalization and transport modeling.
• Gadolinium concentration of the NT scintillator.
• Free Hydrogen concentration in the GC scintillator.
• Neutrino target acrylic vessel geometry.
All factors were deemed to be modeled accurately, so no modification to the signal nor-
malization due to spill-in/spill-out was necessary. Studies were performed with IBD Monte
Carlo events and variations of the parameters of each of the four above factors. From these
studies, a symmetric systematic uncertainty of 0.3% on the total signal normalization was
established.
7.3.2.4 Gadolinium Capture Fraction
Neutrons produced by IBD interactions in the ν¯e target capture on either Gadolinium
or Hydrogen in the vast majority of occurrences. The fraction of captures which occur on
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where Cn−Gd and Cn−H are the numbers of neutrons which capture on Gadolinium and
Hydrogen, respectively, in a particular period of time.
A measurement of ǫGd in data is performed by examining calibration data produced by
using a tagged 252Cf radioactive source, which produces neutrons by fission. The spectrum
of the neutron captures is fit to a series of Gaussian peaks at known energies of H and Gd
neutron captures, and the integrals of the peaks are compared to the predicted yield ǫGd
for the data. This measurement is then compared to Monte Carlo events generated by a
simulated 252Cf source, and the relative difference (ǫdataGd − ǫsimGd )/ǫdataGd determines whether
or not a correction must be applied to the signal prediction.
For this analysis iteration, a relative difference of ∼1.5% was measured, mandating that
a correction factor of 0.985 be applied to the signal prediction. The uncertainty associated
with this measurement was 0.3%, calculated from the degree of variation in ǫdataGd and ǫ
sim
Gd
observed between the center and edges of the fiducial volume.
7.3.2.5 Delayed Coincidence ∆t Cut
Following an IBD interaction, the neutron captures on either Gadolinium or Hydrogen with
a characteristic time determined by the relative concentrations of the two elements in the
target scintillator. This characteristic time can be predicted from the chemical properties
of the scintillator and implemented in the detector simulation.
The validity of this detector property is evaluated by comparing 252Cf calibration data in
the detector with simulation Monte Caro 252Cf events. The relevant containment efficiency





where C[a,b] is the number of delayed energy depositions with (a µsec)< ∆t <(b µsec),
following a tagged 252Cf fission, with ∆t measured following the energy deposition of the
fission. This quantity was measured along the z-axis of the detector using a 252Cf source
deployed down the chimney, as well as for various positions along the outer edge of the ν¯e
target using the guide tube.
No correction factor was applied to the signal normalization based on these studies.
The uncertainty on the signal normalization due to a possible systematic effect in the ∆t
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distribution was found to be 0.5% relative to the total signal prediction, calculated from
the degree of relative variation in ǫ∆t for data and MC observed between the center and
edges of the fiducial volume.
s)µT(∆













Figure 7.9: Delayed neutron capture time from 252Cf calibration source deployment data.
Black points are data; yellow region is from calibration source Monte Carlo. From [8].
7.3.2.6 Delayed Energy Containment Efficiency
Even with the design feature of the γ-catcher to maximize energy containment, it is still
possible for γ rays emitted from n-Gd captures to escape conversion into visible light, i.e.
from absorption in material. This lack of complete containment has a higher probability
of occurrence at high values of ρ and z, near the edges of the ν¯e target. This effect is
modeled in the detector simulation, but is highly dependent on geometric, optical, and
particle transport properties of the simulation.






where C[a,b] is the number of delayed energy depositions with (a MeV)< Evis <(b MeV),
following a tagged 252Cf fission. This quantity was measured along the z-axis of the detector
using a 252Cf source deployed down the chimney, as well as for various positions along the
outer edge of the ν¯e target using the guide tube.
While no modification to the simulation was employed to account for relative measured
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differences between data and simulation, an uncertainty on the total signal normalization
was estimated conservatively at 0.7% of the total signal rate based on these measurements,
calculated from the degree of relative variation in ǫ∆E for data and MC observed between
the center and edges of the fiducial volume.
7.3.2.7 Multiplicity Cut
Recalling from Section 7.2.1, the multiplicity cut requires that no valid trigger (Evis > 0.5
MeV, and passes light noise cuts) occur in the 100 µsec window before the prompt event,
and that there exist only one only one valid trigger in the [2, 100] µsec window following
the prompt event, and no valid trigger in a [100, 400] µsec window following the prompt
event. This cut does not reduce any background, but eliminates ambiguious cases where
two prompt events of different energies could “share” a delayed event.
The multiplicity cut imposes a correction on the normalization of the predicted IBD
signal selection of 0.99455, due to the lack of interleaved singles events in the Monte Carlo.
This correction factor is based on the Poisson probability of a single event with the proper
energy appearing within the 500 µsec isolation window imposed by the multiplicity cut.
The rate of single events is a well-measured 10.87 Hz, leading to a probability of 0.005435.
This probability is subtracted from unity to get the correction factor to be applied to the
predicted signal. This correction has negligible uncertainty, due to the precise measurement
of the single event rate.
7.3.3 Signal Prediction Summary
Following the considerations mentioned in Sec. 7.3.1, the expected number of ν¯e-induced
IBD interactions in the detector Na is calculated as given in Eq. 6.17, where the index a
runs over the 72 bins in Eν¯ and integration period.
In practice, the number of protons Nprot used in calculating the Na includes the neutrino
target scintillator, target tank, gamma catcher, GC tank, and buffer oil. According to the
Na, Monte Carlo events are generated in these volumes according to the expected proton
density and reactor power. In addition to the IBD kinematic quantities from the detector,
each Monte Carlo event contains the true energy Eν¯ and originating reactor R of, and
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the baseline L traveled by the progenitor ν¯e. These Monte Carlo events are generated at
100-times expected statistics in order to limit any statistical fluctuations; their weights are
scaled down when used in the final oscillation fit.
The Monte Carlo events are then processed through the GEANT4-based [143] detector
simulation package, DCGLG4sim [144]. DCGLG4sim simulates how the scintillation and
Cerenkov photons created following the IBD interactions propagate throughout the detec-
tor. The resulting simulation data are then used as input to the Double Chooz Read-out
System Simulation (DCRoSS), which simulates the detector and electronics responses to the
simulated photons collected by the PMTs. A suite of reconstruction algorithms are then
applied, culminating in the final quantity of measured visible energy Evis for each energy
deposition.
The reconstructed Monte Carlo events then have the set of IBD candidate selection cuts
from Sec. 7.2.1 applied to them (or, in the cases of the peripheral analyses, the amended
selection cuts from Sec. 7.2.2.1 or 7.2.2.2). Thus, the only modifications to the event weights
which need to be applied are due to those effects which are not modeled properly in the
simulation chain, as described in Sec. 7.3.2. This is accomplished by applying the signal
normalization factor as given in Table 7.7. The chain of processing from the calculated
number of expected IBD events to an expected number of IBD candidates in the detector























where the final index i runs over bins in reconstructed energy Evis and integration period.
The selected Monte Carlo IBD candidates represented as N exp,Ri will be used as inputs to
the final oscillation fit in Sec. 7.7.
7.3.3.1 Efficiency Uncertainty Propagation
The effect of an error on the selection efficiency can act as a bias in the signal normalization.
Thus, the uncertainties listed in Table 7.6 are added in quadrature and propagated to the
oscillation analysis as a covariance matrix derived from the shape of the predicted signal.
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of the signal prediction. The same degree of normalization uncertainty is presumed to apply























Three main backgrounds were included in the oscillation fit, and constrained by mea-
surements using the data. The background from accidental coincidences is described in
Sec. 7.4.1, the cosmogenic 9Li background is described in Sec. 7.4.2, and the combined fast-
neutron/stopping-muon correlated background is described in Sec. 7.4.3. The final part of
each of those sections describes how the uncertainty on each measurement is propagated
into the final oscillation fit (Sec. 7.7) as a covariance matrix, a fit parameter and pull term
in the fit statistic, or a combination. It is worthwhile to note that the final measurements
of the 9Li and fast-neutron/stopping-muon backgrounds will be output parameters from
the oscillation fit itself. Finally, a set of cross-checks of the background measurements is
described in Sec. 7.4.4.
7.4.1 Accidental Background
The accidental background contribution was measured by applying the neutrino selection
cuts described in Sec. 7.2 to data, but using a coincidence window separated by 1 sec-
ond. This “off-time” window effectively measures the rate of random coincidences passing
the neutrino selection cuts without the correlated events from real n-Gd captures of IBD-
generated neutrons. A total of 198 off-time windows, each separated by 500 µs, were
used to increase the statistics of the measurement, thereby improving its precision. The
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total rate for accidental background events in the prompt spectrum was measured to be
Racc. = (0.261 ± 0.002) events per day. The spectrum, shown in Fig. 7.10, is found to be
in agreement with an estimated spectrum of events produced by natural radioactivity. Any
light noise remaining after the cuts described in Sec. 7.2 is included in this measurement,
and is estimated to contribute 1% of the total accidentals rate.
E (MeV)















Figure 7.10: Accidental background spectrum measurement from the second Double Chooz
oscillation analysis. Black points are data, red line is a scaled estimation of the singles
spectrum derived from measurements of natural radioactivity in the detector. From [8].
7.4.1.1 Uncertainty Propagation
Since this measurement is from data, uncertainties on the binned accidental background
spectrum are considered to be uncorrelated between bins. For the measured background
rate of Racc. = 0.261 events per day and uncertainty σRacc. = 0.002 events per day, the
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7.4.2 Cosmogenic Lithium-9
The rate of 9Li in the IBD candidate sample is constrained and estimated by observing
the distribution in time ∆tµ of IBD-like interactions since the closest preceding muon in a
20-second time window. The distribution of ∆tµ is fit to a combination of an exponential
















where τ9 is the 257 msec lifetime of
9Li, A is proportional to the rate of 9Li, C represents
the constant background, and the term containing T = 3600 seconds is a correction factor
accounting for the finite lengths of physics runs. The fit value for A and its uncertainty are
converted into a rate for 9Li using the total live time of the data used to construct the fit.
This exponential fit is repeated for muon-IBD events where the muon energy Eµ falls
into one of three energy ranges:
1. Eµ > 600 MeV (HE): Classified as showering muons; the probability of these muons
having produced a cosmogenic isotope is enhanced by their showering property. The
exponential fit of Eq. 7.9 yields a rate of cosmogenic events from muons in this energy
range of 0.95± 0.11 day−1.
2. 250 MeV < Eµ < 600 MeV (ME): Classified as muons which have passed through the
ν¯e target and GC, but may not have generated a shower of particles. These muons do
contribute to the population of cosmogenic events. The sample is purified by requiring
a maximum distance between the muon track and the IBD-like event of dµν < 80 cm.
Uncertainty on the efficiency of this cut is estimated from the lateral distance profile
of the Eµ > 600 MeV sample. From the subsequent exponential fit of Eq. 7.9 to this
sample, a rate of cosmogenic events from muons in this energy range of 1.08 ± 0.44
day−1 is found.
3. Eµ < 250 MeV (LE): Classified as muons which pass through the buffer or clip an
edge of the GC. The same distance cut as the 250 MeV < Eµ < 600 MeV sample is
applied. A fit to Eq. 7.9 places an upper limit on the number of cosmogenic events
from this muon sample of < 0.3 day−1.
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The total measured rate of cosmogenic isotopes is then 2.05+0.62−0.52 events per day. The
uncertainties on this measurement are dominated by the low statistics involved in acquiring
a clean sample of middle-energy 9Li events.
It should be noted that contamination from 12B, another cosmogenic isotope with a life
time of τ12 = 29 ms, is removed from the measured cosmogenic rate in this analysis by
requiring a maximum distance between prompt and delayed events of the IBD-like event of
90 cm. This cut has a small inefficiency of ∼ 1%.
The 9Li-reduction cut mentioned in Sec. 7.2.1 has the effect of vetoing cosmogenic events
within 0.5 sec following a muon with Eµ > 600 MeV, reducing the total cosmogenic rate
by 0.89 ± 0.10 events per day. Thus, the remaining cosmogenic 9Li rate in the DC2ndPub
analysis is found to be 1.25±0.54 events per day, where the central value has been modified
slightly to symmetrize the error bars while maintaining the same uncertainty interval.
Cosmogenic event rates for the peripheral analyses were also determined by similar
fits to their ∆tµ distributions. A rate of 2.10 ± 0.57 events per day was measured for the
non-9Li-reduced analysis. The 9Li-free analysis’ stringent cuts reduce its cosmogenic rate to
0.60±0.54 events per day. For both of these numbers, the central values have been modified
to produce symmetric error bars while maintaining the absolute uncertainty interval.
As an aside from the main rate measurement, a spectrum of cosmogenic events was
produced by selecting events with Eµ > 620 MeV and dµν < 70 cm, with ∆tµ < 600 ms.
Random coincidences were also subtracted, producing the measured spectrum shown in
Figure 7.11.
7.4.2.1 Uncertainty Propagation
The 9Li background is propagated to the final fit by combining a Monte Carlo-generated
spectrum of events with the measured background rate. The spectrum is created by using
a nuclear model to simulate 9Li decays in the Inner Detector. This generator, dubbed DC-
GenSpec, is based on nuclear decay data [145, 146], and allows for some nuclear parameters
to be adjusted in order to evaluate potential effects on the end spectrum. The generated
MC events are then processed through the detector response simulation and reconstruction,
similar to the sequence of Eq. 7.5. Following application of the IBD candidate selection
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Figure 7.11: Spectrum of cosmogenic candidate events, with Eµ > 620 and dµν < 70 cm,
with ∆tµ < 600 ms. Random coincidences have been subtracted from the spectrum. Red
line is Monte Carlo prediction, with shaded region representing uncertainty on the Monte
Carlo spectral shape from nuclear decay model uncertainties. From [8].
cuts, the product is a high-statistics set of 9Li events which would fit IBD candidate cri-
teria. These events are re-weighted in order to make the integral of the spectrum fit the
central-value expectation of 9Li rate times detector live time. When binned, this normalized
spectrum gives the central-valued prediction for the 9Li background population NLi,CVi .
Uncertainties on the 9Li prediction are treated as two orthogonal components: a nor-
malization component based on the uncertainty of the measured rate; and a spectral shape
component.
For the measured background rate of RLi = 1.25 events per day and uncertainty σRLi =
0.54 events per day, the covariance matrix associated with the 9Li background population
NLi,CVi is:








This formalism is also easily applied to the “Li-Free” or non-Li-reduced cases by using the
corresponding rates and uncertainties. Since the spectral shape is based on nuclear decay
properties of 9Li, it is not expected to change with the use of different timing cuts.
In practice, the uncertainty on the 9Li rate is implemented with a fit parameter ǫ9Li
and corresponding pull term in the fit statistic, as described in Sec. 7.7.2.1. Thus, in the fit
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In cases where the matrix MLi rateij is used to represent the
9Li rate uncertainty, the param-
eter ǫ9Li is fixed to its null-effect value of 1.
The uncertainty on the spectral shape is determined by comparing the output of two
Monte Carlo event sets with different nuclear decay parameters. The central-value 9Li
spectrum NLi,CVi is compared to a spectrum N
Li,Max
i with the endpoint energies of the











Since this uncertainty component is close to, but not exactly, a “spectral shape only”
uncertainty, the sum of the elements
∑
i,j
MLi shapeij is near zero. The elements of this matrix
are recalculated as a function of the rate pull parameter ǫ9Li in cases where it is used, as
described in Sec. 7.7.1.
7.4.3 Fast Neutron & Stopping µ Backgrounds
Two irreducible correlated backgrounds are known to affect Double Chooz:
• Fast Neutron Recoils (FN): A muon passing near the detector creates a spallation
neutron which enters the ID without triggering the IV. The neutron interacts with a
proton, with the scintillation of the recoiling proton providing the prompt component
of the delayed coincidence. The neutron the captures on Gd to provide the delayed
component.
• Stopping muons (SM): A muon enters the ID undetected through the dead region
of the detector surrounding the chimney, and stops. The short scintillation track of
the muon provides the prompt component of the delayed coincidence, while the muon
decay and Michel electron provides the delayed component. Because the stopping
muon must enter the detector through dead (noninstrumented or nonscintillating)
regions, which only exist around the chimney, these events are known to concentrate
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towards the top and radial center of the detector. around the chimney of the detector,
These events have a prompt-delayed time distribution following the 2.2 µsec lifetime
of the muon.
Study of this combined set of backgrounds is accomplished by examining IBD candidates in
the energy region 12 MeV < Evis < 30 MeV where no IBD signal events are expected. The
spectrum is then extrapolated down into the IBD signal region 0.7 MeV < Evis < 12.2 MeV.
In order to allow independent study of each, the components of this background are divided
using a cut on the time difference δt between the prompt and delayed parts of the events in
this high-Evis sample. As shown in Figure 7.12, the ∆t profile of stopping muons is driven
by capture of the µ, with a characteristic time of 2.2µsec, while fast neutron events follow
a ∆t profile with the same ∼ 30µsec characteristic time as IBD events. Thus, stopping
muon events are selected as having ∆t < 10µsec, while fast neutron recoils are those events
with ∆t > 10µsec. In combination with independent measurements of tagged samples of
each background component, these two rate measurements allow for a measurement of the
fast-neutron and stopping muon background energy spectral shape without making prior
assumptions regarding combined spectral shape. It is similar to the method described in
Sec. A.4.3, except that the previously-used method presumed a flat distribution for the
combined background.
7.4.3.1 Stopping Muon Tagging
A pure sample of stopping muon events is tagged by selecting events where the delayed
component of the coincidence is certainly from the Michel electron produced in muon decay.
This is achieved by using a delayed energy window of 20 MeV < Evis < 60 MeV. In this
energy regime, the largest background is from high-energy spontaneous light noise. The light
noise events are subtracted from the measured stopping muon spectrum by use of a large
off-time window: 1000 µsec < ∆t < 1100µsec, with the measured off-time spectrum scaled
down to the 10 µsec window of the stopping muon selection. The background-subtracted
prompt spectrum of the stopping muon population is then fit to a linear hypothesis.
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Figure 7.12: Distribution of time separation ∆t between prompt and delayed signal compo-
nents of background events with 12 MeV < Evis < 30 MeV. Two-exponential fit represents
populations of stopping muons (blue dashed) with 2.2µsec time constant, and fast neutron
recoils (dashed red) with ∼ 30µsec time constant.
7.4.3.2 Fast Neutron Tagging
A pure sample of fast neutron recoil events is isolated by selecting events which are coinci-
dent with a low-Evis energy deposition in the IV. This strategy is based on the assumption
that fast neutron recoils are often produced by neutrons from showering muons, where
the multiplicity of neutrons produced by the muon is high. Neutrons other than the IBD
candidate-producing one interact within the IV by proton recoil, or capture on hydrogen.
However, this type of event has large “background” contributions due to: true IBD inter-
actions in the inner detector, coincident with a neutron capture in the IV; IV interactions
by gamma rays from natural radioactivity; or dark noise in the IV PMTs. The dark noise
background is suppressed by requiring that at least two IV PMTs produce charge as part
of the tagged event. The other backgrounds are tagged by use of spatial criteria: a re-
quirement that the prompt and delayed components of the IBD-like signal occur within 150
cm of each other rejects interactions by gamma rays in the IV; a requirement that the IV
and ID PMT signals occur within a [-2, 95] ns window of each other rejects coincidental
antineutrino events. The remaining background-subtracted spectrum is then fit to a linear
hypothesis to determine the final background estimate.
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Component Rate [day−1] Unc. [day−1]
Fast Neutron 0.33 0.16
Stopping Muon 0.60 0.22
Total 0.93 0.26
Table 7.8: Fast neutron and stopping muon population break-out, before use of OV-based
veto condition. Rate measurements described in Sections 7.4.3.1 and 7.4.3.2.
7.4.3.3 Background Combination
The total fast-neutron/stopping-muon background spectrum is found by summing the final
spectra produced by the methods described in Sections 7.4.3.1 and 7.4.3.2. The background-
subtracted spectra produced in each section are summed, and fit to a linear hypothesis. The
fit spectrum is extrapolated into the IBD signal region, and scaled to the summed mea-
sured rates of each background component. The total expected background rate from fast
neutrons and stopping muons is 0.93 ± 0.26 per day, before any OV-based veto is imposed.
The break-out of fast neutron and stopping muon populations and their uncertainties is
given in Table 7.8.
7.4.3.4 Inclusion of OV-based Veto Condition
As described in Sec. 7.2.1, IBD candidate selection criteria for this analysis require an
anticoincidence of the prompt event with the Outer Veto. This measure was found to
decrease the rate of fast neutron and stopping muon events by 9% and 43%, respectively, as
shown in Table 7.9. As shown in Figure 7.14, most of the vetoed events were reconstructed
near the center top of the detector, consistent with the majority coming from stopping
muons entering near the chimney. Similarly, Figure 7.15 shows most of the OV events of
the anti-coincident events having come from the area of OV coverage near the chimney of the
Inner Detector. The prompt spectrum of the anticoincident events is shown in Figure 7.16,
and displays a distribution that is consistent with a flat spectrum.
The final combined rate for the background was found to be 0.67 ± 0.20 d−1, including
the OV anticoincidence. The OV anticoincidence condition was also used to establish the
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Component OV Not Used OV Anticoincidence Used Reduction
Nw/o OV−Nwith OV
Nwith OV+Nw/o OV
Fast Neutron 0.33 ± 0.16 d−1 0.30 ± 0.14 d−1 9 ± 6 %
Stopping Muon 0.60 ± 0.22 d−1 0.34 ± 0.18 d−1 43 ± 28%
Total 0.93 ± 0.26 d−1 0.67 ± 0.20 d−1 28 ± 11%
Table 7.9: Fast neutron and stopping muon population break-out, before and after use of
OV-based veto condition. Rate measurements described in Sections 7.4.3.1 and 7.4.3.2,
with OV veto described in Section 7.4.3.4.
propagated uncertainty on the slope of the fast neutron/stopping muon spectrum: a rescaled
version of the spectrum without the anticoincidence requirement was used to define the 1σ
deviation for the spectral shape.
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Figure 7.13: Fast Neutron and Stopping Muon combined spectral model best fit (solid
red line) with ±1σ error band (dashed red), energy distribution of tagged FN and SM
population (gray histogram), and IBD spectrum. From [8].
7.4.3.5 Uncertainty Propagation
Uncertainties on the FN/SM prediction are treated as two orthogonal components: a nor-
malization component based on the uncertainty of the measured rate; and a spectral shape
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Figure 7.14: Reconstructed positions of selected IBD candidates projected in the xy−
(Fig. 7.14(a)) and xz−planes (Fig. 7.14(b)).
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 candidateseνOV coordinates of vetoed Double Chooz Preliminary
Figure 7.15: Reconstructed XY positions in the Outer Veto of events rejected by the OV-
based anticoincidence (black dots). Solid blue outline shows the extent of Outer Veto
coverage; dashed and dotted circles show extent of target and gamma catcher volumes.
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Figure 7.16: Prompt spectra of all selected IBD candidates using the “9Li-reduced” cuts
(blue points) and spectrum of IBD candidates coincident with a signal in the Outer Veto
(red points).
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component.
For the measured background rate of Rfn = 0.67 events per day and uncertainty
σRfn = 0.20 events per day, the covariance matrix associated with the FN/SM background
population N fn,CVi is:








In practice, the uncertainty on the FN/SM rate is implemented with a fit parameter ǫfn and
a corresponding pull term in the fit statistic, as described in Sec. 7.7.2.1. Thus, in the fit
implementation, the FN/SM spectrum enters as a dynamic set of values N fni calculated as:
N fni = ǫfnN
fn,CV
i (7.14)
In cases where the matrix M fn rateij is used to represent the FN/SM rate uncertainty, the
parameter ǫfn is fixed to its null-effect value of 1.
As mentioned in Sec. 7.4.3.4, the uncertainty on the spectral shape is determined by
comparing the fit combined spectra N fn,CVi to the spectrum without the OV anticoincidence
requirement N fn,No OVi , with the N
fn,No OV
i scaled to the same normalization as the N
fn,CV
i .
The covariance matrix is then constructed:
M fn shapeij =
(




N fn,No OVj −N fn,CVj
)
. (7.15)
Since this uncertainty component is implemented as a “spectral shape only” uncertainty,
with N fn,CVi and N
fn,No OV
i having the same total normalization the sum of the elements∑
i,j
M fn shapeij is zero. The elements of this matrix are recalculated as a function of the rate
pull parameter ǫfn in cases where it is used, as described in Sec. 7.7.1.
7.4.4 Cross-checks of Background Measurements
Two cross-checks of the measured background rates were made by independent means: an
extrapolation of background rates from the measured rate of observed events as a function
of reactor power, and a measurement of the observed rate during periods of time where
both reactors were at near-zero thermal power.
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7.4.4.1 Observed Candidate Rate vs. Expected ν¯e Rate
Plotting the observed IBD candidate rate versus expected event rate, as is done in Fig-
ure 7.17, is loosely equivalent to plotting the IBD candidate rate versus average reactor
power. At the minimal expected rate, where both reactors are at or near zero thermal
power, the irreducible backgrounds dominate the observed IBD candidate rate. Thus, a
linear fit to these data allows a measurement of the sum of all irreducible backgrounds
to be made by extrapolation. This is the linear fit depicted on Figure 7.17, and gives a
best-fit value for the background rate of 2.9 ± 1.1 events per day, consistent within uncer-
tainties with the combined background estimate of 2.18 ± 0.58 events per day. This linear
fit also allows for a measurement of sin2 (2θ13) based on the slope of the line; in essence,
a “rate+time”-style fit. The linear best-fit shown in Figure 7.17 corresponds to a value of
sin2 (2θ13) = 0.19 ± 0.06 at the MINOS value for ∆m231 [83]. This value is in agreement
within uncertainties with those values found by the fitting methods described in Sec. 7.7.
7.4.4.2 Measured Candidate Rate with Both Reactors Off
Soon after the Nov. 2011 end of the data-taking period for the first Double Chooz anal-
ysis iteration, both reactors B1 and B2 were shut down for a period of ∼24 hours. This
period yielded a physics data livetime of 0.84 days (22.5 hours) during which the domi-
nant sources of expected IBD candidates are the irreducible backgrounds. Fewer than 0.3
residual ν¯e events are expected during this time period with the reactor cores idle from
residual radioactive decays. Three events were found which passed the first four IBD candi-
date selection cuts listed in Sec. 7.2.1, compared to a background prediction of about 2.18.
Two of these events were found to have prompt energies of 4.8 MeV and 9.4 MeV, and
were reconstructed within 30 cm and 240 cm of the closest energetic muon. The second
candidate was found to be rejected by the “9Li-reduction” showering muon veto. These
factors suggest that these IBD candidates were cosmogenic 9Li background events. The
third candidate was found to have a prompt energy of 0.8 MeV, with its prompt and de-
layed components reconstructed 3.5 m distance from each other. This is suggestive of an
accidental coincidence.
While the second publication analysis was in progress, another 8 days of data with both
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Figure 7.17: Daily number of observed IBD candidate events plotted versus the expected
number of ν¯e events. Dashed blue line shows the best fit to the data, with blue region giving
the 90% confidence level band. Dotted line shows the expectation from the no-oscillation
scenario. Best-fit parameters described in text of Sec. 7.4.4. From [8].
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reactors off were taken. While these data were not included in the analysis of the second
publication, they are described in more detail in Sec. 7.8, and in [147].
7.5 Energy Scale
The energy scale of DC2ndPub was revised from that of the first analysis iteration in a
number of ways. The definition of the visible energy Evis for an energy deposition in the








× fmu (ρ, z)× fms (t)× fmMeV (7.16)
where fmu (ρ, z) is a correction taking into account the spatial dependencies in the detector
response, fs (t) is a correction taking into account time dependence of the detector response,
and fMeV sets the correspondence between detector response and absolute measured energy.
These corrections carry indices m to show that in practice they take different numerical
values if this methodology is applied to detector data or Monte Carlo. Each component
of this equation is explained in the subsequent subsections, with treatment of the total
uncertainty described in Sec. 7.5.5.
7.5.1 Per-channel Gain vs. Charge
Studies of the per-channel gain gainl(ql) showed measurable non-linearities at low values of
ql. An illustration of this effect based on data taken during LED light-injection calibration
runs is shown in Fig. 7.18. At the average light level of the Inner Detector (∼ 230PE/MeV),
this effect could bias the reconstructed charge of a given energy deposition by up to 10%. To
correct for this effect, a fit was made to gain measurements below 200 units of charge for each
channel, with the fitted function used for applied gain in those regions. This gain function
was found to change following a power-cycle of the electronics, warranting calibration data
to be taken and fits performed following each such event. Similar fits are made to the
Monte Carlo simulated gain, following with the analysis paradigm of applying identical
methodologies to both detector data and simulation events, though no such nonlinearity is
modeled in the Monte Carlo.
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Figure 7.18: Illustration of the dependence of gain for a single channel at low values of
integrated pulse charge. Dashed line indicates an ideal behavior of the gain for all values of
charge. From [8].
7.5.2 Detector Response Spatial Correction
The spatial correction fmu (ρ, z) is constructed by measuring differences in the location
of the n-H capture peak using cosmogenic spallation neutrons. These measurements are
characterized in a number of voxels of the detector, creating a “map” of the detector’s
energy response in cylindrical coordinates ρ and z as compared to the response in the
center. A graphical representation of this map is shown in Fig. 7.19. The largest deviations
found within the Neutrino Target were found to be of order 5%. A 2D interpolation method
provided a smooth behavior to the function at all values of ρ and z within the ID. A similar
map was generated with, and applied to, Monte Carlo events.
7.5.3 Detector Response Time Dependence Correction
Changes in detector response as a function of time were driven by two principal effects:
changes in readout gain or scintillator response; and the elimination of some PMT/electronics
channels from calorimetric use due to failure of certain operational diagnostic metrics. These
effects were corrected for using a measurements of the n-Gd capture peak using cosmogenic
spallation neutrons; a plot of this peak position can be seen in Figure 7.20. The refer-
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Figure 7.19: Detector calibration map in cylindrical coordinates ρ and z, as sampled with
spallation neutrons capturing on Hydrogen within the Inner Detector. Solid black lines
denote the boundaries of the Target and Gamma Catcher regions. Response variations are
quantified as the fractional response with respect to that at the detector center. A similar
map is constructed with the Monte Carlo simulation to similarly account for its slightly
different spatial response dependence. From [8].
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ence time t0 of this calibration was taken to the a
252Cf deployment at the center of the
detector during the August 2011 calibration campaign. A measure of the remaining insta-
bility was made by observing the location of the spallation n-H capture peak following the
time-dependent correction, shown in Figure 7.21, and found to be 0.61%.
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Figure 7.20: Measured Evis of the spallation n-Gd capture peak, used to characterize de-
tector response stability in time. From [8].
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Figure 7.21: Plot of the reconstructed spallation n-H capture peak as a function of time
during data taking. Observed step-like behavior is correlated with cycles of the electronics
power. From these data, the systematic uncertainty on the energy response stability is
estimated to be 0.61%. From [8].






Table 7.10: Components of the total energy scale uncertainty interval.
7.5.4 Absolute Energy Scale
The absolute energy calibration is established with radioactive source deployments along the
z-axis of the Inner Detector during the August 2011 calibration campaign. Monte Carlo
simulation of the same sources was also used to determine the energy scale of the MC.
From these methods, the absolute energy scale was found to be fdataMeV = 229.9 PE/MeV for
detector data, and fMCMeV = 227.7 PE/MeV for simulation, at the center of the detector at
t0.
7.5.5 Uncertainty Propagation
Uncertainties on the energy scale are propagated to the oscillation fit by complimentary
methods of either a covariance matrix, or a pull parameter shifting the bins of the affected
populations. Energy scale uncertainties only affect those event types which rely on the
Monte Carlo for energy reconstruction: the ν¯e signal prediction, and the
9Li prediction.
The uncertainty prescription combines contributions from three sources: non-uniformity of
detector response, instability of detector response, and relative non-linearity. While one of
the contributions is due to non-linearity, all contributions are presumed to effect a linear
shift in the energy scale.
Traditionally, the energy scale is modulated in the final oscillation fit as a parameter
PE which scales the energy E
0




This scaling is only applied to events whose energies E0vis are determined by the Monte Carlo
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reconstruction, and not by measurement in data (e.g. IBD signal events and 9Li events,
but not fast neutrons/stopping muons or accidentals). As tabulated in Table 7.10, three
sources of uncertainty combine to give a relative interval σPE/PE = 1.13%.
In practice, it was found that allowing PE to float as a pull parameter in the χ
2 mini-
mization fit led to instabilities of the minimizing software, MINUIT [148]. A pull parameter
was desired in order to quantify the best-fit result, so a new approach was adopted based
on a covariance matrix and a set of bin shifts derived from the matrix. These bin shifts
were then associated with a new parameter αE (to be more fully described below), allowing
nearly-full functionality of the energy scale pull term without the previously-seen minimizer
instabilities.
The energy scale covariance matrix was constructed using a MultiSim method (see
Appendix C.4 for more detail). Sets of u = [1, ..., U ] random Gaussian throws {PE}u
are made on the energy scale parameter PE and the correlated-random bin deviations








{δNpredi }u × {δNpredj }u
)
(7.18)







 −1 if M escaleii < 0
1 if M escaleii > 0

 . (7.19)
The Si represent the standard deviation of the fractional amount by which each bin should
change for a 1σ deviation of the parameter PE . The binary condition in the exponent
evaluates to 0 or 1, and determines the overall sign of the bin shift. These shifts are
propagated into the fit as being proportional to a new parameter αE , and applied to the






× (1 + (αE − 1)Si) (7.20)
This presumes that the bin shifts effected by the energy scale are linear in nature, which
is known to be an approximation similar to that which is presumed when constructing
a covariance matrix. By construction, the effect is very similar to 1σ changes in PE , as
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illustrated in Figure 7.22. While the bin shifts are used for the majority of the analyses,
the covariance matrix M escaleij is employed in the frequentist approach (see Sec. 7.7.4) with
αE fixed to 1.
Figure 7.22: Magnitude of the shift of a bin’s population for the main analysis, if different
energy scale undertainty implementations are used. Red and blue lines indicate the shifts
due to a ±1σ shift of the parameter PE as defined in Eq. 7.17. Green line represents the
average shift due to 1sigma fluctuations in PE in either direction. Black line represents the
shift calculated with the MultiSim method as described by Eq. 7.19.
7.6 Multiple Integration Periods
Due to annual refueling shutdowns of the reactors, a significant portion of the data taken
following the first Double Chooz publication was during periods of one-reactor-off time.
During these periods, the signal/background ratio of the expected IBD candidate set is
reduced by a factor of ∼2. In a rate-only analysis, this reduction of the relative amount of
signal can actually decrease the sensitivity of the experiment as more data are taken, due
to the absolute uncertainties of the backgrounds remaining constant. This fact motivated
investigations into dividing the data into different integration periods based on the reactor
power levels and performing a simultaneous fit to both periods.
The working premise of a multiple integration period (multi-IP) analysis is that dividing
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data into nτ integration periods based on reactor power will allow a high signal/background
period (when both reactors are on) to drive the sensitivity of fit to oscillations, while a period
of low signal/background (when one reactor is off/both are at low power) can be potentially
be used to constrain background rates through fitting. Said another way, a multi-IP fit is
a “rate+shape+time” fit where the temporal information contributes to background fitting
while periods of high signal/background remain unhindered by additional backgrounds,
though the range of the “time” variable may not correspond one-to-one with sequentially-
taken data.
During the lead-in to the second Double Chooz publication, the quantity of one-reactor-
off data and legacy binning choices allowed for an analysis with two integration periods
(nτ = 2) to be considered. In this scenario, one integration period would contain data
where both reactors were near full power, while the other would contain data where one or
both reactors were at reduced power. A scenario with three integration periods (nτ = 3:
both reactors near full power; reactor B1 reduced; reactor B2 reduced) was considered,
but ruled impractical since it would have required the use of different binnings between
integration periods in order to maintain sufficient statistics per bin. A three-IP analysis2
should be reconsidered in the future, as Double Chooz continues to accrue data.
An analysis with two integration periods (nτ = 2) requires a set of sorting rules for
determining which data are put in which period. These sorting rules were chosen based on
which scheme would produce the best sensitivity to a null-oscillation measurement. The
two sets of sorting rules considered were as follows, for integration periods numbered 0 and
2For example, a hypothetical nτ = 3 analysis could use the following sorting rules, for integration periods
enumerated 0, 1, and 2:
• If the minimum power of either reactor is less than 20% during a particular detector run, then:
– If reactor B1’s minimum power is less than or equal to that of Reactor 2, the detector run is
placed in IP 1.
– If reactor B2’s minimum power is less than that of Reactor 1, the detector run is placed in IP
2.
• Otherwise, the detector run is placed in IP 0.
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Fit χ2 Method Single IP “90-Plus” Rules “20-minus” Rules
Rate-Only 0.05624 0.05418 0.05279
Shape-Only 0.08129 0.08114 0.08099
Rate+Shape 0.03949 0.03936 0.03925
Table 7.11: Null-oscillation sensitivity results from hypothetical analyses using different
integration period sorting rules based on reactor power with the number of integration
periods nτ = 2. Sensitivities are 1σ upper limits on sin
2(2θ13). Detector systematics for
these studies were a close approximation to what was used in the second DC publication,
based on the state of studies at the time. As mentioned in 7.7.2, all χ2 statistics with nτ > 1
include a time component, by definition.
1:
1. The “90-plus” sorting scheme
• If the minimum power of either reactor is less than 90% during a particular
detector run, then that detector run is placed in IP 1.
• Otherwise, the detector run is placed in IP 0.
2. The “20-minus” sorting scheme
• If the minimum power of either reactor is less than 20% during a particular
detector run, then that detector run is placed in IP 1.
• Otherwise, the detector run is placed in IP 0.
Results of sensitivity studies using each set of sorting rules are shown in Table 7.11. While
both two-IP scenarios show improvement over a single integration period, the “20-minus”
scheme shows optimal sensitivity to a null-oscillation measurement. Based on these results,
the “20-minus” sorting rules were used for the oscillation analysis of the second Double
Chooz publication.
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7.7 Oscillation Fit & Results
The oscillation fit was performed using the CUfits statistics toolkit (see Appendix B).
CUfits is designed to re-weight an ensemble of Monte Carlo event populations, all of which
are tabulated in Table 7.12 according to a set of fit parameters. These re-weighted events
are filled into a histogram representing the total signal-plus-background prediction Npredi















where the index i runs over bins in visible energy Evis and integration period. The predicted
number of signal antineutrino events N ν¯,Ri from each reactor R is calculated from the
reactor expectation N exp,Ri of Eq. 7.5 by reweighting each event according to the effective
two-neutrino survival probability:
N ν¯,Ri = P (ν¯e → ν¯e)N exp,Ri
=
(









A summary of each initial event population at null-oscillation and with initial-valued fit
parameters is given in Table 7.13 for the main “9Li-reduced” analysis, and in Tables 7.14
and 7.15 for the peripheral analyses.














Table 7.12: Summary of final oscillation fit input event species, and their parametric de-
pendencies.
The oscillation analysis fit proceeds by comparing to the observed number of IBD can-
didates in each bin Ni to the prediction N
pred
i and calculating a goodness-of-fit using one
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Reactors One Reactor Total
Both On Pth < 20%
Live Time [days] 139.27 88.66 227.93
IBD Candidates 6088 2161 8249
ν¯ Reactor B1 2910.9 774.6 3685.5
ν¯ Reactor B2 3422.4 1331.7 4754.1
Total ν¯ 6333.3 2106.4 8439.7
Lithium-9 174.1 110.8 284.9
Fast-n & Stopping µ 93.3 59.4 152.7
Accidentals 36.4 23.1 59.5
Total Backgrounds 303.8 193.4 497.1
Total Prediction 6637.1 2299.7 8936.8
Table 7.13: Summary of observed IBD candidates for the main “9Li-reduced” analysis, with
corresponding signal and background predictions for each integration period. No oscillation
fit parameter results have been applied.
of the statistics described in Sec. 7.7.2. By collaboration agreement made before “opening
the box” and fitting to data, the Rate+Shape statistic of Eq. 7.30 is used as the main-line
analysis, with the Rate-only and Shape-only statistics of Eq. 7.31 and 7.33 used in compli-
mentary analyses. This decision was based on null oscillation sensitivity studies not unlike
those shown in Table 7.1, which showed the Rate+Shape fit to provide an optimally-sensitive
measurement. The studies were performed with the actual systematic uncertainties used in
the final oscillation analysis; these are summarized in Tale 7.16 for all analyses.
The statistic is minimized numerically using MINUIT [148]. At each iteration of the
minimization, Npredi is recalculated based on the values of the fit parameters listed in
Table 7.12. Subsequently, the covariance matrix Mij is also recalculated based on the
reweighted components of Npredi as described in Sec. 7.7.1. Following recalculation of N
pred
i
and Mij , the fit statistic is evaluated for that iteration. A combination of MINUIT’s
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Reactors One Reactor Total
Both On Pth < 20%
Live Time [days] 146.6142 93.2102 239.8244
IBD Candidates 6563 2358 8921
ν¯ Reactor B1 3064.4 814.4 3878.8
ν¯ Reactor B2 3602.8 1400.1 5002.9
Total ν¯ 6667.3 2214.5 8881.8
Lithium-9 307.9 195.7 503.6
Fast-n & Stopping µ 98.2 62.5 160.7
Accidentals 48.6 30.9 79.5
Total Backgrounds 454.7 289.1 743.8
Total Prediction 7122.1 2503.7 9625.8
Table 7.14: Summary of observed IBD candidates for the peripheral “non-9Li-reduced”
analysis, with corresponding signal and background predictions for each integration period.
No oscillation fit parameter results have been applied.
SIMPLEX, HESSE, and MIGRAD minimization algorithms 3 is employed until a set of
best-fit parameters is established. The multi-dimensional uncertainty intervals on each
parameter are then evaluated by using the HESSE algorithm to calculate the parameter
covariance matrix. The results of this oscillation fit are described in detail in Sec. 7.7.3.
In practice, uncertainty intervals are determined by evaluating the behavior of the fit
statistic, generically called χ2 for the purposes of this paragraph (the actual fit statistics used
are described in Sec. 7.7.2). At best-fit, the statistic takes a minimum value χ2bf . Uncertainty
intervals are then evaluated in the multi-dimensional space of all floating fit parameters.
The 1σ interval of a parameter is defined by the boundary where ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2bf = 1 in
the case of one unbounded parameter (see the “Statistics” section of [36]). With a proper
error definition, these intervals are calculated by MINUIT’s HESSE algorithm.
A break-out of the uncertainty interval on sin2 (2θ13) into “statistical” and “system-
3Consult the MINUIT manual [148] for more details on each algorithm.
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Reactors One Reactor Total
Both On Pth < 20%
Live Time [days] 71.9876 45.7662 117.7538
IBD Candidates 3120 1136 4256
ν¯ Reactor B1 1504.6 399.9 1904.5
ν¯ Reactor B2 1769.0 687.4 2456.4
Total ν¯ 3273.6 1087.3 4360.9
Lithium-9 43.2 27.5 70.7
Fast-n & Stopping µ 48.2 30.7 78.9
Accidentals 15.83 10.1 25.93
Total Backgrounds 107.23 68.3 175.53
Total Prediction 3380.9 1155.5 4536.4
Table 7.15: Summary of observed IBD candidates for the peripheral “9Li-free” analysis, with
corresponding signal and background predictions for each integration period. No oscillation
fit parameter results have been applied.
atic” parts is achieved by running a null-oscillation sensitivity study at 100-times expected
statistics, and considering the resulting 68% C.L. sensitivity as the “purely systematic”
component of the total uncertainty. A null-oscillation sensitivity is chosen over boosting
the statistics of the observed data in order to prevent lending improper weight to statistical
fluctuations found in the data. This systematic part is subtracted in quadrature from the
total uncertainty to yield the “statistical” component.
7.7.1 Parameter-Dependent Covariance Matrix
One notable change of the fit procedure as compared to the first Double Chooz analysis
(Sec. A.6) was the use of a covariance matrix that was recomputed as a function of the
fit parameters. This technique allowed the proper implementation of the Pearson χ2 fit
statistic, as well as rigorous implementation of parameter-dependent systematics.
The uncertainty on the signal and background predictions is initially defined by a co-
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Source “Non-9Li-reduced” “9Li-reduced” “9Li-free”
Statistics 1.0150% 1.0564% 1.4803%
Selection Efficiency 0.9195% 0.9470% 0.9604%
Reactor 1.6144% 1.6626% 1.6862%
Detector 0.3555% 0.2823% 0.2463%
9Li Background 1.5318% 1.5266% 1.4450%
Fast-n/Stopping-µ Background 0.4941% 0.5089% 0.5161%
Accidental Background 0.0074% 0.0051% 0.0077%
Total 2.6831% 2.7288% 2.8934%
Table 7.16: Uncertainties from all sources for both the main “9Li-reduced” analysis, and
the peripheral analyses. Numbers quoted are the relative uncertainty contributed to the
rate of events, as a percentage of the number of observed IBD candidates in each analysis.
variance matrix Mij . If no pull parameters are used to represent any uncertainties, the


















In practice, pull parameters and pull terms are used to represent some uncertainties, in
which case the components of the covaraince matrix corresponding to those systematics
must be omitted from the summed matrix. Thus, if the list of pull parameters described in












The matrix in Eq. 7.25 is used in the main oscillation analysis. The Mij of Eq. 7.25 is
similar to the matrix used in the first analysis (see Sec. A.6.1) with two major exceptions.
First, the covariance matrix is now 36-by-36 in dimension to account for bins in both
integration periods. Second, the statistical uncertainty component is defined by the Pearson
χ2 convention:
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Since Npredi is a function of the oscillation parameters ∆m
2
31 and θ13, as well as the pulled
background and energy scale parameters (see Table 7.12 for a listing of parameters), it
follows that M statij is also dependent on those fit parameters. Thus, this component of the
matrix must be re-calculated at each iteration of the fit minimization. This is done following
the re-weighting of all constituent events populations of Npredi according to the applicable
parameters (See Eq. 7.21 and Table 7.12).
The same re-weighting technology required by this statistical uncertainty prescription
can also be utilized with the systematic uncertainty components ofMij . At the beginning of
the minimization algorithm, fractional covariance matrices are created from each component
of the total covariance matrix. This is done by dividing each matrix component by the
relevant event population. For example, to create a fractional version mrxtij of the reactor

















This “fractionalization” first takes place at the beginning of the fit process, when all fit
parameters are at their null-oscillation values and the related event populations are at their
initial values. At each iteration u of the numerical minimization, the event populations
are recalculated and the covariance matrices are “de-fractionalized”, e.g. for the reactor
matrix:













sin2 (2θ13)|u,∆m231|u, αE |u
)
(7.28)
These de-fractionalized matrices are then summed, and used to calculate the fit statistic at
iteration u of the minimization.
7.7.2 Definitions of χ2 Statistics
Oscillation analyses were performed using three different χ2 statistics. Each statistic con-
tains a set of floating fit parameters in addition to the oscillation amplitude, called “pull

























Table 7.17: Covariance matrices that are reweighted during the fit process, uncertainty
contribution of each, and the associated event populations by which they are reweighted.
Note that M escaleij is often deprecated in favor of a using αE as a fit parameter, with a pull
term in the fit statistic.
parameters”, which are constrained by externally-specified data. While naming conven-
tions of the below equations are similar to those used in Sec. A.6.2, it is worthwhile to note
that the use of multiple integration periods (nτ > 1) effectively adds a time component to
each statistic, i.e. the “rate plus shape” statistic is actually a “rate plus shape plus time”
statistic.
While analyses were performed using each of these statistics, an agreement among the
collaboration made in advance of the analysis stipulated that χ2RS would be used to deter-
mine the official oscillation measurement. This decision was based upon continued confi-
dence in the energy scale and its associated systematics, as well as continued demonstration
of the superior sensitivity of χ2RS to that of χ
2
RO in null-oscillation hypothesis studies.
7.7.2.1 Pull Term Contribution
All of the statistics contained “pull terms” constraining the behavior of some fit parameters.
As described in previous sections, the fit parameters affect the values of the Npredi . In
particular, a multiplier ǫ9Li on the
9Li rate (Sec. 7.4.2.1), a multiplier ǫfn on the FN/SM
rate (Sec. 7.4.3.5), the oscillation parameters sin2 (2θ13) and ∆m
2
31, and the energy scale
αE (Sec. 7.5) were included as pull parameters. For each parameter, a “pull term” or
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constraint term is added to the fit statistic. The pull term constrains the value of each
parameter towards its central value while still allowing it to vary within the prescribed
external uncertainty interval. This accounts for uncertainty on the parameter in the fit in
a way that is roughly4 equivalent to a contribution to the covariance matrix [149, 150].
To keep later equations concise, we collect all pull terms into a separable term χ2pulls





















Each statistic is minimized with respect to all of these parameters during the fitting process.
The parameters ǫfn, ǫ9Li, and αE are bounded by uncertainty intervals determined as
described in the above text. The mass splitting ∆m231 is constrained to the central value as
measured by MINOS [83]. The uncertainty on ∆m231 has been symmetrized and expanded
to account for effects in converting the measurement of a νµ disappearance experiment
to a quantity relevant for ν¯e disappearance experiments, including ambiguity of the mass
hierarchy [151].
It is worthwhile to note that while the pulled parameters must be minimized as part of
the fit, they do not contribute a new degree of freedom if they are accompanied by a pull
term in the statistic. In essence, a free parameter is added, but a data point is also added,
with no net change in the number of degrees of freedom.
4The author doubts this assertion. The equivalence shown in [149] and [150] presumes that each pull
term or contribution to the covariance matrix are independent, and known precisely at the beginning of
the minimization procedure. This does not rigorously allow for the technique of re-calculating the values of
other covariance matrix contributions based on the values of the pull paramters, as is described in Sec. 7.7.1.
However, an argument can be made that the technique of Sec. 7.7.1 is appropriate to the situation at hand,
and correct in that context. See Appendix G for more discourse on the requirements for complete equivalence
in different uncertainty scenarios.
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7.7.2.2 Rate + Shape Fit Statistic













This statistic takes into account all potential spectral and temporal information contained in
the binned data and the correlated uncertainties of the prediciton. Except for the increase in
the number of bins due to the use of multiple integration periods, and the use of a different
set of pulled parameters, it is identical in general form to Eq. A.27.
7.7.2.3 Rate-Only Fit Statistic
The rate-only statistic compares the measured rate of IBD candidates to the predicted rate
in each integration period by summing over all energy bins in each integration period. For






















T + χ2pulls (7.31)
As previously mentioned, nτ = 2 for this analysis. As mentioned above, use of this statistic
in fact gives a “rate plus time” fit. Since the number of integration periods is more than
one, the number of degrees of freedom is nonzero, and thus this style of fit does not give a
minimum χ2 value of zero.
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7.7.2.4 Shape-Only Fit Statistic
The shape-only goodness-of-fit statistic used for DC2ndPub was suggested by G. Mention,
and is subtly different from that used in the first Double Chooz analysis (described in
Sec. A.6.2.4).
The “shape-only” chi-squared statistic is designed to neglect any normalization infor-
mation associated with the signal prediction. In effect, it renders the normalization of the
signal as a free parameter ξ. If all uncertainties are contained in the covariance matrix














































































Because the signal normalization is treated as a free parameter, this statistic has one fewer
degree of freedom than χ2RS of Eq. 7.30.
7.7.3 Results
Using the main “9Li-reduced” cuts to select IBD candidates, and minimizing χ2RS of Eq. 7.30
as the fit statistic, the best fit of the prediction to the data is found at sin2 (2θ13) =
0.109± 0.030 (stat.)± 0.025 (syst.) at ∆m231 = 2.32× 10−3 eV2, with χ2RS/d.o.f. = 42.1/35.
A full tabulation of the best-fit parameters can be found in Table 7.18. The measured
prompt spectrum from this analysis is shown in Figure 7.23 (split into the two reactor-
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Figure 7.23: Measured prompt energy spectrum for each integration period (data points) su-
perimposed on the expected prompt energy spectrum, including backgrounds (green region),
for the no-oscillation (blue dotted curve) and best-fit (red solid curve) at sin2 (2θ13) = 0.109
and ∆m231 = 2.32 × 10−3 eV2. Orange region indicates systematic uncertainties on pre-
diction. Inset: stacked spectra of backgrounds. Bottom: differences between data and
no-oscillation prediction (data points), and differences between best fit prediction and no-
oscillation prediction (red curve). From [8].
defined integration periods) and Figure 7.24 (as one integration period). In these plots, the
fit parameters have been set to their best-fit values as given in Table 7.18 (or Table 7.19).
Further information can be gained from examining the output fit parameters and their
output uncertainty intervals in Table 7.19. In the main fit employing χ2RS , both the ǫ9Li and
αE parameters have output uncertainty intervals much smaller than the input uncertainties,
indicating that they are constrained by the fit to a more strict degree than the initial
uncertainty in the pull term alone allows. Conversely, the fit results show the lack of
Double Chooz’s ability to provide a measurement of ∆m231 near the MINOS central value.
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Figure 7.24: Measured prompt energy spectrum from both integration periods (data
points) superimposed on the expected prompt energy spectrum, including backgrounds
(green region), for the no-oscillation (blue dotted curve) and best-fit (red solid curve) at
sin2 (2θ13) = 0.109 and ∆m
2
31 = 2.32×10−3 eV2. Orange region indicates systematic uncer-
tainties on prediction. Inset: stacked spectra of backgrounds. Bottom: differences between
data and no-oscillation prediction (data points), and differences between best fit prediction
and no-oscillation prediction (red curve). Note that best-fit parameters were obtained using
a fit to two integration periods. From [8].
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7.7.3.1 Data From First Publication Period, and Data Since
The data set was also split into two sets and fit independently: one set corresponding to the
same data used in the first Double Chooz publication (see Figure 7.25(a)); and one set of
all data taken since November 2011 (see Figure 7.25(b)). Only a single integration period
was used for the fit out of statistical considerations, to ensure no bins with zero population.
Results from performing fits with different goodness-of-fit statistics are given in Table 7.20.
Comparable to the main analysis discussed above, a fit of only data from the first publication
using a Rate+Shape statistic (equivalent to χ2RS of Eq. 7.30 but with only 18 total bins)
yielded a best-fit value of sin2 (2θ13) = 0.0744 ± 0.046 with χ2/NDF = 18.3/17. The
uncertainty interval of this measurement shows improvement over the value of sin2 (2θ13) =
0.086 ± 0.041(stat.)± 0.030(syst.) reported in the first Double Chooz publication [16]. For
comparison, the prompt spectra of the same data set as processed in each analysis are
shown side-by-side in Figure 7.26. Analysis of only the data taken since the first publication
yielded a best-fit of sin2 (2θ13) = 0.143 ± 0.043 with χ2/NDF = 9.54/17. Comparison of
these numbers and their uncertainty intervals is not straight-forward, due to the number of
systematics potentially correlated between each analysis.
7.7.3.2 Peripheral Analyses
As has been mentioned throughout this section, two peripheral analyses were performed in
parallel: a “non-9Li-reduced” analysis, and a “9Li-free” analysis. Fit results for all statistic
variants and these peripheral selection sets can be seen in Tables 7.21 and 7.22. In general,
the results are in agreement with the main analysis.
7.7.4 Frequentist Confidence Intervals
In addition to the uncertainty intervals on θ13 established by the behavior of ∆χ
2
RS , confi-
dence intervals were established for the oscillation analysis using a frequentist methodology,
based off the techniques of [152]. The frequentist method utilizes the prediction Npredi and
the covariance matrix Mij representing all sources of uncertainty to simulate an ensemble
of pseudoexperiments for each of a set of “true” values of sin2 (2θ13). Confidence intervals
are drawn by comparing the ∆χ2RS value for the true experimental data to the distribution
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(a) First Publication Data Set













































Double Chooz Data Since Nov. 2011
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(b) Data Since First Publication
Figure 7.25: Data and best-fit spectra from applying current analysis techniques to the data
set used to produce the first Double Chooz publication (Fig. 7.25(a)), and data taken since
that publication (Fig. 7.25(b)). Measured prompt energy spectra (data points) are superim-
posed on the expected prompt energy spectrum, including backgrounds (green region), for
the no-oscillation (blue dotted curve) and best-fit (red solid curve) of each data set. Orange
region indicates systematic uncertainties on prediction. Inset: stacked spectra of best-fit
backgrounds for each data set. Bottom: differences between data and no-oscillation predic-
tion (data points), and differences between best fit prediction and no-oscillation prediction
(red curve). Both from [8].
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(a) Original First Publication Analysis
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(b) First Publication Data, This Analysis
Figure 7.26: A comparison of oscillation fits to the DC1stPub data set using the analysis
methods of DC1stPub (Fig. 7.26(a)) and the analysis methods of DC2ndPub (Fig. 7.26(b)).
Each fit was done with a single integration period. Measured prompt energy spectra (data
points) are superimposed on the expected prompt energy spectrum, including backgrounds
(green region), for the no-oscillation (blue dotted curve) and best-fit (red solid curve) of
each data set. Orange region (not shown in Fig. 7.26(a)) indicates systematic uncertainties
on prediction. Inset: stacked spectra of best-fit backgrounds for each data set. Bottom:
differences between data and no-oscillation prediction (data points), and differences between
best fit prediction and no-oscillation prediction (red curve). Fig. 7.26(a) adapted from [16];
Fig. 7.26(b) from [8].
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of ∆χ2RS values from the pseudoexperiments. This method is described in more detail in
Appendix F.
A set of 21 “true” values of sin2 (2θ13) were tested along the range 0. ≤ sin2 (2θ13) ≤ 0.25.
The allowed region for the data was determined at 68% C.L. to be 0.067 < sin2 (2θ13) < 0.15,
or at 90% C.L. to be 0.043 < sin2 (2θ13) < 0.18. Using the test point at sin
2 (2θ13) = 0, the
null-oscillation hypothesis was ruled out at 99.8% C.L., or 2.9σ. It is expected that these 1σ
confidence intervals differ slightly from those presented in Section 7.7.3, since the frequentist
method correctly covers intervals where the behavior of the χ2 becomes nonlinear close to
unphysical regions of parameter space.
7.7.5 Fit Without MINOS ∆m231 Constraint
Since the oscillation analysis utilizes a binned spectrum, there is a possibility that the
Double Chooz data can provide a weak measurement of ∆m231 by localizing the “dip” of
the signal spectrum distortion caused by flavor oscillation. Since Double Chooz sits at an
average baseline of L = 1050 meters, the location of “oscillation max” in the spectrum is
close to the lower bound of the IBD signal region. Thus, any constraint on ∆m231 is expected
to be weak.
To perform a simultaneous measurement of sin2 (2θ13) and ∆m
2
31, the pull term in
Eq. 7.29 related to ∆m231 is omitted from the fit statistic, leaving that parameter free of
any initial constraints. The fit statistic is minimized as described in Sec. 7.7, though the
error definitions are modified to account for the change in the number of unconstrained
parameters: the 1σ interval is now defined by the hyperellipse in fit parameter space where
∆χ2 = 2.3 for the chosen fit statistic [36].
Results for a simultaneous fit to sin2 (2θ13) and an unconstrained ∆m
2
31 are shown in
Figure 7.27, for each of the goodness-of-fit statistics described in Section 7.7.2. Examining
the Rate+Shape fit, the best-fit point from DC2ndPub is allowed within 3σ, though that
point is near a local minimum. The global minimum is at sin2 (2θ13) = 0.167 and ∆m
2
31 =
2.64× 10−2 eV2, with χ2RS/d.o.f. = 31.9/34, compared to the best fit at sin2 (2θ13) = 0.109
and ∆m231 = 2.32 × 10−3 eV2, at χ2RS/d.o.f. = 42.1/35 when the MINOS constraint is
included. This best-fit point is at tension with the measurements of MINOS, Super-K,
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and the other reactor experiments, and is likely due to a statistical fluctuation. When the
range of the fit paramters is limited to ∆m231 < 10
−2 eV2, the best-fit is consistent with the
MINOS measurement within errors, as stated in [8].
7.8 More Two-Reactor-Off Data
While the second publication analysis was being prepared, a maintenance shut-down of
reactor B1 between May 27 and June 4, 2012, occurred during the scheduled refueling
shutdown of reactor B2. Both reactors were stopped for 7.73 days during this period,
bringing the total both-reactors-off exposure of the Far Detector to 8.71 days when combined
with the 2011 data described in Sec. A.4.4.2. Analysis of these data are presented in [147].
Beyond inclusion of these data in the binned observation and prediction, it is possible
to include the measured number of events from the off-off period as a constraint on the
summed background rates in the oscillation analysis. The χ2 may be modified by adding





pred. and the measured rate of events from the off-off period ROffOff:






where LOffOff is the total amount of off-off detector live time. Unfortunately, the amount
of off-off data accrued during both periods has a total statistical uncertainty of comparable
magnitude to the systematic uncertainties from other background measurement methods,
and therefore does not contribute a very powerful constraint to the χ2. The effect of
including this constraint at this level of statistics is a slight improvement in experimental
sensitivity, as shown in Fig. 7.28 for varying amounts of off-off data with other systematics
and data statistics comparable to the second DC publication.
Due to when the data were taken, this augmentation to the analysis was not used in the





































(a) Rate-Only Fit (b) Shape-Only Fit (c) Rate+Shape Fit
Figure 7.27: Oscillation parameter inclusion regions for fits without any constraint on ∆m231, for three different goodness-of-fit
statistics. Star indicates best-fit point.
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Figure 7.28: Sensitivity to null-oscillation measurement for Double Chooz as a function of
accrued two-reactors-off data. Statistics of all other data and systematics are at the values









































31 ǫfn ǫ9Li αE PE χ
2
bf/d.o.f.
Stat. Error Syst. Error [×10−3 eV2]
Inputs 0.0 – – 2.32 1.000 1.000 1.0 1.000 –
±0.12 ±0.299 ±0.432 ±1.0 ±0.0113
Rate+Shape χ2RS 0.10929 0.02958 0.02540 2.32 0.959 0.799 −0.269 0.986 42.13/35
±0.03899 ±0.12 ±0.200 ±0.228 ±0.580 ±0.007
Rate-Only χ2RO 0.17025 0.05228 0.03464 2.32 1.031 1.122 1.028 1.000 0.503/1
±0.05228 ±0.12 ±0.295 ±0.395 ±0.997 ±0.0112
Shape-Only χ2SO −0.07274 0.07716 0.07236 2.32 0.950 0.696 1.436 1.005 40.52/34
±0.07716 ±0.12 ±0.203 ±0.194 ±0.970 ±0.011
Table 7.18: Oscillation fit results obtained using two integration periods and the “9Li-reduced” selection cuts, for three fit
statistics. Fit parameters were sin2 (2θ13), ∆m
2
31, ǫfn, ǫ9Li, and αE . The parameters αE and PE are equivalent in effect, with a
shift in units. Parameters with uncertainty intervals significantly less than those of the input values show that the fit provides
constraint on those parameters. Some values are converted to event rates in Table 7.19.
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Fit Parameter Initial Value Best-Fit Value
9Li Bkg. ǫ9Li (1.25 ± 0.54) d−1 (1.00 ± 0.29) d−1
FN/SM Bkg. ǫFN/SM (0.67 ± 0.20) d−1 (0.64 ± 0.13) d−1
Energy Scale PE 1.000 ± 0.011 0.986 ± 0.007
∆m231 (10
−3 eV2) 2.32 ± 0.12 2.32 ± 0.12
Table 7.19: Parameters in the oscillation fit. Initial values are determined by measure-
ments of background rates or detector calibration data. Best-fit values are outputs of the
minimization procedure. From [8].
First Publication Data Set
Fit Statistic Best-fit sin2 (2θ13) χ
2/d.o.f.
Rate+Shape χ2RS 0.0744 ± 0.04584 18.30/17
Rate-Only χ2RO 0.10996 ± 0.05781 –
Shape-Only χ2SO −0.07594 ± 0.14997 16.68/16
Data Set Since Nov. 2011
Fit Statistic Best-fit sin2 (2θ13) χ
2/d.o.f.
Rate+Shape χ2RS 0.14258 ± 0.04259 9.54/17
Rate-Only χ2RO 0.19599 ± 0.05828 –
Shape-Only χ2SO 0.08283 ± 0.10765 9.10/16
Table 7.20: Fit results from applying various fit statistics to the data set used in the first
Double Chooz analysis, and to all data taken since Nov. 2011. Fits used a single integration
period, reducing the number of degrees of freedom as compared to the fits summarized in
Table 7.18.
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Fit Statistic sin2 (2θ13) ∆m
2
31 [×10−3 eV2] ǫfn ǫ9Li χ2bf/d.o.f.
Inputs 0.0 2.32 ± 0.12 1.000 ± 0.299 1.000 ± 0.271 –
Rate+Shape χ2RS 0.11502 ± 0.03978 2.32 ± 0.12 0.942 ± 0.213 0.897 ± 0.149 45.50/35
Rate-Only χ2RO 0.16532 ± 0.05269 2.32 ± 0.12 1.027 ± 0.295 1.070 ± 0.246 0.373/1
Shape-Only χ2SO 0.03951 ± 0.10304 2.32 ± 0.12 0.933 ± 0.211 0.872 ± 0.148 44.72/34
Table 7.21: Oscillation fit results obtained using two integration periods and the “non-9Li-
reduced” selection cuts, for three fit statistics. Fit parameters were sin2 (2θ13), ∆m
2
31, ǫfn,
and ǫ9Li. Parameters with uncertainty intervals significantly less than those of the input
values show that the fit provides constraint on those parameters.
Fit Statistic sin2 (2θ13) ∆m
2
31 [×10−3 eV2] ǫfn ǫ9Li χ2bf/d.o.f.
Inputs 0.0 2.32 ± 0.12 1.000 ± 0.299 1.000 ± 0.900 –
Rate+Shape χ2RS 0.10875 ± 0.04356 2.32 ± 0.12 1.074 ± 0.231 1.307 ± 0.522 38.01/35
Rate-Only χ2RO 0.14322 ± 0.05695 2.32 ± 0.12 1.055 ± 0.296 1.452 ± 0.849 2.37/1
Shape-Only χ2SO 0.00698 ± 0.12939 2.32 ± 0.12 1.061 ± 0.230 1.280 ± 0.512 37.09/34
Table 7.22: Oscillation fit results obtained using two integration periods and the “9Li-free”
selection cuts, for three fit statistics. Fit parameters were sin2 (2θ13), ∆m
2
31, ǫfn, and ǫ9Li.
Parameters with uncertainty intervals significantly less than those of the input values show
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Chapter 8
Double Chooz Measurements in
Context
8.1 Winter 2011/Spring 2012: First Oscillation Results
As Double Chooz was commissioning and taking data with its Far Detector in prepara-
tion for a first pscillation analysis, there were many hints that a measurement of nonzero
sin2 (2θ13) was imminent. During 2010, best-fit values for sin
2 (2θ13) were released by the
accelerator experiments MINOS [153] (April 9, 2010) and T2K [20] (June 15, 2010). Addi-
tionally, three-neutrino fits to atmospheric neutrino data by the Super-Kamiokande collab-
oration [154] (February 2010) and and to long-baseline reactor neutrino data by the Kam-
LAND collaboration [87] (Sept. 24, 2010) would each give best-fit values at sin2 (2θ13) > 0
with weak confidence intervals. MINOS would again update its result on July 20, 2011,
showing nonzero sin2 (2θ13) for all values of δCP at 89% confidence level [21] and eclipsing
CHOOZ’s result [7] as the most stringent upper bound on sin2 (2θ13). While these results
were suggestive, none on its own was statistically conclusive.
In late-summer 2011, it was known within the community that all three of Double
Chooz, RENO, and Daya Bay were either in late commissioning stages, or already taking
physics data. With the many hints of nonzero sin2 (2θ13), and θ13 best-fit values within
evidence/discovery reach for all three reactor experiments, a proverbial horse race was on.
Preliminary results from the first Double Chooz analysis (as described in Appendix A)
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were first presented at the LowNu2011 conference in Seoul, South Korea, held during
November, 2011. These results were later published as Ref. [16], a facsimile of which is
contained in Appendix K.1. (In an entertaining turn of events, the results also appeared
as “physics jargon” on the whiteboards of the CBS Network television comedy “The Big
Bang Theory” as shown in Figure 8.1.) “Indications” for a nonzero θ13 were claimed in
this result, with a best-fit value of sin2 (2θ13) = 0.086 ± 0.041 (stat.) ± 0.030 (0.030), and
the null-oscillation hypothesis rejected at 94.6% C.L. with the use of a frequentist method.
While not statistically significant enough for a discovery claim, a combination of this re-
sult with the previous MINOS and T2K results gave a combined 3σ inclusion region of
0.003 < sin2 (2θ13) < 0.219. This indication likely prompted the other reactor experiments
to hasten their searches, as this confidence interval suggested that the true value of θ13
would be measurable with only a few months’ data by Daya Bay or RENO [22].
In March 2012, the Daya Bay experiment published its first oscillation results [18],
shortly following a paper [141] detailing the uniform operation of their many detectors.
Daya Bay had been taking data with a reduced experimental configuration, moving up
their multiple-baseline data-taking timetable: two detectors at the DYB near site, one near
detector at the Ling Ao site, and three detectors at the Far site. The first Daya Bay
result utilized 55 days of physics data taken with all six detectors. The result claimed a
reactor model-independent neutrino rate measurement of sin2 (2θ13) = 0.092±0.016(stat.)±
0.005(syst.), with θ13 nonzero at a 5.2σ level of confidence.
The next month, the RENO experiment published its first results [19], settling on a
rate-only measurement with two detectors and six reactors of θ13 = 0.113 ± 0.013(stat) ±
0.019(syst.), with sin2 (2θ13) nonzero at a 4.9σ level of confidence. While consistent with the
Daya Bay result, anomalies in RENO’s fit spectrum versus expected behavior were noted
by some in the community [155].
8.2 Summer 2012: Updated Results
During the following Summer, Double Chooz and Daya Bay both released updated re-
sults at the Neutrino 2012 conference, held in Kyoto, Japan, during June of 2012. Double
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(a) Detector Cartoon (b) Nuclides & Background
(c) Oscillation Fit Results
Figure 8.1: Still frames from the CBS Network comedy “The Big Bang Theory” (Season
5 Episode 11, “The Speckerman Recurrance”) depicting Double Chooz-related material on
whiteboards around the set. Fig. 8.1(a) partially shows a sideview drawing of the Inner
Detector, with concentric vessels and PMTs depicted (note the omission of the Gamma
Catcher Vessel; this may in fact be a depiction of the CHOOZ detector [7]). Fig. 8.1(b)
depicts a table of reactor fuel nuclides and the average number of ν¯e and energy released
by a fission of each (likely from [9]), and a cartoon of a cosmogenic background. Fig. 8.1(c)
shows a summary of the Double Chooz results presented at the LowNu 2011 conference,
which were a preliminary version of those published in [16]. All images from [17].
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Chooz’s results, which would later be published as Ref. [8] and are the principal focus of
this thesis, gave a new measured value of sin2 (2θ13) = 0.086 ± 0.041(stat.) ± 0.030(syst.)
and disfavored the null-oscillation hypothesis at 2.9σ using frequentist methods. This re-
sult can be seen compared to all preceding measurements of sin2 (2θ13) in Figure 8.2. Daya
Bay’s results [156, 157] gave an updated rate-only measurement of sin2 (2θ13) = 0.089 ±
0.010(stat.) ± 0.005(syst.), inconsistent with the null-oscillatino hypothesis at > 8σ. Addi-
tionally, T2K gave updated results with additional data [158], in which they claim a mea-
surement of sin2 (2θ13) = 0.104
+0.060
−0.045, for associated mixing parameters ∆m
2
32 = 2.4× 10−3
eV2, δCP = 0, and θ23 = π/4. This accelerator-based measurement is inconsistent with the
null hypothesis at 3.2σ. Following these results, it is now well-accepted that θ13 is nonzero
and “large” when considered in terms of CP -violation searches.
8.3 The Post-θ13 Era
Within one year since the current generation of reactor experiments began taking data, the
state of the θ13 field has changed drastically. These measurements have taken θ13 from being
the last unknown mixing angle to one of the most precisely measured neutrino parameters.
Indeed, it is unlikely that any future accelerator-based experiment will better the precision
provided by the current generation of reactor experiments without the completion of a
full-scale neutrino factory [159]. This sea change has greater implications for the field of
neutrino physics, with bearing on future measurements of quantities in the PMNS matrix,
as well as on what other measurements can be achieved with reactor ν¯e experiments now
that returns on efforts to measure θ13 are diminishing.
8.3.1 Outlook on the PMNS Matrix
It can be said that neutrino oscillation physics now has only a few quantities left to measure,
with the only completely-unknown quantities remaining in the PMNS matrix being the CP -
violating Dirac phase δCP , and the ordering of the mass hierarchy. However, the nonzero
value of θ13 allows for the possibility that δCP can be measured. Some quantities still
remain ambiguous: the mass hierarchy, and the precise value of θ23 being above or below
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-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4
 Measurements 13θ2
2sin
Double Chooz Jun. 2012
Double Chooz Nov. 2011
Daya Bay Mar. 2012
RENO April 2012
T2K (2011) Normal hierarchy
T2K (2011) Inverted hierarchy
MINOS (2011) Normal hierarchy
MINOS (2011) Inverted hierarchy
Figure 8.2: Plot of measurements of sin2 (2θ13) from accelerator and reactor experiments
up to and including the Double Chooz results presented at the Neutrino 2012 conference
in June 2012. Results in order are from the second Double Chooz publication [8], the first
Double Chooz publication [16], Daya Bay [18], RENO [19], T2K [20], and MINOS [21].
Error bars correspond to 1σ. For T2K and MINOS, the CP -violating Dirac phase δCP has
been arbitrarily fixed to δCP = 0. Plot from [8].
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π
4 .
Fits to global data [160, 161, 162] (which include the results presented at the Neutrino
2012 conference) already give some hints of a potential best parameter fit around δCP ∼
π, though they are not very statistically significant. The next measurement attempts of
the remaining mixing parameters will come from the accelerator-based T2K [85, 49] and
NOνA [105] experiments, which are running and under construction, respectively. These
experiments may be able to conclusively resolve the mass hierarchy at the 2σ confidence
level, but only for a certain range of δCP [163]. The combination of the data from both T2K
and NOνA, along with tuning of the event selection parameters of each based on knowledge
of sin2 (2θ13), can increase this range [164]. However, with currently-planned facilities, it is
unlikely that δCP will be measured with significance greater than 3σ for all possible values
of δCP [165, 166]. Future measurements of mixing parameters may be made by experiments
which are still in the proposal stages, such as INO [167], DAEδALUS [168], LBNE [169],
Hyper-Kamiokande [170, 171], and CERN-MEMPHYS [172, 173]. To independently and
conclusively probe all values of δCP , a functional neutrino factor my be required [166].
8.3.2 Outlook on Reactor ν¯e Experiments
Now that sin2 (2θ13) is known to be large, the current generation of reactor experiments will
likely be faced with diminishing returns on the precision of their measurements with further
data taking. The current generation of reactor experiments were designed to eventually be
limited in their precision of measurement by systematic uncertainties, in particular those
which govern the relative signal normalizations and background rates between the multiple
detectors of each experiment. Without being statistics-limited, the experiments will quickly
reach a regime where their measurement precision asymptotically approaches the systematic
limit. An illustration of this effect may be seen in Figure 8.3, adapted from [22], where
the null-oscillation sensitivities of each experiment are shown for best-estimate uncertainty
paramters from Winter 2011/2012. Once in this systematically-limited regime, further data
taking is of diminishing benefit, and the experiment with the most optimal configuration
will inevitably provide the most precise measurement of sin2 (2θ13), which is undoubtedly
Daya Bay.
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Days Since May 2011





















Figure 8.3: 90% C.L. sensitivity estimates for null-oscillation measurements in each of the
three current-generation reactor experiments, adapted from [22]. Presumed background
rates, signal rates, and systematic parameters may be found in that reference. Note the
asymptotic behavior of each experiment towards a systematically-limited precision after
reaching a stable experimental configuration.
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Having measured θ13 very precisely, reactor ν¯e experiments may be able to provide
measurements of other observables. Of particular interest is updated data relevant to the
“Reactor Anomaly” [97]: while the current generation of experiments lacks sensitivity to
∆m2Ster, a precise comparison of a measured flux at a near detector to a reactor-based
prediction could provide an allowed range for sin2 (2θSter) [95]. At the time of this writing,
no experimental collaboration has released such an analysis, though fits to global data [174,
175] continue to show support for the heavy-sterile neutrino hypothesis. Recently-published
recalculations of neutrino reference spectra [176], which are thought to be significantly
more precise than those of [13] or [96] may give additional power to experiments weighing
in on this anomaly. However, there has been a recent realization that the sterile mixing
parameters can be tightly constrained using data from the IceCube [177, 178] experiment
and its DeepCore [179] extension. The data do not show any obvious signs of supporting
the sterile hypothesis [180]. The most conclusive test of the anomaly may soon come from
very-near baseline reactor experiments such as Nucifer [142], or from deployments of intense
radioactive sources inside liquid scintillator detectors [181, 182].
Concurrently-operating reactor experiments with different baselines also presents the
unique opportunity to measure ∆m231 without relying upon accelerator experiments [183].
Also recently demonstrated for the first time is the ability for a multiple-detector reactor
ν¯e experiment to test for Lorentz violation in neutrino oscillations by using the flux from
each reactor as the arms of a quantum interferometer, rotating with sidereal time [138].
The next generation of reactor ν¯e experiments may be focused on measuring effects
of the mass hierarchy, and a precision measurement of θ12. This experimental concept
involves a kton-scale liquid scintillator detector at a baseline of ∼60 km from a large reactor
complex [184, 185, 186, 187]. The proposed Daya Bay-II experiment [188] would perform
this measurement by placing a detector inland from the Daya Bay reactor site, with an
expected exposure schedule of 60 to 120 kton-years with either multiple detectors, or a
single > 20 kton detector (compared to an expected exposure of 0.8 kton-years for the
current Daya Bay configuration [108]). A similar experiment dubbed RENO-50 has also
been proposed to be built in South Korea [189]. This approach may be severely limited
by the ability for reconstruction algorithms to provide sufficient energy resolution [190],
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requiring knowledge of any nonlinearities in detector response to the ∼ 0.1% level.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
The Double Chooz experiment has completed its first year of measuring the ν¯e flux from a
pair of nuclear reactors, in the search for effects of flavor oscillations. This dissertation has
presented the motivation for this search, a description of the experimental methods of the
search, and the results from the first improved analysis. Additional focus has been given to
the Outer Veto, which was the Columbia University group’s principal hardware contribution
to the experiment and the author’s greatest service contribution to the experiment. Further,
the statistical methods of the ν¯e signal prediction and the oscillation analysis have been
described in detail.
The current measurement of sin2 (2θ13) from Double Chooz, sin
2 (2θ13) = 0.109 ±
0.030 (stat.)± 0.025 (syst.) at ∆m231 = 2.32× 10−3 eV2, is on the cusp of providing definite
evidence for a nonzero value. It is inevitable that further data and improvement of systemat-
ics through analytical effort will increase this confidence level in the future. The completion
of the Double Chooz Near Detector will contribute greatly to this effort, effectively sup-
pressing the signal systematics which currently limit the Far Detector-only measurement.
However, it may be difficult for Double Chooz to reach similar levels of sensitivity as the
other reactor ν¯e experiments. Nevertheless, Double Chooz’s unique situation of being able
to measure backgrounds in situ and the analysis methods which it has pioneered should
continue to contribute to the progress of the field. While not statistically significant at the
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Appendix A
First Double Chooz Publication
The first oscillation analysis results from Double Chooz analysis were first presented in a
preliminary form at the LowNu2011 conference in Seoul, South Korea, in November 2011.
These results were later published as [16]. A facsimile of the publication may be found in
Appendix K.1.
This section is included to provide contrast to the second analysis iteration described in
Chapter 7, particularly regarding the oscillation analysis fit methods. For a more detailed
description of the input analyses, consult the thesis of M. Toups [125].
A.1 Data Set
Data for this analysis were taken between April 13, 2011, and September 18, 2011. In all,
physics data from 101.5234 days of detector run time were included, out of 159 calendar
days.
A.2 Candidate Selection Cuts
A.2.1 First Publication Analysis
The following cuts were applied to data to define a set of Inverse Beta Decay candidates.
Many use the reconstructed energy of an energy deposition in the Inner Detector Ereco in
units of MeV, as defined in Sec. A.5.
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• Prompt signal energy: Ereco ∈ [0.7, 12.2] MeV.
• Delayed signal energy: Ereco ∈ [6.0, 12.0] MeV.
• Time difference ∆t between prompt and delayed: ∆t ∈ [2, 100] µsec.
• Time between prompt signal and the preceding muon: ∆tµ > 1 msec. A muon is
defined as any event having charge in the IV QIV > 10000 DUQ, or inner detector
energy Ereco > 30 MeV.
• Spontaneous light noise rejection cuts.
– PMT hits approximately homogeneous based on maximum charge on any single
PMT Qmax and total charge Qtot of all PMTs: Qmax/Qtot < 0.09 for all events,
and Qmax/Qtot < 0.06 for delayed event.
– PMT hits approximately simultaneous based on pulse start times Tstart of each
PMT: RMS(Tstart) < 40 nsec.
• Multiplicity rejection cut: no valid trigger (Ereco > 0.5 MeV, and passes light noise
cuts) in the 100 µsec before the prompt candidate, only one valid trigger in the
[2, 100] µsec window following the prompt event, and no valid trigger in a [100, 400] µsec
window following the prompt event.
A.2.2 Effects of IBD Selection on Detector Livetime
Each selection cut which imposes a veto time decreases the amount of detector livetime,
down from a maximum possible live time equal to the run time of the detector. The
resulting live time is used to calculate the number of expected background events in the
IBD candidate sample (used in Sec. A.4), as well as to determine the normalization of the
IBD signal expectation (described in Sec. A.3.2). Cuts which factor into determination of
the live time include:
• Muon Veto: rejection of candidates within 1 msec after any muon.
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Run Time [days] 101.5234
Live Time [days] 96.823
(Live Time)/Run Time Ratio 0.9547
Table A.1: Run time, and corrected live time numbers for the first Double Chooz analysis
(cuts described in Sec. A.2.1). Described in detail in Sec. A.2.2.
• Second-order muon veto effect: due to “overlapping” muons which arrive sooner than
1 msec after another muon1.
Table A.1 lists live time numbers for the analysis, along with comparisons of the live time
as a fraction of detector run time. In these tables, “Run Time” is the recorded length of
all physics runs which comprise the data set, and “First-Order Live Time” is the run time
minus the dead time effected by all cuts except for the second-order muon veto effect. The
“Second-Order Live Time” includes the second-order muon veto effect, and is calculated
as 99.9% of the First-Order Live Time based on Poisson statistics of overlapping muons.
The second-order live time numbers are used to determine the background expectations
in Sec. A.4, while the (2nd-Order live)/(run time) ratio is used to determine the signal
normalization in Sec. A.3.2.
A.3 Signal Prediction
Prediction of the IBD signal component of all IBD candidates is achieved in two general
steps: prediction of the number of IBD interactions in the detector by ν¯e; and the prediction
of the selection efficiency when the detector response and selection cuts are applied to those
1In practice, dead time due to muons is calculated as (number of muon triggers)×(1 ms veto window).
However, it is possible for a second muon to arrive within that 1 ms window and start a new 1 ms veto
window; the veto windows of each muon “overlap.” This correction is calculated by using Poisson statistics
and the rate of muon triggers in the detector to determine the average rate of overlapping muons, and
the average additoinal deadtime incurred. A similar, but even more rare, effect can occur with triplets of
overlapping muons; this is also accounted for.
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events. This process utilizes the Double Chooz Monte Carlo, with corrections applied only
when discrepancies between data and MC are measured.
A.3.1 Reactor Prediction
The reactor neutrino prediction and its accompanying uncertainties were generated using
the prescription described in Chapter 6.
The degree of the uncertainty σPth on the thermal power P
R
th(t) of reactor R was con-
sidered to be constant in time for the first analysis iteration.
For this data set, a total exposure of 15.34 GW-ton-years was collected after taking
into account livetime considerations (see Sec. A.2.2). The total number of expected IBD
candidates from each reactor are listed in Table A.5.
A.3.1.1 Reactor Uncertainty Propagation
Uncertainty contributions to the ν¯e signal were treated as described in Sec. 6.4.3. A Mul-
tiSim method using the selected signal Monte Carlo events of Eq. A.3 was used to convert
the matrix M rxtab from a binning in Eν¯ to a matrix M
rxt





The resulting matrix M rxtij represented a total uncertainty on the ν¯e signal rate of 1.745%.
A breakout of the components of M rxtij may be found in Table A.2.
A.3.2 Signal Selection Efficiency
The detector simulation is used to model all IBD candidate selection efficiencies at first
order, with corrections applied only when necessary to account for known discrepancies
between Monte Carlo and data.
The first correction applied is to account for the signal IBD sample having been gen-
erated according to detector run time, while the analysis is performed using detector live
time. This is described in greater detail in Sec. A.2.2.
Further corrections are applied to account for differences in selection efficiency between
the Monte Carlo simulation, and similar metrics measured from calibration data. In some









Table A.2: Reactor uncertainty components, quoted as percentages of the total predicted
signal rate.
cases a correction is not deemed necessary, but the a comparison between data and Monte
Carlo simulation must still be made in order to establish uncertainty intervals on each effect.
These effects are described in the following subsections, and include: target proton number
(Sec. A.3.2.1); DAQ trigger efficiency (Sec. A.3.2.2); spill-in/spill-out effects (Sec. A.3.2.3);
Gadolinium capture fraction (Sec. A.3.2.4); delayed coincidence ∆t cut (Sec. A.3.2.5); de-
layed energy containment efficiency (Sec. A.3.2.6); and multiplicity cut (Sec. A.3.2.7). A
full accounting of the corrections due to each effect, and their associated uncertainty con-
tributions, can be found in Table A.3. Combining the numbers in Table A.3 with the
(live time)/(run time) ratios of Table A.2.2 yields the normalization correction coefficient
of 0.9243, which is applied to the reactor prediction described in Sec. A.3.1.
A.3.2.1 Target Proton Number
The number of free hydrogen nuclei in the neutrino target Np, also called the target proton
number, is needed to drive the prediction of the number of observed IBD signal events, as
shown in Eq. 6.17.
Measurement ofNp and the estimate of its uncertainty are further described in Sec. 7.3.2.1.
The final proton number used for the first analysis iteration was found to be Np = 6.7473×
1029 protons. The uncertainty on the total corrected mass measurement is 0.04%. The rel-
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Source Uncertainty MC Correction Coeff.
Target Proton Number 0.3% 1.000




∆t Cut 0.5% 1.000
Delayed window n Capture Fraction 0.6% 1.000
Multiplicity Cut Negligible 0.995
Signal Total 1.080% 0.9681
Table A.3: Monte Carlo signal selection efficiency corrections. Described in A.3.2. Un-
certainties are quoted with relative to the total signal normalization. Total correction
coefficient is applied to the reactor prediction to account for discrepancies between data
and simulation.
ative uncertainties on the chemical composition and target mass combine to give the 0.3%
uncertainty quoted in Table A.3.
While mentioned in Sec. 6.4.2 as contributing to the “reactor signal” uncertainty, the
uncertainty on Np is bundled with other “detector efficiency” uncertainties by collaboration
convention, as it is a quantity describing a property of the detector itself. It is not included
in the reactor uncertainty numbers quoted in Sec. A.3.1.1.
A.3.2.2 DAQ Trigger Efficiency
As described in Sec. 4.3, the Inner Detector DAQ reads out the pulse waveforms of all
PMT’s whenever the total integrated charge in either of two trigger groups is above 0.35
MeV. The summed integrated charge at low visible energies has some uncertainty, which
gives rise to and uncertainty on the trigger efficiency at a given visible energy Ereco. The
method for measuring the trigger efficiency and its uncertainty are further described in
Sec. 7.3.2.2, though for this analysis the energy variable used was Ereco. By that method,
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the trigger efficiency at the physics trigger threshold is 50% at 400 keV. The prompt Ereco
range for oscillation analysis purposes begins at 0.7 MeV, where the quoted efficiency is
100%+0.0%−0.1%. The ν¯e interaction threshold is at Ereco = 1.0 MeV, where the quoted efficiency
is 100% ± 0.0%. Thus, the trigger efficiency is found to be a negligible source of signal
uncertainty, and is listed as such in Table A.3.
A.3.2.3 Spill-In/Spill-Out
Spill-In and Spill-Out are jargon describing two classes of IBD events which occur close to
the NT/GC interface, described in more detail in Sec. 7.3.2.3.
During the first analysis iteration, the neutron transport model implemented in the
Monte Carlo simulation was found to disagree at a non-negligible level with more accurate
simulations available. A correction factor of 1/1.0072 (as listed in Table A.3) was applied to
account for this effect. Studies were performed with IBD Monte Carlo events and variations
of the parameters of each of the four above factors. From these studies, a symmetric
uncertainty of 0.4% on the total signal normalization was established.
A.3.2.4 Gadolinium Capture Fraction
Neutrons produced by IBD interactions in the ν¯e target capture on either Gadolinium
or Hydrogen in the vast majority of occurrences. The fraction of captures which occur on





where Cn−Gd and Cn−H are the numbers of neutrons which capture on Gadolinium and
Hydrogen, respectively, in a particular period of time.
A measurement of ǫGd in data is performed by examining calibration data produced by
using a tagged 252Cf radioactive source, which produces neutrons by fission. The spectrum
of the neutron captures is fit to a series of Gaussian peaks at known energies of H and Gd
neutron captures, and the integrals of the peaks are compared to the predicted yield ǫGd
for the data. This measurement is then compared to Monte Carlo events generated by a
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simulated 252Cf source, and the relative difference (ǫdataGd − ǫsimGd )/ǫdataGd determines whether
or not a correction must be applied to the signal prediction.
For this analysis iteration, a relative difference of ∼1.0% was measured, mandating that
a correction factor of 0.98 be applied to the signal prediction. The uncertainty associated
with this measurement was 0.58%.
A.3.2.5 Delayed Coincidence ∆t Cut
Following an IBD interaction, the neutron captures on either Gadolinium or Hydrogen with
a characteristic time determined by the relative concentrations of the two elements in the
target scintillator. This characteristic time can be predicted from the chemical properties
of the scintillator and implemented in the detector simulation. The potential effects of this
systematic and the method for estimating its uncertainty are described in Sec. 7.3.2.5.
No correction factor was applied to the signal normalization based on these studies.
The uncertainty on the signal normalization due to a possible systematic effect in the ∆t
distribution was found to be 0.5% relative to the total signal prediction.
A.3.2.6 Delayed Energy Containment Efficiency
Even with the design feature of the γ-catcher to maximize energy containment, it is still
possible for γ rays emitted from n-Gd captures to escape conversion into visible light, i.e.
from absorption in material. This mechanism and the method used to measure its effect
are described in more detail in Sec. 7.3.2.6.
While no modification to the simulation was employed to account for relative measured
differences between data and simulation, an uncertainty on the total signal normalization
was estimated conservatively at 0.6% of the total signal rate based on these measurements.
A.3.2.7 Multiplicity Cut
Recalling from Section A.2.1, the multiplicity cut requires that no valid trigger (Ereco > 0.5
MeV, and passes light noise cuts) occur in the 100 µsec window before the prompt event,
and that there exist only one only one valid trigger in the [2, 100] µsec window following
the prompt event, and no valid trigger in a [100, 400] µsec window following the prompt
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event. This cut does not reduce any background, but eliminates ambiguious cases where
two prompt events of different energies could “share” a delayed event.
The multiplicity cut imposes a correction on the normalization of the predicted IBD
signal selection of 0.995, due to the lack of interleaved singles events in the Monte Carlo.
This correction factor is based on the Poisson probability of a single event with the proper
energy appearing within the 500 µsec isolation window imposed by the multiplicity cut.
This correction has negligible uncertainty, due to the precise measurement of the single
event rate.
A.3.3 Signal Prediction Summary
Following the considerations mentioned in Sec. A.3.1, the expected number of ν¯e-induced
IBD interactions in the detector Na is calculated as given in Eq. 6.17, where the index a
runs over the 38 bins in Eν¯ .
In practice, the number of protons Nprot used in calculating the Na includes the neutrino
target scintillator, target tank, gamma catcher, GC tank, and buffer oil. According to the
Na, Monte Carlo events are generated in these volumes according to the expected proton
density and reactor power. In addition to the IBD kinematic quantities from the detector,
each Monte Carlo event contains the true energy Eν¯ and originating reactor R of, and
the baseline L traveled by the progenitor ν¯e. These Monte Carlo events are generated at
100-times expected statistics in order to limit any statistical fluctuations; their weights are
scaled down when used in the final oscillation fit.
The Monte Carlo events are then processed through the GEANT4-based [143] detector
simulation package, DCGLG4sim [144]. DCGLG4sim simulates how the scintillation and
Cerenkov photons created following the IBD interactions propagate throughout the detec-
tor. The resulting simulation data are then used as input to the Double Chooz Read-out
System Simulation (DCRoSS), which simulates the detector and electronics responses to
the simulated photons collected by the PMTs. A suite of reconstruction algorithms are
then applied, culminating in the final quantity of measured visible energy Ereco for each
energy deposition.
The reconstructed Monte Carlo events then have the set of IBD candidate selection cuts
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from Sec. A.2.1 applied to them. Thus, the only modifications to event weight which need
to be applied are due to those effects which are not modeled in properly in the simulation
chain, as described in Sec. A.3.2. This is accomplished by applying the signal normalization
factor of 0.9243. The chain of processing from the calculated number of expected IBD























where the final index i runs over bins in reconstructed energy Ereco. The selected Monte
Carlo IBD candidates represented as N exp,Ri will be used as inputs to the final oscillation
fit in Sec. A.6.
A.3.3.1 Efficiency Uncertainty Propagation
The effect of an error on the selection efficiency would act as a bias in the signal normaliza-
tion. Thus, the uncertainties listed in Table A.3 are added in quadrature and propagated
to the oscillation analysis as a covariance matrix derived from the shape of the predicted









of the signal prediction, or 0.947% as compared to the 8,121 data candidates. The signal























Three main backgrounds were included in the oscillation fit, and constrained by mea-
surements using the data. The background from accidental coincidences is described in
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Sec. A.4.1, the cosmogenic 9Li background is described in Sec. A.4.2, and the combined
fast-neutron/stopping-muon correlated background is described in Sec. A.4.3. The final
part of each of those sections describes how the uncertainty on each measurement is propa-
gated into the final oscillation fit (Sec. A.6) as a covariance matrix, a fit parameter and pull
term in the fit statistic, or a combination. It is worthwhile to note that the final measure-
ments of the 9Li and fast-neutron/stopping-muon backgrounds will be output parameters
from the oscillation fit itself. Finally, a set of cross-checks of the background measurements
is described in Sec. A.4.4.
A.4.1 Accidental Background
The accidental background contribution was measured by applying the neutrino selection
cuts described in Sec. A.2 to data, but using a coincidence window separated by 1 sec-
ond. This “off-time” window effectively measures the rate of random coincidences passing
the neutrino selection cuts without the correlated events from real n-Gd captures of IBD-
generated neutrons. A total of 198 off-time windows, each separated by 500 µs, were
used to increase the statistics of the measurement, thereby improving its precision. The
total rate for accidental background events in the prompt spectrum was measured to be
Racc. = (0.33 ± 0.03) events per day. Any light noise remaining after the cuts described in
Sec. A.2 is included in this measurement.
A.4.1.1 Uncertainty Propagation
Since this measurement is from data, uncertainties on the binned accidental background
spectrum are considered to be uncorrelated between bins. For the measured background
rate of Racc. = 0.33 events per day and uncertainty σRacc. = 0.03 events per day, the
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A.4.2 Cosmogenic Lithium-9
The rate of 9Li in the IBD candidate sample is constrained by observing the distribution
in time ∆tµ of IBD-like interactions since the closest preceding muon in a 20-second time
window, where the muon deposited more than 600 MeV of visible energy. The distribution
















where τ9 is the 257 msec lifetime of
9Li, A is proportional to the rate of 9Li, C represents
the constant background, and the term containing the run length T = 3600 seconds is a
correction factor accounting for the finite lengths of physics runs. The fit value for A and
its uncertainty are converted into a rate for 9Li using the total live time of the data used to
construct the fit. The total measured rate of cosmogenic isotopes was found to be 2.3± 1.2
events per day. Here the uncertainty has been symmetrized to allow proper implementation
in the final oscillation fit.
A.4.2.1 Uncertainty Propagation
The 9Li background is propagated to the final fit by combining a Monte Carlo-generated
spectrum of events with the measured background rate. The spectrum is created by using
a nuclear model to simulate 9Li decays in the Inner Detector. This generator, dubbed DC-
GenSpec, is based on nuclear decay data [145, 146], and allows for some nuclear parameters
to be adjusted in order to evaluate potential effects on the end spectrum. The generated
MC events are then processed through the detector response simulation and reconstruction,
similar to the sequence of Eq. A.3. Following application of the IBD candidate selection
cuts, the product is a high-statistics set of 9Li events which would fit IBD candidate cri-
teria. These events are re-weighted in order to make the integral of the spectrum fit the
central-value expectation of 9Li rate times detector live time. When binned, this normalized
spectrum gives the central-valued prediction for the 9Li background population NLi,CVi .
Uncertainties on the 9Li prediction are treated as two orthogonal components: a nor-
malization component based on the uncertainty of the measured rate; and a spectral shape
component.
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For the measured background rate of RLi = 2.3 events per day and uncertainty σRLi =
1.2 events per day, the covariance matrix associated with the 9Li background population
NLi,CVi is:








In practice, the uncertainty on the 9Li rate is implemented with a pulled fit parameter
ǫ9Li and corresponding pull term in the fit statistic, as described in Sec. A.6.2.1. Thus, in





In cases where the matrix MLi rateij is used to represent the
9Li rate uncertainty, the param-
eter ǫ9Li is fixed to its null-effect value of 1.
The uncertainty on the spectral shape is determined by comparing the output of two
Monte Carlo event sets with different nuclear decay parameters. The central-value 9Li spec-
trum NLi,CVi is compared to a spectrum N
Li,alt
i with alternate nuclear decay parameters set
to the limits of their uncertainty intervals. This provides for a correlated shape uncertainty










Since this uncertainty component is close to, but not exactly, a “spectral shape only”
uncertainty, the sum of the elements of MLi shapeij is near zero.
A.4.3 Fast Neutron & Stopping µ Backgrounds
Two irreducible correlated backgrounds are known to affect Double Chooz: fast neutron
recoils (FN); and stopping muons (SM). For a more detailed decription of the mechanism
of each, see Sec. 7.4.3.
Study of this background is then accomplished by examining IBD candidates in the
energy region 12 MeV < Ereco < 30 MeV where no IBD signal events are expected. The
spectrum is then extrapolated down into the IBD signal region 0.7 MeV < Ereco < 12.2 MeV
presuming a flat spectral shape. With this method, the estimated rate of FN/SM events
in the signal energy region is (0.83 ± 0.38) day−1. In addition to the rate uncertainty, an
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uncertainty on the shape of the spectrum is included by allowing the slope of the linear
spectral shape to vary, using the measurement of a complimentary method which accounts
for stopping µ differently as the 1σ deviation.
A.4.3.1 Uncertainty Propagation
Uncertainties on the FN/SM prediction are treated as two orthogonal components: a nor-
malization component based on the uncertainty of the measured rate; and a spectral shape
component.
For the measured background rate of Rfn = 0.83 events per day and uncertainty
σRfn = 0.38 events per day, the covariance matrix associated with the FN/SM background
population N fn,CVi is:








In practice, the uncertainty on the FN/SM rate is implemented with a fit parameter ǫfn and
a corresponding pull term in the fit statistic, as described in Sec. A.6.2.1. Thus, in the fit
implementation, the FN/SM spectrum enters as a dynamic set of values N fni calculated as:
N fni = ǫfnN
fn,CV
i (A.12)
In cases where the matrix M fn rateij is used to represent the
9Li rate uncertainty, the param-
eter ǫfn is fixed to its null-effect value of 1.
The uncertainty on the spectral shape is determined by comparing the best-fit linear
spectrum of two different analysis methods. A flat spectral shape is used as the central
valued spectrum N fn,CVi , while the alternate spectrum N
fn,alt
i is a linear fit where the stop-
ping muon contribution has been accounted for in a different manner. To maintain a true
“shape” uncertainty, N fn,alti is scaled to the normalization of N
fn,CV
i . The covariance matrix
is then constructed:
M fn shapeij =
(




N fn,altj −N fn,CVj
)
. (A.13)
Since this uncertainty component is implemented as a “spectral shape only” uncertainty,
with N fn,CVi and N
fn,alt
i having the same total normalization, the sum of the elements of
M fn shapeij is zero.
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A.4.4 Cross-checks of Background Measurements
Two cross-checks of the measured background rates were made by independent means: an
extrapolation of background rates from the measured rate of observed events as a function
of reactor power, and a measurement of the observed rate during periods of time where
both reactors were at near-zero thermal power.
A.4.4.1 Observed Candidate Rate vs. Expected ν¯e Rate
Plotting the observed IBD candidate rate versus expected event rate, as is done in Fig-
ure A.1, is loosely equivalent to plotting the IBD candidate rate versus average reactor
power. At the minimal expected rate, where both reactors are at or near zero thermal
power, the irreducible backgrounds dominate the observed IBD candidate rate. Thus, a
linear fit to these data allows a measurement of the sum of all irreducible backgrounds to
be made by extrapolation. This is the linear fit depicted on Figure A.1, and gives a best-fit
value for the background rate of 3.2 ± 1.3 events per day.
A.4.4.2 Measured Candidate Rate with Both Reactors Off
Soon after the Nov. 2011 end of the data-taking period for the first Double Chooz anal-
ysis iteration, both reactors B1 and B2 were shut down for a period of ∼24 hours. This
period yielded a physics data livetime of 0.84 days (22.5 hours) during which the dominant
sources of expected IBD candidates are the irreducible backgrounds. Fewer than 0.3 resid-
ual ν¯e events are expected during this time period with the reactor cores idle from residual
radioactive decays. Three events were found which passed the first four IBD candidate
selection cuts listed in Sec. A.2.1. Two of these events were found to have prompt energies
of 4.8 MeV and 9.4 MeV, and were reconstructed within 30 cm and 240 cm of the closest
energetic muon. These factors suggest that these IBD candidates were cosmogenic 9Li back-
ground events. The third candidate was found to have a prompt energy of 0.8 MeV, with
its prompt and delayed components reconstructed 3.5 m distance from each other. This is
suggestive of an accidental coincidence. Further analysis of these events was later presented
in [147].
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Figure A.1: Daily number of observed IBD candidate events plotted versus the expected
number of ν¯e events. Dashed blue line shows the best fit to the data, with blue region giving
the 90% confidence level band. Dotted line shows the expectation from the no-oscillation
scenario. Best-fit parameters described in text of Sec. A.4.4. From [16].
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A.5 Energy Scale
The definition of the visible energy Ereco for an energy deposition in the Inner Detector is
found by summing the charge ql in all channels l to yield a calorimetric measure of the total





and applying a set of corrections:
Ereco = CaloPE× Corr1 (CaloPE, a0, a1, a2)× Corr2 (z, a3, a4, a5)× fmMeV (A.14)
where Corr1 and Corr2 are spatial and energy-dependent correction functions:
Corr1 (CaloPE, a0, a1, a2) = a0 log (CaloPE− a1) + a2 (A.15)
Corr2 (z, a3, a4, a5) = a3 + za4 + z
2a5 (A.16)
~a = {0.0286966, 56.1478, 0.842321,
0.998201, − 9.51483 × 10−6, − 3.25985 × 10−8}(A.17)
and f = 1/214 MeV/PE sets the correspondence between detector response and absolute
measured energy. The time-dependent gain gainl for each channel l is determined from LED
light-injection calibration data. The correction functions are futher described in subsequent
subsections, with treatment of the total uncertainty described in Sec. A.5.2.
A.5.1 Detector Response Correction Functions
The correction functions Corr1 and Corr2 of Eqs. A.15 and A.16 are phenomenological
corrections applied to Monte Carlo such that the modeled detector repsonse better matches
data from calibration source deployments in the detector. For this analysis iteration, sources
were deployed along the z-axis of the detector, as well as in the guide tube just outside the
target vessel. The parameters ~a of each function as listed in Eq. A.17 are determined by
the best-fit of both functions to the differences between data from calibration deployments,
and simulated Monte Carlo calibration data. Detector response is considered nominal at
the center of the detector. Uncertainties on the parameters of ~a are related by a 6-by-6
covariance matrixM~a, which is block-diagonal in 3-by-3 blocks, as determined by the output
of the fits to calibration data.
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A.5.2 Uncertainty Propagation
The dominant uncertainties on the energy scale arise from the six fit parameters ~a of the
correction functions Corr1 and Corr2 of Eqs. A.15 and A.16. These are propagated to the
final fit using the MultiSim method. The energy scale covariance matrix was constructed
from ~a and M~a using a MultiSim method (see Appendix C.4 for more detail). Sets of
u = [1, ..., U ] random Gaussian throws {~a}u are made on the energy scale parameters ~a as
drawn from M~a. The correlated-random bin deviations {δNpredi }u = {Npredi }u − {Npredi }~a







{δNpredi }u × {δNpredj }u
)
(A.18)
The resulting M escaleij is 18-by-18 in dimension, binned in Ereco.
Traditionally, the energy scale is modulated in the final oscillation fit as a parameter
PE which scales the energy E
0




The parameter PE is analogous to a3 of ~a in effect, though not in central value. This
scaling is only applied to events whose energies E0reco are determined by the Monte Carlo
reconstruction, and not by measurement in data (e.g. IBD signal events and 9Li events,
but not fast neutrons/stopping muons or accidentals).
In practice, it was found that allowing PE to float as a pulled parameter of the χ
2 min-
imization fit led to instabilities of the minimizing software, MINUIT [148]. Much trial-and-
error for MINUIT’s operating parameters was required to produce representative output.
A.6 Oscillation Fit & Results
The oscillation fit was performed using the CUfits statistics toolkit (see Appendix B).
CUfits is designed to re-weight an ensemble of Monte Carlo event populations, all of which
are tabulated in Table A.4, according to a set of fit parameters. These re-weighted events
are filled into a histogram representing the total signal-plus-background prediction Npredi
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where the index i runs over bins in visible energy Ereco. The predicted number of signal
antineutrino events N ν¯,Ri from each reactor R is calculated from the reactor expectation
N exp,Ri of Eq. A.3 by reweighting each event according to the effective two-neutrino survival
probability:
N ν¯,Ri = P (ν¯e → ν¯e)N exp,Ri
=
(









A summary of each initial event population at null-oscillation and with initial-valued fit
parameters is given in Table A.5.












Table A.4: Summary of final oscillation fit input event species, and their parametric depen-
dencies.
The oscillation analysis fit proceeds by comparing to the observed number of IBD can-
didates in each bin Ni to the prediction N
pred
i and calculating a goodness-of-fit using one
of the statistics described in Sec. A.6.2. By collaboration agreement made before “opening
the box” and fitting to data, the Rate+Shape statistic of Eq. A.27 is used as the main-
line analysis, with the Rate-only and Shape-only statistics of Eq. A.28 and A.29 used in
complimentary analyses. In addition, reactor power information was kept blinded until the
analysis methodology had been frozen. This decision was based on null oscillation sensitiv-
ity studies, the results of which showed the Rate+Shape fit to provide an optimally-sensitive
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Total








Table A.5: Summary of observed IBD candidates, with corresponding signal and background
predictions. No oscillation fit parameter results have been applied.
measurement. These results are tabulated in Table A.6. The studies were performed with
the actual systematic uncertainties used in the final oscillation analysis; these are summa-
rized in Tale A.7.
sin2 (2θ13) 68% C.L. sin
2 (2θ13) 90% CL
Rate Only 0.0816 0.1343
Shape Only 0.1555 0.2560
Rate+Shape 0.0511 0.0842
Table A.6: Summary of Null Oscillation sensitivity intervals at 68% and 90% CL for three
different goodness-of-fit statistics, for the first Double Chooz analysis iteration.
The statistic is minimized numerically using MINUIT [148]. At each iteration of the
minimization, Npredi is recalculated based on the values of the fit parameters listed in
Table A.4. Following recalculation of Npredi , the fit statistic is evaluated for that iteration.
A combination of MINUIT’s HESSE and MIGRAD minimization algorithms 2 is employed
until a set of best-fit parameters is established. The multi-dimensional uncertainty intervals
2Consult the MINUIT manual [148] for more details on each algorithm.










Table A.7: Uncertainties from all sources contributing to the oscillation analysis. Numbers
quoted are the relative uncertainty on contributed to the rate of events, as a percentage of
the number of observed IBD candidates in each analysis.
on each parameter are then evaluated by using the HESSE algorithm to calculate the
parameter covariance matrix. The results of this oscillation fit are described in detail in
Sec. A.6.3.
In practice, uncertainty intervals are determined by evaluating the behavior of the fit
statistic, generically called χ2 for the purposes of this paragraph (the actual fit statistics
used are described in Sec. A.6.2). At best-fit, the statistic takes a minimum value χ2bf .
Uncertainty intervals are then evaluated in the multi-dimensional space of all floating fit
parameters. The 1σ interval of a parameter is defined by the boundary where ∆χ2 =
χ2 − χ2bf = 1 in the case of one unbounded parameter (see the “Statistics” section of
[36]). With a proper error definition, these intervals are calculated by MINUIT’s HESSE
algorithm.
A break-out of the uncertainty interval on sin2 (2θ13) into “statistical” and “system-
atic” parts is achieved by running a null-oscillation sensitivity study at 100-times expected
statistics, and considering the resulting 68% C.L. sensitivity as the “purely systematic”
component of the total uncertainty. A null-oscillation sensitivity is chosen over boosting
the statistics of the observed data in order to prevent lending improper weight to statistical
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fluctuations found in the data. This systematic part is subtracted in quadrature from the
total uncertainty to yield the “statistical” component.
A.6.1 Parameter-Independent Covariance Matrix
The uncertainty on the signal and background predictions is initially defined by a covariance
matrix Mij [191, 192]. The matrix is 18× 18 in dimension, corresponding to the number of
energy bins indexed in i. The matrix is the sum of contributions from each systematic and
statistical source of ucertainty, as prescribed in the previous sections. If no pull parameters


















In practice, pull parameters and pull terms are used to represent some uncertainties, in
which the components of the covaraince matrix corresponding to those systematics must be
omitted from the sum. Thus, if the list of pull parameters described in Sec. A.6.2.1 is used,














The matrix in Eq. A.24 is used in the main oscillation analysis.
The statistical uncertainty component is defined by the Neyman χ2 convention:
M statij = δij
√
NiNj. (A.25)
where Ni is the measured number of IBD candidates in energy bin i. This matrix does
not fluctuate as a function of the fit parameters, making the minimization procedure more
efficient3.
A.6.2 Definitions of χ2 Statistics
Oscillation analyses were performed using three different χ2 statistics. Each statistic con-
tains a set of floating fit parameters in addition to the oscillation amplitude, called “pulled
parameters”, which are constrained by externally-specified data.
3At the time of the first analysis iteration, tools allowing the use of a dynamic χ2 fit statistic (a la
Sec. 7.7.1) were not yet proven.
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While analyses were performed using each of these statistics, an agreement among the
collaboration made in advance of the analysis stipulated that χ2RS of Eqn. A.27 would be
used to determine the offical oscillation measurement.
A.6.2.1 Pull Term Contribution
It is possible to modifly the fit statistics to contain “pull terms” constraining the behavior
of additional fit parameters. As described in previous sections, the fit parameters affect
the values of the Npredi . In particular, a multiplier ǫ9Li on the
9Li rate (Sec. A.4.2.1), a
multiplier ǫfn on the FN/SM rate (Sec. A.4.3.1), the oscillation amplitude sin
2 (2θ13), and
the energy scale PE (Sec. A.5) were included as pulled parameters. For each parameter, a
“pull term” or constraint term is added to the fit statistic. The pull term constrains the
value of each parameter towards its central value while still allowing it to vary within the
prescribed external uncertainty interval. This accounts for uncertainty on the parameter
in the fit in a way that is roughly4 equivalent to a contribution to the covariance matrix
[149, 150].
For the first Double Chooz analysis iteration, the main result quoted employed a χ2
statistic which did not use pulled parameters. Seperate fits were performed using the same
fit statistic with parameters added in order to provide results on how well certain parameters
were constrainted. The fits with additional parameters showed some numerical instability
during the minimization process, preventing them from being used as the main result.
To keep later equations concise, we collect all pull terms into a separable term χ2pulls












4The author doubts this assertion. The equivalence shown in [149] and [150] presumes that each pull
term or contribution to the covariance matrix are independent, and known precisely at the beginning of
the minimization procedure. This does not rigorously allow for the technique of re-calculating the values of
other covariance matrix contributions based on the values of the pull paramters, as is described in Sec. 7.7.1.
However, an argument can be made that the technique of Sec. 7.7.1 is appropriate to the situation at hand,
and correct in that context. See Appendix G for more discourse on the requirements for complete equivalence
in different uncertainty scenarios.
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Each statistic is minimized with respect to all of these parameters during the fitting process.
The parameters ǫfn, ǫ9Li, and PE are bounded by uncertainty intervals determined as
described in the above text. The mass splitting ∆m231 is fixed to 2.4×10−3eV2, close to the
central value as measured by MINOS [83] at the time. Thus, the mass splitting was not a
parameter of the fit for this analysis iteration.
It is worthwhile to note that while the pulled parameters must be minimized as part of
the fit, they do not contribute a new degree of freedom if they are accompanied by a pull
term in the statistic. In essence, a free parameter is added, but a data point is also added,
with no net change in the number of degrees of freedom.
A.6.2.2 Rate + Shape Fit Statistic












This statistic takes into account all potential spectral and temporal information contained in
the binned data and the correlated uncertainties of the prediciton. Since pulled parameters
are used, Mij is as described in Eq. A.24.
A.6.2.3 Rate-Only Fit Statistic
The rate-only statistic compares the measured rate of IBD candidates to the predicted rate














where Mij is as described in Eq. A.24 on account of the use of pull parameters and pull
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It is worth noting that the number of degrees of freedom in this fit is one, and the minimum
value of χ2RO is always zero at best-fit.
A.6.2.4 Shape-Only Fit Statistic
The “shape-only” chi-squared statistic is intended to neglect any normalization information
associated with the signal prediction.















This factor is used to ensure that the signal+background prediction has the same total
normalization as the measured data, with the goal of removing normalization information




































Since pull parameters and pull terms are used to represent some systematics, Mij is given
by Eq. A.24. Because the signal normalization is treated as a nearly-free parameter, this
statistic has one fewer degree of freedom than χ2RS of Eq. A.27.
A.6.3 Results
Using the selected set of IBD candidates, and minimizing χ2RS of Eq. A.27 as the fit statistic,
the best fit of the prediction to the data is found at sin2 (2θ13) = 0.086 ± 0.041 (stat.) ±
0.030 (syst.) at ∆m231 = 2.4 × 10−3 eV2, with χ2RS/d.o.f. = 26.6/18. As previously men-
tioned, seperate fits were performed with χ2 statistics which did employ pulled parameters,
and statistics which contained all uncertainty contributions in the covariance matrix. The
latter approach was used for the main quoted results in [16], as well as for the frequentist
5The χ2 statistic described in Sec. 7.7.2.4 is better designed for achieving this effect.
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studies described in Sec. A.6.4. Results for each method are shown in Tables A.8 and A.9.
The prompt spectrum at the best-fit pulls values is shown in Figure A.2.
Statistic Best-Fit sin2 (2θ13) 1σ 1σ Stat. 1σ Syst. 90%CL χ
2
bf/d.o.f.
Rate Only 0.1044 0.0813 0.0296 0.0757 0.1338 0.
Shape Only 0.1078 0.1680 0.1617 0.0458 0.2766 23.85/16
Rate + Shape 0.0856 0.0502 0.0411 0.0297 0.0826 23.71/17
Table A.8: Best-fit values of sin2 (2θ13) for different fit statistics, with all uncertainties
accounted for in the covariance matrix.
sin2 (2θ13) FN/SM [%]
9Li [%] Energy Scale [value] χ2bf/d.o.f.
Rate-Only 0.1043±0.0849 100±46 100±52 0.997±0.007 0.
Rate+Shape 0.0854±0.051 95.2±38 81.5±25.5 0.998±0.005 23.66/17
Table A.9: Best-fit parameters for different fit statistics using pulled parameters and pull
terms, for the first Double Chooz analysis.
Further information can be gained from examining the output fit parameters and their
output uncertainty intervals in Table 7.19. In the main fit employing χ2RS , both the ǫ9Li
and PE parameters have output uncertainty intervals smaller than the input uncertainties,
indicating that they are constrained by the fit to a more strict degree than the initial
uncertainty in the pull term alone allows.
A.6.4 Frequentist Confidence Intervals
In addition to the uncertainty intervals on θ13 established by the behavior of ∆χ
2
RS , confi-
dence intervals were established for the oscillation analysis using a frequentist methodology,
based off the techniques of [152]. The frequentist method utilizes the prediction Npredi and
the covariance matrix Mij representing all sources of uncertainty to simulate an ensemble
of pseudoexperiments for each of a set of “true” values of sin2 (2θ13). Confidence intervals
are drawn by comparing the ∆χ2RS value for the true experimental data to the distribution
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Figure A.2: Measured prompt energy spectrum (data points) superimposed on the expected
prompt energy spectrum, including backgrounds (green region), for the no-oscillation (blue
dotted curve) and best-fit (red solid curve) at sin2 (2θ13) = 0.086 and ∆m
2
31 = 2.4 × 10−3
eV2. Inset: stacked spectra of backgrounds. Bottom: differences between data and no-
oscillation prediction (data points), and differences between best fit prediction and no-
oscillation prediction (red curve). From [16].
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of ∆χ2RS values from the pseudoexperiments. This method is described in more detail in
Appendix F.
A set of “true” values of sin2 (2θ13) were tested along the range 0. ≤ sin2 (2θ13) ≤ 0.25.
The allowed region for the data was determined at 90% C.L. to be 0.017 < sin2 (2θ13) < 0.16.
Using the test point at sin2 (2θ13) = 0, the null-oscillation hypothesis was ruled out at 94.6%
C.L. It is expected that these 1σ confidence intervals differ slightly from those presented in
Section A.6.3, since the frequentist method correctly covers intervals where the behavior of
the χ2 becomes nonlinear close to unphysical regions of parameter space.
A.6.5 Synthesized Quantities: RDC , σ
pred
f , and σ
DC,far
f
Three intensive properties may be synthesized from the final fit information and data set.
These quantities are useful in comparing the results of Double Chooz to other experimental
results.
A.6.5.1 Ratio of Measured vs. Expected Events RDC





where Nobs is the number of observed events, Nbkg is the estimated number of background
events (as , and Npred is the number of predicted signal events. A total of 4121 ± 64.195
(statistical, 1.56%) events were observed. The number of predicted events, after processing
through the MC and selections, and applying any necessary data-MC corrections, is Npred =
4009.96 ± 108.87 (systematic, 2.715%). The uncertainties on Npred stem from the data-
MC efficiency correction factors (1.1%), the reactor signal uncertainties (1.74%), and the
detector covariance matrix (1.77%).
If the a priori background rates and uncertainties are used, the species populations for
each of the backgrounds are: Lithium-9 (222.88 ± 116.30 events), Correlated Backgrounds
(80.9±37.5), and Accidentals (32.00±2.91). Using these rates and uncertainties to calculate
Nbkg, the result is:
Rpre-pullsDC = 0.944 ± 0.016 (stat.)± 0.040 (syst.) (A.31)
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The statistical and systematic uncertainties are 1.7% and 3.5% of the quantity, respectively.
If the backgrounds are determined by results of the pulls-based analysis of Sec. A.6.3),
the species populations become: Lithium-9 (182.9 ± 48.1 events), Correlated Backgrounds
(76.0±30.8), and Accidentals (32.00±2.91). Using these rates and uncertainties, the result
is:
Rpost-pullsDC = 0.955 ± 0.016 (stat.)± 0.030 (syst.) (A.32)
The statistical and systematic uncertainties are 1.68% and 3.14% of the central value,
respectively.
A.6.5.2 Predicted Mean Cross-Section per Fission σpredf
As described in Sec. 6.3, the predicted mean cross-section per fission σpredf (formula given
in Eq. 6.11) is derived from knowledge of the antineutrino reference spectra, as well as
Double Chooz’s choice to anchor this quantity to the Bugey4 measured mean cross-section
per fission σBugey4f = 5.752 ± 0.081 × 10−43 cm2/fission (1.4% relative error). The fuel
composition for the first Double Chooz analysis iteration αDCl , averaged by baseline for the
two Chooz reactors, have values of 235U = 48.78%, 238U = 8.67%, 239Pu = 35.89%, and
241Pu = 6.65%.
As fully described in Sec. 6.3, this quantity is calculated to be:
σpredf = (5.703 ± 0.108) × 10−43cm2/fission. (A.33)
The correction term versus σBugey4f is then:
σpredf − σBugey4f = (−0.049 ± 0.067) × 10−43cm2/fission. (A.34)
If the formalism of the Bugey4 anchor point is not used, the predicted mean cross-section
per fission increases:
σpredf = (6.209 ± 0.170) × 10−43cm2/fission. (A.35)
A.6.5.3 Measured Mean Cross-section per Fission σDC,farf
The measured cross-section per fission σDC,farf is derived from the background-subtracted
number of events observed in the detector (Nobs − Nbkg), and other geometric, detector,
and reactor considerations:









where L2avg is the average reactor-detector baseline-squared, Np is the number of target
protons in the detector, ǫ is the total efficiency of the detector derived from MC simulation,
and Navgf is the baseline-averaged number of fissions in both of the reactors for the detector
running period. Values, uncertainties, and sources for these numbers may be found in
Tab. A.10. If the a priori background rates and uncertainties Npre-pullsbkg are used, the result
of the calculation is:
σDC,farf = (5.383 ± 0.091(stat.)± 0.189(syst.))× 10−43cm2/fission. (A.37)
The statistical and systematic uncertainties are 1.7% and 3.52% of the quantity, respectively.
If instead one uses the background rates and uncertainties as constrained by the pulls
approach Npost-pullsbkg (Sec. A.6.3), the final result becomes:
σDC,farf = (5.447 ± 0.091(stat.)± 0.120(syst.))× 10−43cm2/fission. (A.38)
The statistical and systematic uncertainties are 1.7% and 2.2% of the quantity, respectively.
Quantity Value Uncertainty
Nobs 4121 1.56% (statistical)
Npre-pullsbkg 335.68 122.3 (3.64%)




(0.2% + 0.2%) = 0.28%
Np 6.733 × 1029 protons 0.3%
ǫ (4009.96/5318.22) = 0.754 2.08%
Navgf 1.9264 × 1027 0.76%
Table A.10: Input parameters to the calculation of the measured cross-section per fission
σDC,farf .
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Appendix B
CUfits
CUfits is an oscillation analysis toolkit developed in C++ and ROOT with some use of RooFit.
Its development is managed in the Double Chooz Cluster United SVN Repository, though
its use by any members of the collaboration is encouraged. CUfits was conceived and orig-
inally developed by Igor Ostrovskiy. CUfits was used to calculate the best-fit oscillation
parameters in each of the first two Double Chooz oscillation analyses (described in Sec-
tions 7.7 and 7.7, with publication facsimiles in Appendix K). This appendix describes
how CUfits is designed, and how it is used to perform an oscillation analysis.
B.1 Design
CUfits is designed around object-oriented programming principles. It is a toolkit of classes
and namespaces which may be used in ROOT scripts or compiled C++ programs to perform
a variety of analysis tasks. The most common tasks performed are: an oscillation analysis
performed by constructing and minimizing a χ2 goodness-of-fit variable; and a frequentist
oscillation analysis where a χ2 variable is evaluated for a large set of pseudoexperiments in
different simulated universes.
In the incarnation used to perform the second Double Chooz oscillation analysis, CUfits
consists of a number of classes and two namespaces. Some key classes are:
• CUhistMC: A dynamic histogram object, populated with Monte Carlo events from
DataSet objects with event weights dependent upon fit parameters and the oscillation
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model.
• CUchi2var: Goodness-of-fit statistic which compares the binned prediction of a CUhistMC
object with a vector of data bins. The pull terms of a full χ2 function are not imple-
mented in this object, but are added later by the CUfcnMaker utility class.
• CUfcnMaker: Utility class that assembles all necessary pieces of a full χ2 function,
in preparation for χ2 minimization. Takes as input the CUhistMC prediction, desired
form of the CUchi2var (rate-only, rate+shape, etc...), binned observed data, and a
set of pull terms with uncertainties.
• DataSet: Monte Carlo data set of a particular event type (background type, or neu-
trino from either reactor). Signal events have an associated true neutrino energy and
baseline. All events have an associated initial weight to assist with setting normaliza-
tions for different analyses from the same base event set.
• CUphysics namespace: Namespace of physics-related functions such as oscillation
formulate and physical constants.
• CUutils namespace: Catch-all namespace of functions for data pre-processing, statis-
tical methods, and diagnostic output.
Upon compilation of CUfits, these classes and namespaces are made available in a standalone
library, for use in ROOT scripts or compiled C++ executables.
The object-oriented nature of CUfits enables portability of inputs between different
styles of analysis. For example, careful construction of a ROOT macro with CUfits objects
allows one to specify at runtime whether to perform a null-oscillation sensitivity study
or an “open-box” oscillation measurement with the same set of input predictions for ei-
ther.Similarly, the code which might have been initially written to construct the CUchi2var
and CUhistMC objects for a χ2 minimization analysis can also be copied-and-pasted into a
different program that performs a frequentist analysis with little to no modification.
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B.2 Usage
The most common usage of CUfits is to construct an oscillation analysis where a χ2
goodness-of-fit statistic is constructed, minimized, and its behavior evaluated to establish
confidence intervals of the fit parameter being measured. The workflow of such a program
































Figure B.1: Block diagram showing the workflow of a CUfits oscillation analysis.
The analysis begins with sets of Monte Carlo events representing the predicted signal
and background populations. These are input from ROOT trees of a standardized format, and
loaded into DataSet objects. Each species of event (background type, or origin reactor) is
assigned an initial weight to allow specification by the user of the population’s normalization.
Typically, one DataSet is loaded per species per integration period.
All DataSet objects are associated with a CUdetector/CUhistMC object (the class name
is dependent upon the version of CUfits; both have similar functionality). The CUhistMC
dynamically recalculates bin contents as a function of different fit parameters. Among these
parameters are the background rates, signal efficiency, and neutrino oscillation parameters;
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the user may specify at runtime which fit parameters are to float. The CUhistMC object fills
each event type into a set of respective histograms; these segregated histograms are useful
in recalculating uncertainty contributions on each iteration of the χ2 minimization. Finally,
all event type histograms are summed into an aggregated signal+background prediction
histogram. This final histogram is passed to the CUchi2var object.
At this point in the fitting program, and according to the user’s specifications, the
CUfcnMaker object has created a χ2 formula object comprised of a CUchi2var object and
several formula objects representing the pull terms. In doing so, the CUfcnMaker also
associates a number of covariance matrices with the CUchi2var object. Typically, one
covariance matrix is input for each of the following sources of systematic uncertainty: reactor
signal; signal efficiency; detector response; and each of the three backgrounds. A statistical
contribution to the total covariance matrix is calculated internally by the CUchi2var object.
The different covariance matrices are stored in fractionalized forms, according to which
event types they are associated with. Following the procedures of Section 7.7.1, they are
de-fractionalized and effectively re-weighted on each iteration of the minimization as a
function of the fit parameters.
Once both the CUhistMC bins and covariance matrices are updated, the CUchi2var
calculates the goodness-of-fit. The input parameters to this calculation are managed by
the MINUIT [148] numerical minimizer. A number of algorithms are employed in order to
iteratively find the minimum of the χ2 function and evaluate the uncertainty intervals on
all parameters. The user may define which error interval definition is to be used, based on
how many fit parameters are unconstrained. The MINUIT best-fit information is stored at
the end of the fitting procedure, for later display according to the user’s desired format.
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Appendix C
The MultiSim Method
The MultiSim method1 is a loosely-defined algorithm for translating a set of correlated vari-
ables and their uncertainties from one basis to another. In it, uncertainties are propagated
directly from a set of data and associated covariance matrix using a formalism built on
large numbers of simulations using correlated input parameters (MultiSim). This method
has been employed for a number of different uses on the Double Chooz experiment, and has
demonstrated versatility.
Subsection C.1 of this appendix will describe the MultiSim method in as general terms as
possible, and introduce nomenclature which will be used throughout. The subsequent sub-
sections C.2 through C.4.2 will give detailed accounting and examples of how the MultiSim
method was used by the author and other members of the Double Chooz collaboration.
C.1 General Description of MultiSim Method
In the most general terms possible, the purpose of the MultiSim method is to translate
correlated uncertainties from one variable basis to another. In doing so, it allows uncertain-
ties to be propagated through complicated models, between different binnings, and between
uintuitively-related variables. Operation of a MultiSim method requires three general in-
puts:
1This method was pioneered and named by the MiniBooNE experiment [193], where it was used to
propagate uncertainties on pion production data to an expected neutrino flux.
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• A set of central-valued input parameters ~aCV = aCVi , where i = {1, ..., Na}.
• A description of the correlated uncertainties on the input parameters, typically in the
form of a covariance matrix Maij .
• A system response model (SRM) which depends upon the input parameters ~a and
returns a set of output parameters ~b = bu, where u = {1, ..., Nb}.
The result of the MultiSim method will be a central-valued set of output parameters ~bCV =
bCVu and a covariance matrix M
b
uv representing the correlated uncertainties on the b
CV
u .
The MultiSim method operates as follows:
1. The matrix Maij is Cholesky-decomposed into a lower-triangular matrix L such that
Ma = L (L)T . In order for this decomposition to be successful,Ma must be symmetric
and positive-definite.
2. For a large number Nsim ≈ 104 of “sims”, each indexed by m, the following steps are
taken:
(a) Generate a vector of Na uncorrelated normal random numbers ~ρ
m = ρmi , where
i = {1, ..., Na}.
(b) Convert the uncorrelated ρmi to a set of correlated, properly-scaled fluctuations





(c) Use the shifted input parameters for the sim ai + δa
m
i as inputs for the SRM, to
yield a set of outputs for the sim ~bm = bmu .
3. Use the central-value input values aCVi as input to the SRM to find the central-value
output parameters ~bCV = bCVu













The functionality of the SRM is dependent upon the system being examined. As will be
shown in the following sections, the SRM may involve Monte Carlo simulation of a detector
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response, re-binning or reweighting of sets of events with pre-determined properties, or
some other arbitrary system response. The number of sims Nsim required for an acceptable
calculation of M buv is a function of the number of input parameters Na, and the desired
precision to which the matrix M buv is to be known. Here, precision is loosely defined as the
degree to which the norm of M buv will change between repeated calculations in which each
calculation begins with a different random number seed. While no definitive quantitative
studies have been carried out, qualitatively a larger Na warrants a larger Nsim, and a smaller
threshold on desired precision warrants a larger Nsim.
C.2 Applied to Neutrino Reference Spectra
(This application of the MultiSim method was not used in either of the Double Chooz
analyses. It is included for completeness of the author’s work, and since it is a logical
precursor to the method described in Appendix C.3. The majority of this text may also be
found as Double Chooz Document #2315.)
During analysis of single-detector Double Chooz data, it is necessary to propagate the
uncertainties on the neutrino flux reference spectra to the final anticipated positron spec-
trum. In doing so, the uncertainties must be propagated through the inverse beta-decay
(IBD) cross-section. Also, the binning and energy range of the final measured positron
spectrum may differ from that of the initial neutrino spectrum data in order to increase the
power of the analysis.
The most current data on antineutrino reference spectra emitted from reactor fuel com-
ponents are those of Mueller et. al. [13], which are given in bins of 250 keV on a range
between 2 and 8 MeV. Historically, these data have been fit to a set of exponential polyno-
mials (one for each fuel component k) of form:









This analytical parametrization is desirable because it can be continuously multiplied against
the IBD cross-section to get the predicted spectrum of events in the detector, binned ar-
bitrarily. It has been observed in [97] that using the fit parameters ~αk to propagate un-
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certainties from the converted ILL data to the final event spectrum leads to numerical
instabilities. Those authors developed a method for interpolating the covariance matrix of
the ILL data which circumvents those instabilities, and is thought to be equivalent to the
method presented here.
Use of the MultiSim method avoids the numerical instabilities and binning issues pre-
viously described by forgoing the exponential-polynomial fitting entirely. The steps of the
procedure are the following, hypothetically to be done for each isotope:
1. Generate a large-statistics data set of Nevt random events in Eν by drawing from
Eqn. C.2.
2. Draw from the converted-ILL data covariance matrix (using Cholesky decomposition
of Eq. F.1, or otherwise) Nsim times and add these values to the converted-ILL central
values. These represent Nsim “Simulated ILL + Conversion” experiments.
3. Fit a spline SP (Eν , ~gn) to each of the n = 1, 2, ..., Nsim simulated results. Here, each
spline is defined by parameters ~gn.
4. Use the interpolated spline values to re-weight the data set using the ratio:
Rstrict =
SP (Eν , ~gn)
Sk(Eν , ~αk)
(C.3)
One might also consider fitting the CV converted-ILL data to a spline SP (Eν , ~gCV )
and reweighting the events using an “approximate” ratio:
Rapprox =
SP (Eν , ~gn)
SP (Eν , ~gCV )
(C.4)
The differences between these reweighting schemes, including how the “approximate”
method produces more accurate results, will be explored in Section C.2.1. Events
having Eν outside the span of the converted-ILL data are reweighted using the ratio
evaluated at the closest available data point. Cross-section and flux considerations
make these events have little weight in the final event spectrum.
5. Re-weight each event set using the IBD cross-section σIBD(Eν), or another appropriate
cross-section.
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6. Generate the covariance matrix for the final event spectrum. This is done by producing
a histogram of the CV data setNCVi and histograms of each of the reweighted data sets
Nni , where i is over bins in Eν . Note that the binning chosen here can be whatever
binning is desired for the analysis at hand. The matrix is formed by taking the













C.2.1 Application & Results
As an example investigation, this method was applied to the 235U reference spectrum
from [13]. The original correlation matrix for these data can be found in Fig. C.1. The algo-
rithm was implemented as a ROOT macro, fitting quintic natural splines to the converted-
ILL data. A data set of 60,000 events was generated using the exponential-polynomial
formalism. After a number of trials, Nsim =20,000 was selected as a sufficient number of
MultiSims to produce a stable matrix.
Figure C.1: The correlation matrix for the 235U reference spectrum produced in [13].
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Results for a number of bins and energy range equal to the original converted-ILL data
can be found as correlation matrices in Figures C.2 and C.3. In comparison to the original
correlation matrix, the approximate method’s results are qualitatively closer than those of
the strict method. In particular, the strict method introduces anti-correlations at higher
energy values. These are thought to be artifacts stemming from the residues between
the converted-ILL data points and the exponential-polynomial fit. While the approximate
matrix is qualitatively more similar to the original, it is not an exact propagation, as can
be seen in Figure C.4.
Figure C.2: The correlation matrix produced by the MultiSim method using Rstrict. The
binning and energy range shown here is identical to that of the original converted-ILL data,
shown in Figure C.1. Of particular note are the anomalous anti-correlations at high energies.
As previously described, this method allows the user to choose any binning and energy
limits on the final covariance matrix. Figure C.5 shows results from the approximate method
being applied over the extended 1.75-10 MeV energy range, into a total of 200 bins. For
this data set, an increased number of 200,000 events were generated, in order ensure events
at high energies (> 9 MeV).
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Figure C.3: The correlation matrix produced by the MultiSim method using Rapprox. The
binning and energy range shown here is identical to that of the original converted-ILL data,
shown in Figure C.1.
C.2.2 Summary
This MultiSim-based method may be useful for propagating uncertainties on the antineu-
trino reference spectra to the expected event spectrum, as these investigations have demon-
strated. While some unphysical anti-correlations appear when the method is executed using
Rstrict, results using Rapprox are close to the original correlation matrix. This method allows
uncertainties to be propagated to a final expected spectrum with an arbitrary energy range
and binning.
C.3 Applied to Reactor Uncertainties
Following the formalism of Chapter 6, it is straight-forward to calculate the expected spec-
trum Na of neutrino interactions binned in neutrino energy Eν¯ , and accompanying covari-
ance matrix M rxtab , where the index a runs over the 72 bins in Eν¯ and integration period
(using the notation of Sections 7.3.1.1 and 7.3.3). In practice, the final fit is performed
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Figure C.4: The difference in elements between the “approximate” MultiSim method cor-
relation matrix (shown in Fig. C.3) and the original reference spectrum correlation matrix
(shown in Fig. C.1).
using events binned in reconstructed energy Evis, as described in Section 7.7. Thus, it is
necessary to use the MultiSim method to translate M rxtab to a matrix binned in Evis.
The System Response Model in this application is a set of selected signal Monte Carlo
events which have as data members both the true neutrino energy Eν¯ and the reconstructed
energy Evis. The inputs are the initial neutrino spectrum Na binned in Eν¯ , and the accom-
panying covariance matrix M rxtab . The desired output is a new matrix M
rxt
ij where i and j
run over 36 bins in Evis, to accompany the signal prediction N
exp,R
i . Use of the MultiSim
method proceeds in a very similar manner to the implementation described in Section C.2.
The method described below has been implemented as the RTMultiSim class, part of the
DCRxtrTools suite of the DOGS Double Chooz Oﬄine Software package.
The simulations are generated by Cholesky decomposing2 the inputM rxtab (a la Eq. F.1)
2In practice, the matrix M rxtab does not always decompose on the first try, due to its form being nearly
not positive-definite. To ensure positive-definiteness, it is often necessary to add small (∼ 10−8 × Na)
augmentations to the diagonal of the matrix. These additions negligibly affect the norm of the matrix and
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Figure C.5: The correlation matrix produced by the MultiSim method using Rapprox with
an extended energy range and sharpened binning. Purple indicates regions where no events
were present in the original data set. Note the regions of strong correlation at high and low
energies, due to events in those regions having their reweighting values tied to that of the
closest existing bin.
and creating a set of random deviations δNa of the input spectrum Na. The deviated
spectrum Na + δNa is then fit to a spline. An energy-dependent ratio of this spline to
a spline fit of the central-valued Na is then used as the basis for re-weighting the Monte
Carlo events, similar to the “approximate” scheme described in Section C.2. The output
reweighted bins {Ni}u from each sim u ∈ [1, ..., Nsims] are them compared to the output








({Ni}u −NCVi )× ({Nj}u −NCVj )× (C.6)
The resulting M rxtij is 36 × 36 in dimension to cover both integration periods, binned in
Ereco.
the behavior of the random throws, but ensure that the Cholesky decomposition can proceed.
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Since the the number of inputs is large (length(~a) = 72), a large Nsims is required to
achieve good precision in the norm of M rxtij . As shown in Figure C.6, sets of simulations
beginning with different random number seeds can take very different norm values. It is
not until Nsims ≈ 105 that the norm of the matrix is dependable to four or five significant
digits. Achieving this level of precision requires significant computation, so optimization of
the MultiSim algorithm implementation and use of parallel processing is desirable.
Figure C.6: Variance of the predicted IBD rate, as a fraction of the total rate, as a function
of the number of simulations Nsims which are averaged to construct the matrix. Different
colored lines represent sets of simulations begun with different random number seeds. Star
is the final variance when all sets of simulations are averaged together. The different sets of
simulations do converge asymptotically towards a final value, though the rate of convergence
gets progressively slower.
C.4 Applied to Energy Scale Uncertainties
The MultiSim method was used in both the first and second Double Chooz analysis itera-
tions to propagate uncertainties on the energy scale to the final oscillation fit, as mentioned
in Sec. A.5.2 and 7.5.5, respectively.
Section C.4.1 will describe how it was used to propagate the uncertainties on six optical
model parameters of the Monte Carlo to a final energy scale matrix. Section C.4.2 will
describe how the method was used to propagate the uncertainty on a single classical energy
scale parameter, with some commentary on how the method behaves when treating energy
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nonlinearities.
C.4.1 First Double Chooz Publication
During the first Double Chooz analysis iteration, the MultiSim method was employed to
propagate uncertainties on the fit parameters of the phenomenological detector response
correction functions to the final reconstructed IBD candidate spectrum, as mentioned in
Section A.5.2. The MultiSim method was used to propagate uncertainties on phenomeno-
logical fits of data/MC discrepancies to a final covariance matrix relating the bins of the
final fit.
Recall from Section A.5that the energy scale for the first analysis was dependent on two
correction functions Corr1 and Corr2, representing corrections on the spatial and energy-
dependent components of the detector response, dependent upon six parameters ~a:
Corr1 (CaloPE, a0, a1, a2) = a0 log (CaloPE− a1) + a2 (C.7)
Corr2 (z, a3, a4, a5) = a3 + za4 + z
2a5 (C.8)
~a = {0.0286966, 56.1478, 0.842321,
0.998201, − 9.51483 × 10−6, − 3.25985 × 10−8}(C.9)
The dominant uncertainties on the energy scale arise from the six fit parameters ~a. These are
related by a 6×6 covariance matrixM~a, which is block-diagonal with two 3×3 blocks. The ~a
and M~a comprise the input parameters and uncertainty description. The System Response
Model is comprised of Monte Carlo events with associated in reconstructed energies Ereco,
Corr1 and Corr2, and the binning that they are filled into.
Sets of u = [1, ..., U ] random Gaussian throws {~a}u are made on the energy scale pa-
rameters ~a as drawn from M~a. From these draws, the energies of each event is modified
and rebinned. The correlated-random bin deviations {δNpredi }u = {Npredi }u−{Npredi }~a are







{δNpredi }u × {δNpredj }u
)
(C.10)
The resulting M escaleij is 18-by-18 in dimension, binned in Ereco.
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C.4.2 Second Double Chooz Publication
During the second Double Chooz analysis iteration, initial treatment of the energy scale
uncertainty was prescribed as an uncertainty interval on a classical energy scale variable PE
(see Eq. 7.17 of Section 7.5.5). One might recall that this scaling is only applied to events
whose energies E0vis are determined by the Monte Carlo reconstruction, and not by mea-
surement in data (to wit, IBD signal events and 9Li events, but not fast neutrons/stopping
muons or accidentals). As tabulated in Table 7.10, the total uncertainty was evaluated as
σPE/PE = 1.13%.
The MultiSim method was used to convert deviations on the single energy scale param-
eter PE to a covariance matrix. While the results of using a MultiSim are comparable to
using an average of ±1σ shifts of this parameter (see Figure 7.22), the MultiSim method
was chosen on account of its ability to include nonlinear behaviors of the bins during its
averaging process.
The MultiSim method for generating a matrix based on PE proceeded as follows. In the
nomenclature of Section C.1, the central-valued input parameter and uncertainty interval
was PE = 1.0000 ± 0.0113. Since there is only one parameter in this model, there are no
correlations of input parameters to be considered. The System Response Model is comprised
of Monte Carlo events with associated in reconstructed energies Evis, and the binning that
they are filled into. We denote the binning with PE at its central value as {Npredi }PE=1;
these are the output variables of the SRM. The MultiSim method in this usage case is meant
to address the correlations between the output variables due to the nature of the binned
event species. This usage is similar to that of the reactor uncertainty propagation described
in Section C.3 in that the MC events themselves are used as the backbone of the SRM.
Sets of u = [1, ..., U ] random Gaussian throws {PE}u are made on the energy scale
parameter PE , producing sets of bin deviations {δNpredi }u = {Npredi }u − {Npredi }PE=1.
After a sufficient number of simulations, the {δNpredi }u are used to construct an average







{δNpredi }u × {δNpredj }u
)
. (C.11)
In the case of DC2ndPub, the resulting M escaleij is 36 × 36 in dimension, to span both
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integration periods.
Since the model is determined by only a single input parameter, a relatively low number
of sims (∼ 103) is needed to accurately determine M escaleij . However, it is notable that
this method does not address deviations which might be caused by nonlinearities in the
energy scale, as the method of Section C.4.1 does. If such nonlinearities are included in the
simulation by the addition of more parameters, it becomes impossible to deconstruct the
matrix into components and bin shifts for use in association with pull terms, as described
in Section 7.5.5.






DCRxtrTools is a toolkit for neutrino event generation and signal uncertainty calculation,
written in C++ with ROOT. DCRxtrTools provides a direct interface between the Double
Chooz Reactor Database, Detector Database, GLG4sim detector geometry, and the DOGS
Monte Carlo format. The goal of this appendix1 is to explain how DCRxtrTools calculates
an expected neutrino flux, generates Monte Carlo events, and propagates uncertainties into
a covariance matrix binned in Etrueν . DCRxtrToolswas developed with the specific purpose of
enabling the Rate+Shape fit used in each of the Double Chooz oscillation analysis iterations,
where rigorous treatment of correlated signal uncertainties is necessary.
D.1 Description of Operation
This section provides an overview of DCRxtrTools’ operation, focusing on inputs, outputs,
and general strategy. Input data to DCRxtrTools are described in Sec. D.1.1, output prod-
1Much of this appendix originally appeared as Double Chooz Tech Note co-authored with Mike Shaevitz,
David Lhuillier, and Camillo Mariani.
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ucts are described in Sec. D.1.2, and an overview of the calculation methodology is covered
in Sec. D.1.3.
D.1.1 Inputs
Inputs to DCRxtrTools can be broken into the following categories: detector-related pa-
rameters; reactor-related parameters; antineutrino interaction type; uncertainty calculation
method; and integration period run sorting rules. Each are described in the following
subsections.
D.1.1.1 Detector Parameters
Relevant detector parameters taken as input by DCRxtrTools include:
• Run number, start time and duration, for all physics runs, as accessed from the a
MySQL database. Run durations are calculated during Common Trunk data process-
ing.
• Detector geometry, taken from DCGLG4sim via a user-generated GDML file.
• Specification of macroscopic detector parameters, input via an ASCII file.
– Detector position and orientation in the world frame, with respect to the reactors.
– Which detector sub-volumes should be considered when generating events.
– Detector efficiency, and uncertainty on efficiency.
– Uncertainty on the number of target particles (protons, in the case of IBD inter-
actions).
• A list of run numbers to be processed, input via an ASCII file.
D.1.1.2 Reactor Parameters
Reactor-related parameters taken as input by DCRxtrTools include:
• Fission Rates for the four principal reactor fuel nuclides. These are generated by
the Reactor Working Group using MURE or DRAGON, and stored on a MySQL
database.
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• Antineutrino reference spectra for each of the principal fuel nuclides. These are ac-
cessed from the same database as the fission rates.
• Specification of macroscopic reactor parameters, input via an ASCII file:
– Reactor position in the world frame, with respect to the detectors.
– Reactor dimensions (approximated as a rectangular prism).
– Reactor power uncertainty.
– Uncertainty on the fission rates/fuel load out.
• EXALT power measurement data, accessed from the dcreactordb.
Reference Spectra
As described in Section 6.1.2, reference spectra for the antineutrino spectra Sk(E) emitted
by the four principal fuel nuclides k are sourced from [96] (for k =235U,239Pu,241Pu) and [13]
(for k =238U). As these data were synthesized from ILL data with a short, finite irradiation
time, off-equilibrium effects are applied following [13] presuming an approximate 100 day
irradiation time. Due to the finite binning and limited energy range of the reference spectra,
interpolation and extrapolation is required to cover the full energy region of interest (see
section D.4 for more details).
The configuration of DCRxtrTools may be changed to use any set of reference spectra
available on the Reactor Group database. This includes all spectra calculated in Ref. [13],
Ref. [96], or the original reference spectra of Refs. [14, 132, 133].
Fission Rates
Calculation of the αRk (and to some extent, P
R
th) requires knowing the fission rates fk of
the four principal fuel nuclides k in the reactor. These data are generated external to
DCRxtrTools the Reactor Working Group using either of the core simulation codes MURE
or DRAGON. Due to the finite time step resolution of these simulation codes, DCRxtrTools
rescales the simulated fission rates f simk to effective fission rates f
eff
k based on additional data
of short-timescale power measurements from the EXALT database (details in Sec. D.5). To
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th are all presumed to be constant over periods of time . 1
hour.
D.1.1.3 Interaction & Cross-Section
The cross-section is programmed as a class deriving from the RTInteraction virtual class.
When programmed, the interaction class must have a function whose return value is the
cross section in units of cm2 as a function of Etrueν in MeV. For more detailed discussion of
the cross-section used for the Double Chooz publications, see Section 6.1.2.
At the moment, the products of the neutrino interaction are limited to the positron
and neutron which come from an IBD interaction, due to limitations in the output data
structure. However, it is straight-forward to extend the data format to allow for general
particle types to be output, and the RTInteraction base class has no such constraints.
D.1.1.4 Calculation Process
The Calculation Process is the implementation of event rate calculations and uncertainty
propagation. It is defined as a class which inherits from the RTCalcProcess virtual class, to
allow run time switching between different calculation processes without recompilation. Two
such classes have been implemented: RTMultiB4, a prediction anchored to the Bugey4 mea-
surement that also accommodates multiple integration periods (see Section; and RTCPILL,
an prediction anchored to the raw normalizations of the ILL reference spectra.
D.1.1.5 Integration Period Sorting Rules
If multiple data integration periods are to be used, a set of rules for sorting detector runs
must be specified. This is done by defining classes which derive from an RTRunSorter virtual
base class. The rule set for sorting runs is user-defined, and may involve any information
from the detector or reactor objects. Examples of sorting rules have depended on reactor
power as in the case of the second Double Chooz analysis detailed in Section 7.6, or or
sidereal time as in the case of the analysis published in [138].
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D.1.2 Outputs
The principal outputs of DCRxtrTools are:
• A set of Monte Carlo event files, with each file representing the set of events expected
during a particular run of the detector. Each file is tagged with the corresponding
run number.
• A file containing the aggregate mean expected event distribution (binned in Etrueν )
and a covariance matrix representing the total uncertainty on that distribution (in
the same binning).
The covariance matrix may optionally be split into three component matrices, following the
prescription of Appendix H. Conversion of the covariance matrix from a binning in Etrueν to
one in Erecoe+ may be carried out using the methods described in section D.3.1.
Additionally, some simulation input parameters and diagnostic summaries are displayed
in the terminal output of the program. This includes summaries of each component of the
covariance matrix generated, in most cases.
D.1.3 General Process
Before beginning event generation, DCRxtrTools downloads and caches any data which must
be acquired from databases, and performs and necessary pre-processing. This involves re-
scaling fission rates based on EXALT power data (see Section D.5), and re-binning the
neutrino reference spectra (see Section D.4) and cross-section to the user-specified binning.
The primary of DCRxtrTools’s calculations is to merge the periods of time defined by
physics data-taking runs of the detector with those where the reactor is producing a flux.
This detector run-centric approach is motivated by the known time-dependence of various
detector parameters, and that they are typically cataloged by run number.
For each detector run, the following steps are taken:
1. Check each reactor to see if it was producing an antineutrino flux during the run time
in question. If so, execute the next two steps for each of the reactors.
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2. Calculate the expected number of neutrinos during the run, and create the appropriate
number of events (for more detail, see section D.2).
3. Store any contributions to the total uncertainty by passing relevant information to
the RTCalcProcess-derived class (for more detail, see section D.3).
4. Save all generated events as NuGenThInfo objects into a DOGS-format .root file,
labeled by detector run number.
Following the processing of all runs for the detector in question, a final covariance matrix
and mean event distribution is saved into a separate file (see section D.3).
D.2 Monte Carlo Event Generation
Monte Carlo event generation is dependent upon several combined factors: detector run
time and number of target particles; the antineutrino flux emitted by the reactor during
the detector run time; the defined interaction cross-section; the defined interaction product
particles. Generally, the process may be described as having the following steps:
1. The time of the detector run is accessed from the RTDetector object.
2. Using the run time, a time-dependent set of fission rates and a set of reference spectra
are generated from the RTReactor object.
3. The continuous form of the cross-section is accessed from the RTInteraction object.
4. All necessary information is passed by the RTCalcProcess::CreateNus() virtual
method to the defined calculation process class.
5. The reference spectra are multiplied against the cross-section, with the resulting prod-
uct used to create a histogram binned in Etrueν .
6. The CreateNus() function calculates the expected number of events for the detector
run. Event times and parent nuclides are generated by random pulls from the fission
rates histogram.
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7. The parent nuclide information of each event is then used to generate event energies
by random pulls from the proper reference spectra.
8. Product particles of the antineutrino interaction in the detector are generated based
on Etrueν and the direction vector drawn between the reactor and detector.
9. This process is repeated for each reactor, and the events from both reactors are sorted
by time stamp and stored into a single MC event file.
Once the total expected rate of antineutrino events N expν is known, production neutrino
events becomes a matter of generating random numbers. First, an integer number of events
to generate N randν is pulled by using N
exp
ν as the argument of a Poissonian pull. The events
are then generated by the following process:
1. A histogram of the mean fission rates is created, binned by isotope and time for the
duration of the detector run.
2. The bins of each isotope k are further weighted by the mean cross-section per fission
of that isotope, 〈σf 〉k.
3. Random draws from this histogram using the native TH2::Random() produce an iso-
tope index k and a time stamp for an event.
4. Based on the isotope index, another random pull is made from the corresponding
〈σf 〉ik to yield a neutrino energy for the event.
5. A random creation point is generated inside the reactor “core”, using a flat 3-dimensional
distribution (fission barycenter effects are considered negligible).
6. An interaction vertex is randomly generated inside the detector, with the position
draws weighted by a proton density map of the relevant detector sub-volumes.
7. Using the neutrino energy and the vector connecting the creation and interaction
points, the kinematic quantities of the resulting neutron and positron are calculated.
A rotation is applied to the neutron and positron momentum vectors, to properly
orient them with the DCGLG4sim coordinate system.
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Steps 3 through 7 are repeated until N randν events have been generated. These events
are stored, and the process may be repeated for any other reactors which were producing
neutrinos during the particular detector run.
D.3 Uncertainty Propagation
The structure of DCRxtrTools allows for different uncertainty-handling methods to be inter-
changed via the RTCalcProcess virtual class. Uncertainty information is passed on a by-run
basis to the defined RTCalcProcess-derived class via the RTCalcProcess::AddRunInfo()
pure virtual method. After all runs have been considered, a final covariance matrix and mean
expected event histogram is generated via the RTCalcProcess::CreateFinalMatrix()
pure virtual method.
The Double Chooz collaboration has decided to use the Bugey4 measurement of neutrino
rate as an anchor point on the normalization of the neutrino flux. This methodology is
described in Section 6.3, and implemented in DCRxtrTools as the RTCPMultiB4 class. A
prediction of the neutrino flux and uncertainties without this anchor point (as described in
Section 6.4.2) is also implemented as the RTCPILL class.
D.3.1 Propagation from Etrueν to E
reco
e+
The covariance matrix and mean expected spectrum calculated by DCRxtrTools are binned
in Etrueν . In practice, analyses will likely be carried out by fitting event distributions in a
reconstructed energy: either Erecoe+ or E
reco
ν . For this reasons it is then necessary to apply
further processing to the matrixM totij in order to provide a fit-ready matrix. This conversion
is carried out using a MultiSim method as described in Section C.3.
D.4 Rebinning of Reference Spectra and Uncertainties
Current antineutrino reference spectra for the principal reactor fuel nuclides ([13, 96]) are
typically binned in Etrueν over the energy range between 2 and 8 MeV, with bin widths
on the order of 250 keV. To allow flexibility in choosing a binning for final analyses, it is
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necessary to develop techniques for rebinning these reverence spectra and their associated
uncertainties. In this section,we describe those methods implemented in DCRxtrTools.
It is worthwhile to note that the use of a MultiSim method to convert the signal co-
variance matrix from Etrueν to E
reco
e+ as described in Section C.3 renders these techniques
superfluous. The binning of the neutrino prediction can be chosen to match that of the ref-
erence spectra, thereby avoiding any potential biases that arise from these methods, since
the MultiSim method can convert the resulting matrix to an arbitrary binning in Erecoe+ .
D.4.1 Rebinning Reference Spectra
For newly-defined bins within the range of energies covered by the data of [13] and [96], we
make use of linear interpolation at the center of the new bin to establish its value. This is
implemented by converting the reference spectrum data to a TH1D histogram and utilizing
the TH1::Interpolate() method. It is recognized that since the reference spectrum data
represent mean values within their bins, this approach is not strictly rigorous. It is thought
that any biases contributed by its use are on the sub-percent level, though alternative
approaches are being investigated.
Since the reference spectra are limited in energy range to between 2 and 8 MeV, we are
forced to use the polynomial fits to these data in order to extrapolate over the full region of
interest for reactor studies (1.8 to >9 MeV). If a bin of the desired binning exists outside
of the region where reference spectrum data exist, we integrate the fit polynomial over the
bin’s energy range and divide by the bin width, setting this mean value to be the content
of that bin.
D.4.2 Rebinning Covariance Matrices
Following rebinning of the reference spectra, it is also necessary to rebin the accompanying
covariance matrix that relates them. The technique implemented in DCRxtrTools utilizes
the prescription of [97]. The covariance matrix is first converted to a correlation matrix.
This correlation matrix is converted to a TH2D histogram object, and bilinear interpola-
tion via the TH2::Interpolate() method is used to establish the bin correlations at the
center of each new bin. Once complete, a histogram of the original diagonal variances is
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interpolated and used to convert the correlation matrix back to a covariance matrix. Other
methods have been investigated for rebinning uncertainty matrices (e.g. as described in
Section C.2) but this method of interpolation is attractive for its ease of implementation
and low computational requirements.
In energy regimes where interpolation is needed (as described in section D.4.1), each bin
is assigned a 20% uncertainty which is fully-correlated with all other bins in that interpo-
lated region. This is conservative, while at the same time usually applies to regions of the
spectrum where few neutrino events take place. The one exception is typically the lowest-
energy bin above the IBD threshold, which is moderately populated and highly sensitive to
oscillation effects.
D.5 Power-Scaling of Fission Rates
Properly simulating the antineutrino flux emitted by a reactor requires knowledge of the
rate of fissions of the four principle fuel nuclides. These rates are produced via simulation,
whether by the deterministic code DRAGON or the Monte Carlo-based simulation MURE.
The reactor power tends to act as an overall normalization on the four fission rates and
can evolve quickly in time (∼15 minute timescales). The abundance of each fission species
αRk in the reactor R (see Eq. 6.2) tend to evolve on a slower timescale, showing significant
changes on the timescale of days.
Due to computational constraints, it is impractical to run iterative reactor simulations
with time steps on the same timescale as power evolutions. It is sufficient to run the simu-
lations with time steps on the same order as fission species abundance changes if the fission
rates produced can later be re-scaled based on the short timescale power measurements.
This is the approach taken by DCRxtrTools when loading fission rates and EXALT power
data from the Reactor Working Group Database.
The algorithm behaves according to the following steps:
1. Fission rates from simulation with 24- or 48-hour time steps are downloaded from the
reactor database. This provides four mean fission rates f simk for the time step, as well
as the mean simulated power for the time step P simth .
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2. EXALT power data with 15-minute to 12-hour time steps are downloaded from the
reactor database. This provides measured values of the thermal power Pmeasth .
3. The timestamps of each data set are compared: data points falling outside of the
intersection of the time ranges are discarded, to improve performance.
4. For each short-timescale step of the EXALT data, the simultaneous f simk and P
sim
th
are found by timestamp comparison. In cases where the EXALT time step straddles
the boundary of two simulation time steps, the f simk and P
sim
th corresponding to the
beginning of the EXALT time step are used.





6. The effective fission rates f effk are loaded into a TH2 histogram, binned in nuclide and
time according to the EXALT time steps, for use in event generation (see sec. D.2)
and uncertainty propagation (see sec. D.3).
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Appendix E
OV Online Monitor
The OV Online Monitor (OV Monitor) was developed in C++ with use of ROOT and
the Double Chooz Online Monitor Framework [126] libraries. Its design goal is to provide
real-time visualizations of Outer Veto status in a manner that is useful to both shifters
and experts, and automatically scalable to different OV configurations including the Near
Detector. The OV Monitor is designed to independently read the binary data stream of the
OVDAQ in parallel to the EventBuilder, with data also coming from the OV High Voltage
system. The monitor has been in standard use since the Outer Veto electronics were in
a test stand configuration at Nevis Labs, through OV commissioning, and in day-to-day
operation at the Double Chooz site.
All code associated with the OV Monitor are are stored in the DC Online SVN Repos-
itory, under the $DCONLINE PATH/DCOV/OVMonitor directory.
E.1 Architecture
The OV Monitor rusn as a standalone process on a machine with disk access to the OV DAQ
data stream, and the OV HV Controller Card. It then communicates visual data objects via
TCP sockets with the Double Chooz Online Monitor Server, which acts as depot for these
data objects and serves them to remote visualization clients. This data flow is illustrated in
the middle pane of Figure E.1. The rest of this section will focus on the internal architecture
of the OV Monitor, leaving descriptions of the Online Monitor Framework to Figure E.1,
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its citations, and [126].
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Figure E.1: Poster describing the OV Online Monitor, and Double Chooz Monitor Frame-
work, presented at the Computing in High Energy Physics (CHEP) 2012 conference, May
2012, in New York, NY.
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The OV Monitor is compiled as a standalone C++ executable, whose main process
spawns a single OVMonitorThread object. The OVMonitorThread queries a MySQL database
to retrieve data on the current configuration of the Outer Veto. The configuration also con-
tains thresholds for different alarmed quantities to be monitored once data-taking begins.
Based on that configuration, dynamic numbers of USB, PMTBoard, and TriggerBoard ob-
jects are instantiated. The latter two classes derive from a virtual Board class. Many other
member objects are related to how the data will ultimately be transmitted to the DC Mon-
itor Skeleton; the organization and associations of these objects automatically determine
the format of the visualizations on the remote client, as designed in [126].
Once the configuration is loaded, the OV Monitor begins an unending loop in which
it searches for all properly-formatted OV binary data files in a specified target directory.
In typical operation, the target directory the same directory where the OV EventBuilder
places files when that process is finished reading them. If a certain delay condition is
met, the OV Monitor will presume that the EventBuilder has crashed, and will directly
probe the directory where binary data are placed by the OV DAQ. When data files are
found, they are decoded and relevant packet data are associated with the USB, PMTBoard,
and TriggerBoard objects. Data are accumulated in a moving time-window configuration:
four 30-second “time slices” are cached, in a rotating manner. On some executions of the
unending data-reading loop, synthesized data metrics are compared to alarm threshholds,
and alarm messages are queued as needed. Finally, every iteration of the loop prompts
checks of various server connections and system statuses. At the end of a loop iteration
where a change in status is noted or data are found, a package of updated visualization
objects are sent to the DC Monitor Skeleton, forcing an update of that process.
The OV Monitor is designed to be fault-tolerant. Many types of connection and system
exceptions are handled internally, and retries attempted. The OV Monitor process itself is
run as part of Linux’s init service, with a configuration that restarts the OV Monitor if
the process terminates. This is accomplished by placing a utility script OVMonitor in the
/etc/init.d directory, and setting it to be invoked perpetually by adding the line:
om:234:respawn:/etc/init.d/OVMonitor start
to the file /etc/inittab. This script and documentation on its configuration are stored
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in the Double Chooz Online SVN Repository, under the $DCONLINE PATH/DCOV/OVMonitor
directory.
E.2 Data Handling & Visualization
The OV Monitor presents data visually with an emphasis on two purposes: summarizing
data effectively for the lay shifter so that exceptions can easily and clearly be communicated,
while also providing detailed and relevant visualizations for the expert to assist in debugging
tasks. Since data are communicated from the OV Monitor process to the Monitor Skeleton
and remote viewers as pre-defined histogram objects, the visual format of the displays is
somewhat fixed. Data objects are grouped by topical similarity into tabs and sub-tabs.
Due to design constraints, only one tab is visible to the remote client at a time. Some
screenshots of the OV Monitor in operation are shown in the lower sections of Figure E.1.
For a person on shift, the most-often-viewed tab is the Summary Tab, which displays a
large “status indicator” in color and text, as well as a message queue to display a prioritized
list of currently-existing alarm or exception states. Other tabs show different metrics for
each stage of the OV data chain, with increasing levels of data granularity on subtabs as
an expert might desire.
Within each tab, the number of data objects to be displayed is determined by configura-
tion settings loaded from a MySQL server instance at startup. This allows the OV Monitor
to be automatically scalable to different OV configurations with little to no modificaiton of
source code. The configuration is read from the same database tables as are used by the OV
DAQ itself, such that necessary system configuration changes are automatically propagated
to the OV Monitor. This feature will also allow the OV Monitor to be used with minimial
modification for the Near Detector OV, and has allowed the OV to run in a reduced config-
uration since mid-2012 when a PMT Board failed and prompted re-configuration of a daisy
chain.
In maintaining the short-term, real-time focus of the OV Monitor, no data are logged
beyond exception messages. Alarms and exceptions are often propagated to the Online Log
Message Server or Gaibu Server as needed. Since the OV Monitor reads the same binary
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data as is used by the EventBuilder and oﬄine processing tools, historical data are readily
available by reprocessing.




using a Frequentist Method
Data from the first and second Double Chooz analyses were analyzed using a frequentist
method to establish confidence intervals on a measurement. A frequentist method compares
the goodness-of-fit of the data’s best fit to a large sample of fits to randomized “pseudo-
experiments” in order to determine whether or not the fit to data is better than might be
provided by chance. This methodology is based on the work in Ref. [152]. A frequentist
method is useful because it ensures proper coverage of the allowed inclusion region for the
specified confidence interval even when the goodness-of-fit statistic may behave poorly near
the physical limits of parameter space.
This section briefly describes the frequentist method used in the first and second Double
Chooz analyses. In those publications, it was used to establish one-dimensional confidence
intervals in sin2 (2θ13) and evaluate the exclusion of the null-oscillation hypothesis (see
results in Sections A.6.4 and 7.7.4).
F.1 Procedure for Drawing Confidence Intervals
The procedure for drawing confidence intervals using a frequentist approach proceeds in the
following manner:
1. Set the desired confidence level for the acceptance region C (e.g. if a 90%C.L. confi-
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dence interval is desired, C = 0.90).
2. For each point in the parameter space, generate a set of Nex pseudoexperiments {u}.
The oscillation parameters of these pseudoexperiments are to be set at those of the
point in parameter space; all other parameters (including statistical fluctuations) are
to be randomized.
3. Calculate a goodness-of-fit statistic (e.g. ∆χ2) for each pseudoexperiment u.
4. Calculate the critical value ∆χ2C of the fit statistic where a fraction C of the pseudo-
experiments u have ∆χ2 (u) < ∆χ2C .
5. If the goodness-of-fit statistic of the data ∆χ2 (d) < ∆χ2C , then that point in parameter
space is within the inclusion interval of the predefined confidence level.
The following subsections will describe these steps in further detail. Descriptions will cater
to the case of generating a confidence interval in sin2 (2θ13) at a fixed ∆m
2
31, as was done
for the Double Chooz publications.
F.1.1 Generation of Pseudoexperiments
Each pseudoexperiment u at a particular value of sin2 (2θ13) is constructed from expected







tainty estimates. In practice, those uncertainties are encoded in a covariance matrix Mij .












may be generated based on the Cholesky Decomposition of Mij as follows. Note that ifMij
should be calculated based on sin2 (2θ13) and ∆m
2









Cholesky decomposition produces a lower-triangular matrix Lij (or upper-triangular
matrix Uij) such that:
Mij = Lik (Lkj)
T = (Uik)
T Ukj (F.1)
provided thatMij is positive-definite. Correlated random fluctuations δN
pred
i are generated
by multiplying Lij against a vector of normal random numbers aj:
δNpredi = Lijaj . (F.2)
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The “data” of pseudoexperiment u are then constructed by applying the correlated random





















This process is repeated O(104) times to generate an ensemble of pseudoexperiments {u}
at the presumed-true values of sin2 (2θ13) and ∆m
2
31.
F.1.2 Goodness-of-Fit Statistic Comparison
Each pseudoexperiment u is fit with an oscillation model, following the prescription of the
analysis being performed, to generate a goodness-of-fit statistic for that pseudoexperiment.
For each Double Chooz analysis, the fit statistic used was:
∆χ2 (u) = χ2
(
u, sin2 (2θ13)














is the goodness-of-fit of u at the best-fit sin2 (2θ13)
best
limited
to the physical region of parameter space.
Once ∆χ2 (u) has been calculated for each pseudoexperiment, we construct a “critical






based on the confidence interval C desired.






for a fraction C of all
the pseudoexperiments {u}. This critical value is a function of the oscillation parameters.







is calculated for many points in the oscillation pa-
rameter space, based on sets of pseudoexperiments being generated at each point, as
described in the previous two subsections. The confidence interval is drawn by compar-
ing the goodness-of-fit statistic of the observed data ∆χ2 (d) to these critical values. If






at a particular point in oscillation parameter space,
then that point is said to lie within the inclusion interval at the prescribed confidence level
C. This process may be repeated for different values of C using the same sets of pseudoex-
periments to generate inclusion contours at different confidence levels.
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F.2 Procedure for Testing the Null-Oscillation Hypothesis
The procedure for comparing a set of measured Double Chooz data to the null-oscillation
hypothesis is very similar to the procedure outlined in Section F.1 if applied only to a single
point (sin2 (2θ13) = 0) in parameter space, but without a prescribed desired confidence
level. the procedure proceeds as follows:
1. For the null-oscillation hypothesis sin2 (2θ13) = 0, generate a set of Nex pseudoex-
periments {u}. All other parameters (including statistical fluctuations) are to be
randomized.
2. Calculate a goodness-of-fit statistic (e.g. ∆χ2) for each pseudoexperiment u.
3. Calculate the fraction of pseudoexperiments F which have a goodness-of-fit less than
that of the data. This fraction defined the confidence with which the null-oscillation
hypothesis is rejected. (e.g. if F = 0.995, then the null-oscillation hypothesis is
rejected at 99.5% C.L.).
The number of generated pseudoexperiments Nex should be large, O(104), to suppress
statistical fluctuations in F .
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Appendix G
Pulls vs. Covariance χ2
Based on ambiguously-qualified assertions in literature, χ2 fit statistics which utilize a co-
variance matrix to represent correlated uncertainties are often considered to be analytically
equivalent to χ2 fit statistics which use pull parameters and pull terms to the same end. In
this memo, we1 use two simple single-bin χ2 statistics to show that this presumed equiv-
alence does not hold in practice for many common uncertainty scenarios. We then review
the conditions which are required for the χ2 equivalence to be true.
G.1 Motivation
In performing oscillation analyses, two types of χ2 goodness-of-fit statistics are commonly
used: those utilizing a covariance matrix to represent correlated uncertainties, and those
utilizing “pull parameters” and “pull terms” (a.k.a. nuisance parameters) to achieve the
same end. Historically, it has often been asserted2 that these methods to constructing a
χ2 statistic are analytically equivalent. Two literature sources, [150] and [149], are often
cited as containing proofs of this assertion. However, the assertion of equivalence is rarely
accompanied by reminders of what assumptions have been made in [150] and [149] regarding
the construction of the χ2, the nature of the uncertainties, or natures of the signal and
background which make up the predicted variables.
1The author would like to thank M. Toups and R. Carr for useful discussion on this topic.
2The author freely admits to having made this assertion on numerous occasions.
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In Sec. G.2, this assertion is tested using a pair of single-bin χ2 statistics, and shown to
be untrue for some sets of assumptions. Finally, in Sec. G.3, we review what conditions are
required for equivalence between the two χ2 formulations, and make recommendations for
analysis methodologies where this equivalence is not present. Code for all these investiga-
tions is contained in the appendix to this document.
G.2 Tests With Two Simple χ2 Statistics
To test the equivalence of covariance approach and pulls approach, we employ two simple,
single-bin, toy “oscillation” models. In each model, we use the asymmetric 68% C.L. interval
produced in a null-oscillation sensitivity study as the metric for χ2 behavior. Sec. G.2.1
examines a toy model comprised of a signal with oscillation effects and two backgrounds
with accompanying uncertainties, while Sec. G.2.2 examines a toy model consisting of a
signal with oscillations and two multiplicative normalization uncertainties. Since the two
toy models contain uncertainties of inherently different natures, the results from each toy
model should not be directly compared.
G.2.1 Uncertainties on Linear Parameters
The toy model predicts a number of events Np with contributions from a neutrino signal S
with survival fraction η, and two backgrounds Ba and Bb:
Np = Sη +Baǫa +Bbǫb (G.1)
where ǫa = 1.00± 0.03 and ǫb = 1.00± 0.04 are parameters which vary the normalization of
each background within uncertainties. In practice, S = 50000, Ba = Bb = 25000, and the
observation No = Np|ǫa=ǫb=η=1. For brevity, we define ∆ = No −Np.
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In these definitions, the statistical uncertainty σstat can follow either the Pearson convention
(σ2stat = Np) or the Neyman convention (σ
2
stat = No).
A minimization in the parameters of the fit is performed with the MIGRAD algorithm,
then the asymmetric sensitivity interval on the survival fraction parameter η is found using
the MINOS algorithm.
Results for this model using the three different χ2 constructions of Eqs. G.2, G.3, and G.4
are shown in Table G.1. For all cases involving the Neyman σstat convention, the three χ
2
definitions behave equivalently. However, when the Pearson convention is used, the three
χ2 definitions begin to show slight discrepancies between their results. The asymmetric
(symmetric) behavior of the Pearson (Neyman) interval for any one χ2 definition is expected.
Pure-Matrix Ba Pull, Ba Pull,
Static Bb Matrix Bb Pull
Eq. G.2 Eq. G.3 Eq. G.4
Pearson +2.57976% +2.57942% +2.57882%
Statistics -2.57776% -2.57810% -2.57870%
Neyman +2.57876% +2.57876% +2.57876%
Statistics -2.57876% -2.57876% -2.57876%
Table G.1: Asymmetric null-oscillation 68% C.L. sensitivity intervals for different χ2 for-
mulations using the toy model of Eq. G.1, quoted in percent uncertainty on the survival
fraction parameter η.
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G.2.2 Uncertainties on Multiplicative Parameters
The second toy model predicts a number of events Np with contributions from a neutrino
signal S with survival fraction η, and two signal efficiency coefficients R and ǫ:
Np = SηRǫ (G.5)
where ǫ = 1.00±0.03 and R = 1.00±0.04 are parameters which vary the normalization of the
signal a la a reactor prediction normalization and a detection efficiency factor. In practice,
S = 50000, and the observation No = Np|ǫ=R=η=1. For brevity, we define ∆ = No −Np.



































































In these definitions, the statistical uncertainty σstat can follow either the Pearson conven-
tion (σ2stat = Np) or the Neyman convention (σ
2
stat = No). It is important to note that
the χ2 constructions in Eqs. G.6 and G.8 use a “static” covariance matrix normalized by
the constant S, while the χ2 constructions of Eqs. G.7 and G.9 both use a “reweighted”
covariance matrix which is normalized by the fit parameter-dependent Np.
A minimization in the parameters of the fit is performed with the MIGRAD algorithm,
then the asymmetric sensitivity interval on the survival fraction parameter η is found using
the MINOS algorithm.
Results for this model using the five different χ2 constructions of Eqs. G.6, G.7, G.8, G.9,
and G.10are shown in Table G.2. Discrepancies between the behaviors of all χ2 definitions
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are notable; nearly none of the definitions are precisely equivalent with each other.
Pure-Matrix, Pure-Matrix, ǫ Pull, ǫ Pull, ǫ Pull,
Static Reweighted Static R Matrix Reweighted R Matrix R Pull
Eq. G.6 Eq. G.7 Eq. G.8 Eq. G.9 Eq. G.10
Pearson +5.02096% +5.28446% +5.11376% +5.22075% +5.22006%
Statistics -5.01896% -4.78058% -4.93228% -4.83297% -4.83357%
Neyman +5.01996% +5.28340% +5.11312% +5.22006% +5.22006%
Statistics -5.01996% -4.78153% -4.93293% -4.83358% -4.83358%
Table G.2: Asymmetric null-oscillation 68% C.L. sensitivity intervals for different χ2 for-
mulations using the toy model of Eq. G.5, quoted in percent uncertainty on the survival
fraction parameter η.
G.2.2.1 Test of a Single Multiplicative Parameter
A common variation on the toy model of Eq. G.5 might involve merging the parameters ǫ
and R into a single multiplicative parameter EǫR = ǫR, thus:
Np = SηEǫR (G.11)













Thus, for our purposes, EǫR = 1.00±0.05, and we maintain S = 50000, and the observation
No = Np|EǫR=1. We still use ∆ = No −Np.
3A recipe for exact combination can be found in [194].
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In these definitions, the statistical uncertainty σstat can follow either the Pearson convention
(σ2stat = Np) or the Neyman convention (σ
2
stat = No). It is important to note that the χ
2
construction in Eq. G.13 uses a “static” covariance matrix normalized by the constant
S, while the χ2 construction of Eq. G.14 uses a “reweighted” covariance matrix which is
normalized by the fit parameter-dependent Np.
A minimization in the parameters of the fit is performed with the MIGRAD algorithm,
then the asymmetric sensitivity interval on the survival fraction parameter η is found using
the MINOS algorithm.
Results for this model using the three different χ2 constructions of Eqs. G.13, G.14,
and G.15 are shown in Table G.3. A few features are notable. First, the results in Table G.3
associated with Eq. G.13 and G.14 are identical to those in Table G.2 associated with Eq. G.6
and G.7, respectively. This particular equivalence is as expected, since the covariance
matrices in each of those equations are numerically identical, and are reweighted identically
where appropriate. However, it is important to note the lack of equivalence in results
between those associated with Eqs. G.14 and G.15. Similarly, it is notable that the “pure
pulls” approach associated with Eq. G.10 in Table G.2 is not found to be equivalent to the
“pure combined pull” approach associated with Eq. G.15 in Table G.3. These two final
points suggest that combining degenerate multiplicative sources of uncertainty by summing
their matrices or combining their pull terms may introduce an approximation, and should
be done with caution.
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Matrix, Matrix, Pull Term
Static Reweighted
Eq. G.13 Eq. G.14 Eq. G.15
Pearson +5.02096% +5.28446% +5.28341%
Statistics -5.01896% -4.78058% -4.78152%
Neyman +5.01996% +5.28340% +5.28340%
Statistics -5.01996% -4.78153% -4.78153%
Table G.3: Asymmetric null-oscillation 68% C.L. sensitivity intervals for different χ2 for-
mulations using the toy model of Eq. G.11, quoted in percent uncertainty on the survival
fraction parameter η.
G.3 Commentary
If the proofs in [150] and [149] are rigorous are valid, why so many discrepancies between the
different results in Table G.1, and between those in Table G.2? The proofs in those sources
function under the assumption that any potential shifts due to uncertainties, whether corre-
lated or not, are absolutely known a priori. In χ2 constructions where the Pearson prescrip-
tion is used for σstat, this is distinctly not the case: the uncorrelated uncertainty must be
calculated at each iteration of the minimization as η (at least) changes. A similar case arises
when the correlated uncertainties due to systematics are recalculated as a function of η or
other systematic parameters, as in any of the χ2 constructions with “reweighted” covariance
matrices. A covariance matrix known a priori allows the proofs in [150] and [149] to treat
the systematic parameters as an analytically-solvable set of linear equations. Without the
a priori covariance matrix, the set of relationships becomes nonlinear, and the treatment
breaks down. Thus, the χ2 constructions are no longer equivalent.
For an in-depth examination of the behavior of χ2 statistics with different styles of
systematic uncertainties, see [192]. One key recommendation of that reference is that any
components of the covariance matrix which are not known a priori should be recomputed
at each iteration of the minimization, or else the statistic will stray from rigorous behavior.
Even with recalculation of the covariance matrix at each iteration, the statistic is still only
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an approximates the true random behaviors of the set of measurements. In short, the
fewer pull parameters that are used in a fit statistic, the more of an approximation the χ2
construction will be, and the less the uncertainty intervals produced by it should be trusted.
G.4 Code
Code for these investigations was written in ROOT, using RooFits.
G.4.1 Linear Uncertainties
The following code was used to perform the calculations described in Sec. G.2.1.
G.4.2 Multiplicative Uncertainties
The following code was used to perform the calculations described in Sec. G.2.2.
G.4.3 Single Multiplicative Uncertainty
The following code was used to perform the calculations described in Sec. G.2.2.1.




It is possible 1 for a covariance matrix to be decomposed into three different components
representing different effects of uncertainties on the data. A “normalization” part which
changes all bins by an overall normalization factor. A “shape” part which changes bin
contents in a way that conserves the total number of events among all bins. Finally, a
“mixed” part represents uncertainties which change the number of events in different bins
by different normalization factors.
1This method is taken from BooNE Tech Note 253, by Mike Shaevitz, where credit for the idea is given
to Rex Tayloe and Teppei Katori.
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H.1 Method






















































A limiting case of this method arises when the total distribution Ni is comprised of two
separate contributing distributions, e.g. N sigi and N
bkg
i . Let each distribution have its own
corresponding covariance matrix: Mij = M
sig)ij +Mbkgij . Let it be the case that N
bkg
i is
generally much less than N sigi (e.g. the
9Li background under Double Chooz’s IBD signal,
with a typical signal/background ratio of ∼40).






M sigij , i.e. the total “normalization” uncertainty
of Mij is dominated by the contribution from M
bkg
ij . In this case, constructing a “normal-
ization” matrix Mnormij using Eq. H.1 results in a matrix which may have diagonal elements
that are greater than the diagonal elements of Mij . This is unphysical, as it would require
the impossible condition of one of the associated M shapeij or M
mix
ij to have negative diagonal
elements.
As of this writing, there is no precise condition or threshold where this limiting case can
be identified.
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Appendix I
Second Publication Data Release
Following the second Double Chooz Analysis (see Section 7), the collaboration decided to
make publicly available its numerical data and fit results to enable use of Double Chooz’s
results by the theoretical and phenomenological communities. The data were to allow a full
reproduction of the results published in [8], and provide minimal abilities for phenomenol-
ogists to modify the oscillation model used to fit the data.
The data were publicly released via a web page hosted on Double Chooz’s website: http:
//www.doublechooz.org/Public/English//DataRelease/DC2ndPubDataRelease.php. A
screen shot of this web page may be seen in Figure I.1. The website was assembled by the
author, in collaboration with Maya Carter, a summer undergraduate researcher at Nevis
Labs, and Joshua Spitz (MIT).
The following data were included as part of the release:
• All detected IBD candidates. Associated data with each event included reconstructed
energy, reconstructed position, OV coincidence, and run number of detection.
• Predicted signal events. Associated data with each event included reconstructed en-
ergy, true neutrino energy, baseline, and run number.
• Predicted background events.
• Covariance matrices for all systematic uncertainties, and statistical uncertainties.
In addition to these data, a minimal fitting program based off of the CUfits package (see
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Appendix B) was publicly released. The fitter reproduces the method and results used for
the final oscillation fit of the second analysis, as described in Sec. 7.7. The fitter uses object-
oriented programming principles to allow straight-forward replacement of the standard 2-
neutrino oscillation model with more exotic physics models.
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Figure I.1: Screen shot of the data release web page for the second Double Chooz publica-
tion.
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Appendix J
IT Infrastructure
In support of the Outer Veto and Double Chooz in general, information technology infras-
tructure was deployed in the Double Chooz Far Laboratory to help fill computing needs.
These systems were first realized as part of the Outer Veto test stand at Nevis, and later
moved to the Double Chooz Far Hall as part of the multi-step Outer Veto installation.
Additionally, documentation for the machines and hosted systems was prepared to enable
future administration.
J.1 Outer Veto Computers
Three commodity 1U servers were installed in the Far Hall to host the Outer Veto DAQ,
associated monitoring systems, and general Double Chooz systems. Each server uses Debian
Linux [195] version 5.03 “lenny”, though the hardware configuration of each server is slightly
different, depending on role.
• dcfovdaq: Named for its use in hosting the principal components of the OV DAQ.
It has an additional USB interface installed to allow acquisition from all USB data
streams, as well as redundancy.
• dcfovmon: Named for its use in hosting the monitoring components of the OV DAQ.
To this end, it is directly connected via dedicated Gigabit Ethernet link to dcfovdaq.
Contains an additional USB interface which is not used, and also contains an extra
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400MB hard disk to serve as one component of the replicated MySQL server instance
(see Sec. J.2).
• dcfovserv: Named for its use in hosting many “server”-type processes. Contains a
High Voltage interface card for use in communicating with the OV HV Mainframe.
Also contains an extra 400MB hard disk to as part of the replicated MySQL server
instance (see Sec. J.2).
While the machines are not directly interchangable, their configurations do afford some
degree of redundancy.
J.2 High-Availability MySQL Server
A number of Double Chooz systems have been configured to utilize a MySQL database
for storage or archiving of data and operating parameters. An on-site server instance has
been realized to enable these systems, hosted on the Outer Veto computers. The design
goal for the server instance was optimal uptime, so as not to impact the total uptime of all
dependent detector systems. To this end, a High-Availability clustering configuration was
implemented. The overall performance of this implementation has been mixed.
This implementation of a MySQL server instance with high-availability principles in
mind strives towards two goals: minimization of downtime through automation and redun-
dancy; and replication of data to minimize the chance of data loss. The latter is achieved
through backup methods described in Sec. J.2.1.
Generally, the high-availability cluster is built upon the following components: at least
two interchangeable computing nodes; a set of services which are to be hosted on those
nodes; and management software which automatically determines on which node the services
are to be run, in a fault-tolerant manner. In this setup, the computing nodes are dcfovmon
and dcfovserv, each of which has installed in it a 400MB hard disk to be dedicated to
MySQL data. Each node has the following software installed: MySQL server, DRBD disk
replication manager [196], and Pacemaker cluster manager [197].
The necessary services are configured via Pacemaker’s cluster configuration file: ping
instances to determine network connectivity; a Master/Slave DRBD resource; a file sys-
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tem to be mounted after the DRBD resource has established a Master; a MySQL server
instance. The /etc/mysql/my.cnf files on each are identical. This configuration allows the
Pacemaker cluster manager to start and stop the different services in a fault-tolerant way
on either of the two nodes.
Operation proceeds in the following way. The DRBD disk replication utility ensures that
each of the 400MB data drives on dcfovmon and dcfovserv are replicated to the sector level
in a synchronous way. The synchronicity helps ensure identical data on each disk at any
point in time, provided that the DRBD daemons are connected and communicating. With
DRBD verified to be operating, Pacemaker mounts the filesystem on the read-/write-able
DRBD Master, and starts a MySQL server instance which uses that filesystem as its data
directory. A dynamic IP address also follows the MySQL server instance, ensuring that
hosts contacting dcfmysql.in2p3.fr will always reach the node where the server instance
is live. Thus, in normal operation, queries will always go to a live server instance, and that
server instance will always have access to the current set of table data.
Operation of this system over time showed that MySQL livetime was not the factor most
limiting of detector operation. Indeed, a faulty UPS system and unforseen routine power
cuts have been the largest contributors to detector downtime. In this case, the additional
operational overhead involved in safely shutting down and restarting the high-availability
cluster on each power cycle event is considerable. The reccommendation from this author is
that the Near Detector have a dedicated MySQL server which is not part of a HA cluster,
but does have sufficient health monitoring and a good backup scheme to allow for quick
recovery after significant fail-over events.
J.2.1 Backup Scheme
The backup scheme for the MySQL server inplements multiple layers of redundancy to
minimize the potential for data loss. The first level of backup is the use of DRBD in the
high-availability setup, which ensures that a single catastrophic disk failure will not destroy
the on-site data. Second, replication to a MySQL server instance at CCIN2P3 in Lyon,
France, provides an off-site backup with little to no lag time from when writes are made
to the server instance on dcfmysql. Finally, periodic backups of the CCIN2P3 database
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are made by the staff at that facility, ensuring backup capabilities in the event of data
corruption.
J.3 Nagios Resource Monitoring
With a large number of computer systems operating in the Double Chooz Far Laboratory,
each with many mission-critical hosted services and components, monitoring of each of these
components is necessary to provide warning of impending failures, and to provide diagnostic
information in the case of a failure. To provide this service, the Nagios software platform
was selected. Nagios [198] is an open-source, enterprise-grade IT infrastructure monitoring
package. Its open-source nature allows for flexibility in configuration, and its widespread
use in industry helps provide documentation and a support base.
A Nagios Server instance was installed on a computer in the Double Chooz Control Room
at the power plant site, from the Debian repositories. On each host to be monitored by
Nagios, a daemon client named NRPE was installed, again from the standard repositories.
Periodically, the Nagios server queries the NRPE client on each host, and passes a command
which in turn checks an aspect of the system. System checks are defined by programs or
scripts installed on the host being monitoried; as long as the output of the script is properly
formatted, almost any component of the system can be monitoried with a bespoke script.
The server then logs the query results, and checks whether they are outside predefined
warning or critical specifications. The addition of the nagiosgrapher [199] utility to the
server instance allowed the outputs to be logged for one year, and graphed in time. The
Nagios server provides automatic email notifications if any metrics are out of spec, and
provides a web-based dispaly of all measured statuses.
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Appendix K
Double Chooz Publications
K.1 First Double Chooz Publication
This section contains a facsimile of the first Double Chooz publication, published as [16].
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The Double Chooz Experiment presents an indiation of reator eletron antineutrino dis-
appearane onsistent with neutrino osillations. An observed-to-predited ratio of events of
0.944  0.016 (stat)  0.040 (syst) was obtained in 101 days of running at the Chooz Nulear Power
Plant in Frane, with two 4.25 GW
th
reators. The results were obtained from a single 10 m
3
duial
volume detetor loated 1050 m from the two reator ores. The reator antineutrino ux predition
used the Bugey4 ux measurement after orretion for dierenes in ore omposition. The deit
















Keywords: neutrino osillations, neutrino mixing, reator
We report rst results of a searh for a non-zero neu-
trino osillation [1℄ mixing angle, 
13
, based on reator
antineutrino disappearane. This is the last of the three
neutrino osillationmixing angles [2, 3℄ for whih only up-
per limits [4, 5℄ are available. The size of 
13
sets the re-
quired sensitivity of long-baseline osillation experiments
attempting to measure CP violation in the neutrino se-
tor or the mass hierarhy.





determines the survival probability

















where L is the distane from reator to detetor in meters
and E the energy of the antineutrino in MeV. The full for-
mula an be found in Ref. [1℄. Eq. 1 provides a diret way
to measure 
13
sine the only additional input is the well











Other running reator experiments [9, 10℄ are using the
same tehnique.
Eletron antineutrinos of < 9 MeV are produed by





+ n. Detetors based on hydroarbon liquid
sintillators provide the free proton targets. The IBD
signature is a oinidene of a prompt positron signal






, is reonstrutable from E
prompt









Reently, indiations of non-zero 
13
have been re-
ported by two aelerator appearane experiments:
T2K [11℄ and MINOS [12℄. Global ts (see







< 0:10, aessible to the Double Chooz
experiment [15, 16℄.
We present here our rst results with a detetor lo-
ated  1050 m from the two 4:25 GW
th
thermal power
reators of the Chooz Nulear Power Plant and under a
300 MWE rok overburden. The analysis is based on 101
days of data inluding 16 days with one reator o and
one day with both reators o.
The antineutrino ux of eah reator depends on its








Pu, their fration of the total fuel
ontent, their energy released per ssion, and their s-
sion and apture ross-setions. The ssion rates and as-
soiated errors were evaluated using two preditive and
omplementary reator simulation odes: MURE [17, 18℄
and DRAGON [19℄. This allowed a study of the sensi-
tivity to the important reator parameters (e.g.. ther-
mal power, boron onentration, temperatures and den-
sities). The quality of these simulations was evaluated
through benhmarks [20℄, and omparisons with Ele-
triite de Frane (EDF) assembly simulations. The max-
imum disrepanies observed were inluded in the ssion
rate systemati error.
MURE was used to develop a 3D simulation of the re-
ator ores. EDF provided the information required to
simulate the ssion rates inluding initial burnups of as-
semblies. To determine the inventories of eah assembly
omposing the ore at the startup of the data-taking y-
le, assembly simulations were performed and the inven-
tories at the given burnup omputed. The energies per
ssion omputed by Kopeikin [21℄ and nulear data eval-
uated from the JEFF3.1 database [22℄ were used. The
evolutions of the ore simulations with time were per-
formed using the thermal power and the boron onen-
tration from the EDF database averaged over 48 h time
steps, yielding the relative ontributions to ssions of the
four main isotopes.
The assoiated antineutrino ux was omputed using
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the improved spetra from [23℄, onverted from the ILL
referene eletron spetra [24{26℄, and the updated ab
initio alulation of the
238
U spetrum [27℄. The ILL
spetra were measured after irradiating U or Pu for  1
day. Contributions from -deays with lifetimes longer
than these irradiation times were aounted for as pre-
sribed in [27℄.
The Double Chooz detetor system (Figure 1) onsists
of a main detetor, an outer veto, and alibration devies.
The main detetor omprises four onentri ylindrial
tanks lled with liquid sintillators or mineral oil. The
innermost 8 mm thik transparent (UV to visible) aryli
vessel houses the 10 m
3
-target liquid, a mixture of n-
dodeane, PXE, PPO, bis-MSB and 1 g gadolinium/l as
a beta-diketonate omplex. The sintillator hoie em-
phasizes radiopurity and long term stability [28℄. The
-target volume is surrounded by the -ather, a 55 m
thik Gd-free liquid sintillator layer in a seond 12 mm
thik aryli vessel, used to detet -rays esaping from
the -target. The light yield of the -ather was hosen
to provide idential photoeletron (pe) yield aross these
two layers [29℄. Outside the -ather is the buer, a
105 m thik mineral oil layer. It shields from radioa-
tivity of photomultipliers (PMTs) and of the surround-
ing rok, and is one of the major improvements over the
CHOOZ experiment [4℄. 390 10-inh PMTs [30{32℄ are
installed on the stainless steel buer tank inner wall to
ollet light from the inner volumes. These three volumes
and the PMTs onstitute the inner detetor (ID).
Outside the ID, and optially separated from it, is a
50 m thik \inner veto" liquid sintillator (IV). It is
equipped with 78 8-inh PMTs and funtions as a os-
FIG. 1. A ross-setional view of the Double Chooz detetor
system.
mi muon veto and as a shield to spallation neutrons pro-
dued outside the detetor. The detetor is surrounded
by 15 m of demagnetized steel to suppress external -
rays. The main detetor is overed by an outer veto
system (not used in this analysis).
The readout is triggered by ustom energy sum ele-
tronis [33{35℄. The ID PMTs are separated into two
groups of 195 PMTs uniformly distributed throughout
the volume and the PMT signals in eah group are
summed. The signals of the IV PMTs are also summed.
If any of the three sums is above a set energy threshold,
the detetor is read out with 500 MHz ash-ADC ele-
tronis [36, 37℄ with ustomized rmware and a deadtime-
free aquisition system. Upon eah trigger, a 256 ns
interval of the waveforms of both ID and IV signals is
reorded. The low trigger rate (120 Hz) allowed the ID
readout threshold to be set at 350 keV, well below the
1:02 MeV minimum energy of an IBD positron, greatly
reduing the threshold systematis.
The experiment is alibrated by several methods. A
multi-wavelength LED{ber light injetion system (LI)









Cf were deployed in the target along the vertial sym-
metry axis and, in the gamma ather, through a rigid
loop traversing the interior and passing along boundaries
with the target and the buer. The detetor was mon-
itored using spallation neutron aptures on H and Gd,
residual natural radioativity, and daily LI runs. The
stability of the peak energy of neutron aptures on Gd
in IBD andidates is shown in Figure 2. The energy re-
sponse was found to be stable within 1% over time.
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FIG. 2. The peak of the energy of neutron aptures on Gd
in IBD events(right sale) and its deviation from its average
value(left sale) as a funtion of elapsed(alendar) day.
The signature of IBD events is a delayed oinidene
between a prompt positron energy deposition, E
prompt
,
and a delayed energy deposition, E
delay
, due to the neu-





volume is onstrained to the target vessel without posi-
tion uts by requiring a 
e
event to have a apture on
Gd, identied by its emission of  8 MeV in  rays. The
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analysis ompares the number and energy distribution of
deteted events to a predition based on the reator data.
Energy measurements are based on the total harge,
Q
tot
, olleted by the PMTs and orreted for gain vari-
ations. The energy is reonstruted saling Q
tot
by a on-
stant, adjusted so that the energy of the gamma emitted
following neutron apture on H reonstruts to 2:22 MeV
at the target enter. This orresponds to  200 pe/MeV.
Our Monte Carlo (MC), based on GEANT4 [38℄, is used
to model the detetor response and to alulate its aep-
tane. It uses parameters for quenhing [39℄, absorption,
re{emission, refration, et. determined from laboratory
measurements of the detetor liquids. Comparisons be-
tween atual and simulated alibration data were used
to develop a parametri funtion to orret the simula-
tion, and to assess the unertainties in the energy re-
onstrution. The funtion is a produt of two fators.
One, dependent on energy, ranges from 0.97 to 1.05 for
0.7-10.0 MeV. The other, dependent on position, ranges
from 0.94 to 1.00 over the target volume.
The following riteria are applied to selet

e
andidates. Triggers within a 1000 s window
following a osmi muon rossing the IV or the ID
(46 s
 1
) are rejeted to limit spallation neutron and
osmogeni bakgrounds. This requirement is followed
by ve seletions: 1) a ut rejeting events aused by
some sporadially glowing PMT bases, resulting in





<0.09 (0.06) for the prompt (delayed) energy
and rms(t
start
)< 40 ns, where Q
max
is the maximum
harge reorded by a single PMT and rms(t
start
) is
the standard deviation of the times of the rst pulse










where the lower ut eliminates orrelated noise and
the upper ut is determined by the  30 s apture
time on Gd; 5) a multipliity ut to rejet orrelated
bakgrounds dened as no additional valid trigger from
100 s preeding the prompt andidate to 400 s after
it. Applying seletions (1-5) yields 4121 andidates or
42:6  0:7 events/day, uniformly distributed within the
target, for an analysis live time of 96:8 days.
Contributions from bakground events surviving these
uts have been estimated as follows. Unorrelated oin-
idenes result mainly from the random assoiation of a
prompt energy deposition due to radioativity (7:6 s
 1
)
and a later andidate neutron apture ('20/hour). This
bakground is measured by applying seletion uts (1-5)
but modifying seletion (4) suh that the 2 100 s time
window is shifted by 1000 s relative to the prompt trig-
ger. To improve the preision of this bakground mea-
surement, 198 suh windows, eah shifted from the previ-
ous one by 500 s, were used, leading to 0:330:03 events
per day.
Fast neutrons indued by muons traversing the rok
an interat in the target produing a reoil proton and,
later, be aptured, simulating an IBD event. We es-
timate this rate to be 0:83 0:38 events per day (in-
luding a ontribution from stopping muons) by apply-
ing uts (1-5), but modifying seletion (2) suh that
12:2 MeV <E
prompt
< 30 MeV, and then extrapolating to
the signal region, assuming a at energy spetrum. We
aount for an unertainty in this extrapolation, and for
the ontribution of stopping muons, by inluding a shape
error ranging up to 70% of the at extrapolation at
lower energies.
9
Li -n emitters are produed preferentially by en-
ergeti muons. They were studied by searhing for
a triple delayed oinidene between a muon deposit-
ing > 600 MeV in the detetor and a 
e
-like pair of
events, where the delay between the muon and prompt
event is ditated by the 178 ms
9
Li halife, whih pre-
ludes vetoing on all muons. Fitting the resulting time
distribution with a at omponent and an exponential
with the
9
Li lifetime results in an estimated rate of
2:3  1:2 events/day. This rate is assigned the energy
spetrum of the
9
Li deay branhes. A shape unertainty
of up to 20% is introdued to aount for unertainties
in some deay branhes.
8
He is not onsidered sine it
is less abundantly produed [40℄. The total bakground
rate, 3:46 1:26 d
 1
, is summarized in Table I.
The overall bakground envelope is independently ver-
ied by analyzing 22:5 hours of both-reators-o data





prompt energies of 4:8 MeV and 9:8 MeV, pass uts (1-
5). They were assoiated within 30 m and 220 ms with




TABLE I. The breakdown of the estimated bakground rate.
Additional shape unertainties are desribed in the text.
Bakground Rate/day Syst. Unertainty (% of signal)
Aidental 0:33  0:03 < 0.1
Fast neutron 0:83  0:38 0.9
9
Li 2:3  1:2 2.8
The following detetor-related orretions and eÆien-
ies as well as their unertainties were evaluated using
the MC. The energy response introdues a 1.7% system-
ati unertainty determined from ts to alibration data.
The number of free protons in the target sintillator,
6:747  10
29
based on its weight measurement, has an
unertainty of 0.3%, originating from the knowledge of
the sintillator hydrogen ratio. A dediated simulation
inluding moleular bond eets [41℄ indiates that the
number of IBD events ourring in the gamma ather
with the neutron aptured in the target (spill in) exeeds
the number of events in the target with the neutron es-
aping to the gamma ather (spill out) by 1:4% 0:4%,
0.8% lower than our standard MC predition whih was
therefore redued aordingly. Above the 700 keV anal-




sessed with a low threshold presaled trigger. Calibra-
tion data taken with the
252
Cf soure were used to hek
the MC for any biases in the neutron seletion riteria
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and estimate their ontributions to the systemati un-
ertainty. The fration of neutron aptures on Gd is
found to be (86:0 0:5)% near the enter of the target,
2.0% lower than the simulation predition whih was re-
dued aordingly with a relative systemati unertainty





ut with an unertainty of 0.5% and the
94.5% fration of neutron aptures on Gd aepted by
the 6:0 MeV ut with an unertainty of 0.6%. The MC
normalization was adjusted for the muon veto ( 4.5%)
and the multipliity veto ( 0.5%) dead-times.
TABLE II. Contributions of the detetor and reator errors
to the absolute normalization systemati unertainty.
Detetor Reator
Energy response 1:7% Bugey4 measurement 1:4%
E
delay
Containment 0:6% Fuel Composition 0:9%





0:5% Referene Spetra 0:5%
Spill in/out 0:4% Energy per Fission 0:2%
Trigger EÆieny 0:4% IBD Cross Setion 0:2%
Target H 0:3% Baseline 0:2%
Total 2:1 % Total 1:8%
The full ovariane matrix of the emitted 
e
spetra
was omputed as presribed in [27℄. MURE pro-








U=8.7% and the s-
sion rate ovariane matrix. The resulting relative uner-
tainties on the above ssion frations are 3.3%, 4%,
11.0% and 6.5%, respetively. The error assoiated
with the thermal power is 0.46% at full power [42, 43℄,
fully orrelated between the two ores.
To avoid being aeted by possible very short base-
line 
e
osillations [4, 44, 45℄, we adopt the reator

e
spetrum of [23, 27℄, but the global normalization
is xed by the Bugey4 rate measurement [46℄ with its
assoiated 1.4% unertainty. A relative orretion of
(0:9 1:3%) of the Bugey4 value aounts for the dif-
ferene in ore inventories. The IBD dierential ross
setion is taken from [47℄, using 881:5 1:5 s [1℄ as the
neutron lifetime. The systemati unertainties are sum-
marized in Table II. The expeted no-osillation number
of 
e
andidates is 4344 165, inluding bakground.
The measured daily rate of IBD andidates as a fun-
tion of the no-osillation expeted rate for dierent rea-
tor power onditions is shown in Figure 3. The extrapola-
tion to zero reator power of the t to the data (inluding
the both-reators-o) yields 3:2 1:3 events per day, in
exellent agreement with our bakground estimate and
the both-reators-o data.
Our measurement an be expressed as an ob-




tity whih depends on the number of events ob-
served, the number of target protons, the detetor ef-
ieny, the number of ssions ourring during our

































FIG. 3. Daily number of 
e
andidates as a funtion of the
expeted number of 
e
. The dashed line is a t to the data,
the band is the 90% C.L. of this t. The dotted line is the
expetation in the no-osillation senario. The triangle indi-
ates the measurement with both reators o.
measurement, orreted to math our frations of iso-
topes quoted above, yields a ross setion per s-




/ssion. The ratio of
these two measurements is independent of any possi-
ble very short baseline osilations. (Without Bugey4
normalization, the predition, for our running on-






The ratio of observed to expeted events is
R
DC














The analysis is improved by omparing the positron
spetrum in 18 variably sized energy bins between










. The analysis, per-
formed with a standard 
2
estimator, uses four ovari-
ane matries to inlude unertainties in the antineu-
trino signal, detetor response, signal and bakground
statistis, and bakground spetral shape. With very few
positrons expeted above 8 MeV, the region 8 12:2 MeV
redues the unertainties in the orrelated bakgrounds
with some additional ontribution to the statistial un-
ertainty.





= 0.086  0.041 (stat)  0.030 (syst) with
a 
2





hypothesis results in a 
2
/DOF of 26.6/18. Using a





< 0.16 at 90% CL, and exlude the no
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FIG. 4. Top: Expeted prompt energy spetra, inluding





, superimposed on the measured spetrum. Inset:
staked histogram of bakgrounds. Bottom: Dierene be-
tween data and the no-osillation spetrum (data points) and
dierene between the best t and no-osillation expetations
(urve)
osillation hypothesis at the 94.6% C.L.
We determine our best estimate of the 
e
and bak-
ground rates with a pulls-based approah [49℄, the results
of whih are shown in Table III. From the best t we ob-
tain a ontribution from
9
Li redued by 19%, and with
an unertainty dereased from 52% to 26%. The fast
neutron value is dereased by 5% with almost unhanged
unertainty.
TABLE III. Summary of the eet of a pulls term approah
on the fast neutron and
9
Li bakgrounds and on the energy
sale. Unertainty values are in parentheses.
Fast n. Bkg(%)
9
Li (%) ESale (value)
Rate only 100 (46) 100 (52) 0.997 (0.007)
Rate + Shape 95.2 (38) 81.5 (25.5) 0.998 (0.005)
Figure 4 shows the measured positron spetrum super-
imposed on the expeted spetra for the no-osillation
hypothesis and for the best t (inluding tted bak-
grounds).
Combining our result with the T2K [11℄ and MI-





at the 3 level.
In summary, Double Chooz has searhed for

e
disappearane using a 10 m
3
detetor loated
1050 m from two reators. A total of 4121 events
were observed where 4344  165 were expeted for no-
osillation, with a signal to bakground ratio of 11:1.





= 0.086  0.041 (stat)  0.030 (syst), based
on an analysis using rate and energy spetrum informa-
tion. The no-osillation hypothesis is ruled out at the
94.6% C.L. Double Chooz ontinues to run, to redue
statistial and bakground systemati unertainties. A
near detetor will soon lead to redued reator and de-
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K.2 Second Double Chooz Publication
This section contains a facsimile of the second Double Chooz publication, published as [8].
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The Double Chooz experiment has observed 8,249 andidate eletron antineutrino events in 227.93
live days with 33.71 GW-ton-years (reator power  detetor mass  livetime) exposure using a
10.3 m
3
duial volume detetor loated at 1050 m from the reator ores of the Chooz nulear
power plant in Frane. The expetation in ase of 
13
= 0 is 8,937 events. The deit is interpreted





= 0.109  0.030(stat)  0.025(syst). The data exlude the no-osillation hypothesis at
99.8% CL (2.9).
I. INTRODUCTION
In the three neutrino paradigm, there are three mix-
ing angles that an be measured in neutrino osillation
experiments. For many years, the CHOOZ reator neu-
trino experiment [1℄ had the best limit on the value of

13
. Reently, the value of 
13
has been shown to be
non-zero by the ombination of ts to KamLAND and
solar [2{4℄, MINOS [5℄, T2K [6℄ and, more preisely, by
the new generation of reator antineutrino disappearane
experiments: Double Chooz [7℄, Daya Bay [8℄ and RENO
[9℄.
The Double Chooz analysis is unique among reator
experiments in its t to the energy spetrum. In the pre-
vious reator measurements of 
13
, Double Chooz pre-
sented both a rate-only analysis and an analysis using
both the rate and the shape of the energy spetrum,
while Daya Bay and RENO presented rate-only analyses.
The disappearane of reator eletron antineutrinos has
a well-dened eet on the shape of that spetrum. The
use of the energy distribution to onstrain the osillation
parameters requires a good understanding of the energy
response of the detetor and of the auray of the Monte
Carlo. That understanding is ahieved through multiple
alibration tehniques, in time, spae and energy.
This paper ontinues the analysis reported in [7℄ with
a larger data set, a new energy sale denition, redued
bakground rates and improved systemati unertainties.
Additionally, the running period has been subdivided
into a two-reator-on period and a one-reator-on period
in the osillation t to help separate signal and bak-
ground.
Reator antineutrinos are observed using the inverse




+ n in whih
there is a positron whose signal is promptly seen, and a
neutron, whose delayed signal is seen after a mean time of
about 30 s from its apture in the gadolinium-doped tar-
get. The prompt energy of the positron allows us to de-
termine the antineutrino energy and observe the antineu-
trino spetrum. The energy deposited by the positron











  0:8 MeV where T
n
denotes





The previous analysis represented 15.34 GW-ton-years
of exposure, taking into aount the reator livetime and
the detetor duial mass. Here we re-analyze that data
set together with an additional 18.37 GW-ton-years giv-
ing a total of 33.71 GW-ton-years. In addition the anal-
ysis of 22.5 hours of both-reators-o data allows a ross
hek of our estimates of the orrelated and aidental
bakgrounds.
The struture of the paper is as follows. In Setion
II we review the experimental setup and detetor. Se-
tion III overs the measurements and simulations of the
Chooz reators used to predit the unosillated neutrino
spetrum, as well as the model used to desribe the de-
tetor. Event reonstrution inluding the energy deter-
mination of andidate events is desribed in Setion IV.
The steps that are used to identify reator neutrino an-
didates are overed in Setion V. Setion VI presents the
extration of neutrino mixing parameters from the mea-
sured antineutrino rate and energy distribution.
II. DETECTOR AND METHOD DESCRIPTION
A. Overview
The Double Chooz detetor system [10℄ onsists of a
main detetor, an outer veto, and alibration devies
(Figure 1). The main detetor is made of four onentri
ylindrial tanks with a himney in the enter at the top
and is lled with liquid sintillators or mineral oil.
The innermost 8 mm thik transparent (UV to visible)
aryli vessel ontains 10:3 m
3
gadolinium loaded liquid
sintillator alled the -target (NT). The NT volume is
surrounded by the -ather (GC), a 55 m thik Gd-free
liquid sintillator layer in a seond 12 mm thik aryli
vessel, used to detet gamma rays esaping from the -
target. Outside the -ather is the buer, a 105 m thik
mineral oil layer. It shields from radioativity of photo-
multiplier tubes (PMTs) and surrounding rok, and is
one of the major improvements over the CHOOZ exper-
iment [1℄. The 390 10-inh PMTs [11{13℄ are installed
on the inner wall of the stainless steel buer tank to ol-
let light from the inner volumes. These three volumes
and PMTs onstitute entral detetor system referred to
as the inner detetor (ID). Outside the ID, and optially
separated from it by a stainless steel vessel, is a 50 m
thik inner veto (IV) liquid sintillator. It is equipped
with 78 8-inh PMTs and funtions as a osmi muon
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veto and as an ative shield to spallation neutrons pro-
dued outside the detetor. The detetor is overed and
surrounded by 15 m of demagnetized steel to suppress
external gamma rays. The main detetor is overed by
an outer veto system (OV) desribed in Setion IIG.
B. Radiopurity
All parts of the Double Chooz detetor have been
thoroughly sreened for their ontent of radioative iso-
topes prior to their installation. The sreening was
arried out by diret gamma spetrosopy with a va-
riety of germanium detetors in underground laborato-
ries. Among them were the large HPGe detetor for the
non-destrutive radioassay at Salay [14℄ and the GeMPI
detetor at Gran Sasso [15℄ with a sensitivity of about
10Bq=kg for U and Th. In addition, neutron ativation
analyses have been performed for dediated parts of the
inner detetor: the arylis for NT and GC vessels as well
as the wavelength shifter PPO [16℄. The irradiationswere
done at the FRM II researh reator in Garhing, Ger-







with subsequent gamma spetrosopy in the Garhing
underground laboratory [17℄.
The PMT glass and avern rok are the main soures
of the gamma ray bakground. The PMT glass was made
from low ativity sands using a platinum oated furnae
to redue ontamination. Radioativity of the glass sam-
ples was measured during development of the low ativ-
ity glass and prodution of the PMTs [18℄. The average






K, respetively assuming radio-equilibrium,
whih are muh smaller than regular PMT glass.
FIG. 1. A ross-setional view of the Double Chooz detetor
system.
The design goal of Double Chooz onerning radiopu-
rity is no more than 0.8 aidental bakground events
per day. Along with the radiopurity sreenings, Dou-
ble Chooz maintained strit lean-room onditions dur-
ing the setup of the detetor with an ISO-level up to 6.
The analysis of BiPo oinidenes in the detetor data
yields onentrations of U and Th in NT and GC be-
low the design goal of 10
 13
g/g. The aidentals rate is
measured to be < 0.5 d
 1
, well below our design goal.
The daily rate of orrelated bakground events stemming




C is estimated to be
smaller than 0.020 d
 1
(saled from the result of Kam-
LAND [19℄), whih is negligibly small ompared to the
neutrino signal.
C. Double Chooz Liquids
The CHOOZ experiment was limited in sensitivity by
the optial instability of its gadolinium-loaded (Gd) sin-
tillator [20℄. Therefore a new type of metal loaded or-
gani liquid sintillator was developed for Double Chooz
[16℄. The target sintillator used in the NT must ful-
ll the basi requirements of Gd solubility in the solvent
of hoie, optial transpareny, radiopurity and hemial
stability. In addition, the organi liquid must be om-
patible with the detetor materials in ontat with the
sintillator, mainly arylis. Safety onsiderations inu-
ened the sintillator design as well.
Sine the rare earth Gd does not dissolve in the re-
quired amount in the organi solvents used for liquid
sintillators, a metalorgani omplex is formed provid-
ing higher solubility. In partiular, the omplex of hoie
is a metal--diketone, Gd(thd)
3
, Gd(III)-tris-(2,2,6,6-
tetramethyl-heptane-3,5-dionate). Suh omplexes are
known for their stability and high vapor pressure. This
allowed us to purify the material by sublimation reduing
radioimpurities U, Th and K. The Gd onentration in
the NT is 0.123% by weight, whih orresponds to about
1 g/liter.
As sintillator solvent for the NT we have hosen
an ortho-phenylxylylethane (o-PXE)/n-dodeane mix-
ture at a volume ratio of 20/80. To shift the sintil-
lation light into a more transparent region, wavelength
shifters are added. In both sintillators we use PPO (2,5-
diphenyloxazole) as primary uor and bis-MSB (4-bis-(2-
methylstyryl)benzene) as seondary wavelength shifter.
The light yield and density of the GC liquid (22.5 m
3
)
were mathed simultaneously to the NT values [21℄. To
ahieve this goal, a mediinal white oil was added as a
third solvent to the GC. The light yield of the GC is op-
timized for homogeneous detetor response using Monte
Carlo simulations. To avoid mehanial stress on the de-
tetor vessels the densities of all four detetor liquids were
mathed at the detetor temperature of about 15
Æ
C to
0:804  0:001 g/m
3
.
The attenuation lengths for wavelengths in the region
of sintillator emission are well above the dimensions of
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FIG. 2. Average target detetor response evolution in time,
as measured by the mean energy of the Gd-apture peak aris-
ing from interation of spallation neutrons in the NT.
the orresponding vessels. Optial stability of the sin-
tillators is demonstrated in Figure 2, where the stability
of the peak energy of neutron aptures on Gd is shown.
The energy response of the detetor was found to be sta-
ble within 1% over the data-taking period of about one
year.
The absolute number of H nulei (\proton number")
as well as the preision on its knowledge are ruial pa-
rameters. The error on the proton number is minimized
by using well dened and pure hemials in ombination
with a preise knowledge of the weights of eah hemi-
al added in the sintillator prodution. The amount of
NT sintillator was determined after thermalization by
a weight measurement with a preision of 0.04%. The
hydrogen fration in the NT is 13.6% by weight, known
with 0.3% relative preision. This error inludes the un-
ertainties originating from the weights of the sintillator
ingredients. In addition, the error takes into aount the
knowledge of the hydrogen ontent of not fully dened
impurities in the hemials whih are on the per mil level
for the main omponents [16℄.
A mixture of solvents was used in all detetor volumes
to allow for density mathing. The 110 m
3
of buer liq-
uid ontain a mediinal white oil (53% by volume) and
an n-alkane mixture (47% by volume). This liquid was
optimized for transpareny and low aromatiity to mini-
mize sintillation light prodution in the buer. The veto
volume is lled with 90 m
3
of liquid sintillator, a mix-
ture of linear alkyl benzene (LAB) and n-alkanes, with
2 g/l PPO as uor and 20 mg/l bis-MSB as seondary
wavelength shifter.
D. ID Photomultiplier Tubes
The inner detetor uses 390 Hamamatsu R7081 10-inh
PMTs [22℄ to view the target volume. The glass is a low
bakground type, ontributing only a few Hz of singles
rate in the detetor. The PMTs are operated with a
gain of 10
7
at the PMT anode. They are submerged in
a paraÆn oil buer liquid. The base iruit is enlosed
in a transparent epoxy resin. Some PMTs are observed
to generate light ashes from their base iruit through
the epoxy resin, ausing false triggers. HV for the 14
worst PMTs was turned o. Sine the signal pattern
is dierent from that of the neutrino signal, the false
events are safely removed from the neutrino sample as
desribed in Setion IVD. The 800 PMTs for both this
and an eventual near detetor were haraterized are-
fully [11, 12, 23℄. The following harateristis were mea-
sured: for one photoeletron signals, the ratio of the one
photoeletron peak to the valley between that peak and
the pedestal was 4, with 1/4 photoeletron thresholds;
the quantum eÆieny  olletion eÆieny (eÆieny
that photoeletrons produed in the athode are olleted
by the rst dynode) was 23%; transit time spread was
3 ns (FWHM); the afterpulse probability was in average
2.7%; the harge output was linear up to 300 photoele-
trons per PMT; dark hit rate was approximately 2 kHz
measured 20 hours after turning on the HV. Eah PMT is
shielded by a mu-metal ylinder to suppress eets from
the gamma shield and the earth's magneti eld [13℄ and
is equipped with an angle-adjustable mounting jig. The
PMTs are angled to ollet light more uniformly from the
detetor.
E. The Inner Veto
The IV is a ylindrial stainless steel vessel (radius
3.3m and height 6.8m) surrounding the ID and optially
separated by the buer tank. It shields the ID with a
50 m thik layer of liquid sintillator against external
radioativity and spallation neutrons reated by osmi
muons. At the same time it ats as an ative dete-
tor identifying osmi muons rossing it. The design of
the IV was optimized by the use of a MC simulation
[24℄, where the emphasis was on a high number of de-
teted photoeletrons (PE) per MeV deposited in the IV
volume and on a high eÆieny in rejeting muons and
orrelated bakground events produed by them. The
resulting onguration of the IV onsists of 78 PMTs,
divided into three parts: the top has 24 PMTs, the side
walls have 12 PMTs at the mid way point and the bot-
tom has 42 PMTs. The 78 8-inh PMTs (Hamamatsu
R 1408), whih were previously used in the IMB and
Super-Kamiokande experiments, were tested and modi-
ed for use in Double Chooz [25℄. Eah IV PMT and
its base are ontained in a stainless steel enapsulation,
with a transparent PET window at the front end. The
apsules are lled with mineral oil to math the opti-
al properties of the surrounding sintillator. All sur-
faes of the IV are painted with highly reetive white
oating (AR100/CLX oating from MaxPerles [26℄), the
side walls of the buer vessel are overed with reetive
VM2000 sheets. Using the OV, the muon rejetion ef-
ieny was found to be larger than 99:99% for muons
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rossing the IV volume.
F. Eletronis and Data Aquisition
The full readout and data aquisition (DAQ) for both
the ID and the IV detetors are depited in Figure 3.
The funtional priniple is that digitization of PMT sig-
nals (see Setion IID) is done by ash-ADC eletronis.
As shown in Figure 3, from left to right, the eletron-
is elements are the High Voltage (HV) splitter, the HV
supply, the Front-End eletronis (FEE), the Trigger sys-
tem [27℄ and the ash-ADC digitizing eletronis [28, 29℄
(-FADC). Eah PMT has a single able for both PMT
signal (5 mV per PE) and HV ( 1:3 kV). A ustommade
HV-splitter iruit deouples both omponents. The HV
is provided by CAEN-A1535P [30℄ supplies. PMT sig-
nals are optimized (amplied, lipped, baseline restored
and oherent noise ltered) by the FEE for digitization.
The FEE also delivers sum signals, whose amplitude is
proportional to harge, that are fed into a ustom trig-
ger system. The iruit generating the sum signal sub-
trats the input amplitude after about 100 ns. This a-
pability allows the trigger input signals to suer from
minimal overshoot that an lead to trigger dead-time.
This same feature works as a high-pass lter: slow sig-
nals (frequeny
<
 1 MHz) annot ause a trigger. The
ID PMTs are separated into two ID super-groups at the
trigger level, uniformly distributed aross the volume.
Either super-group an ause a trigger of the ID based
on energy and sub-group multipliity information. The
ID triggers at energies about 350 keV. The trigger eÆ-
ieny is 100:0% above the analysis threshold 0:7 MeV
with negligible unertainty. Both energy and sub-group
multipliity information are used to ause IV triggers.
The IV triggers at  10 MeV whih orresponds to 8 m
of a minimum ionizing muon trak. The -FADC sys-
tem relies on 64 CAEN-Vx1721(VME64x) [30℄ waveform
digitizers. Eah ard has 8 hannel with 8-bit ash-ADC
(FADC) at 500 MS/s. Eah hannel holds up to 1024
4 s waveforms without readout. When triggered, the
256 ns waveform is reorded, ontaining > 90% of the
sintillation light emitted. Up to  3 MeV, a single-PE
is deposited per hannel, eah having 40 mV amplitude
orresponding to around 10 samples per PE. FADC am-
plitude saturation leads to some degree of non-linearity
for > 100 MeV energies. Above 500 MeV, up to a 40%
non-linearity has been estimated.
The FADC baselines are observed to be stable, show-
ing variations below 1 ADC. After power-yling, small
(sub-mV) DC shifts in the baseline are observed. Due
to under-sampling of the baseline, these shifts an ause
a bias in the reonstruted harge estimation. This bias
manifests itself as an eetive non-linearity for signals
below 2 PEs and has been thoroughly studied, measured
and alibrated out, as desribed in Setion Setion IVE.
All systems (trigger, ID and IV) are readout by the
same DAQ upon any trigger of either the ID or IV. The
FIG. 3. Blok diagram of the Double Chooz readout and
DAQ systems.
system is deadtime free, as demonstrated by two monitor
systems running at 2 Hz. The dead time monitor wave-
forms are, in addition, used to randomly sample the de-
tetor providing extra baseline monitoring, bakground
and dark-urrent information.
G. The Outer Veto
The OV is installed above the ID, IV and 15 m of
shielding steel. A lower outer veto is mounted diretly
above the shielding and provides (x; y) oordinate for
muons passing through a 13 m  7 m area entered
on the himney; a 110 m  30 m region around the
himney is left open. The lower outer veto has been in-
stalled for 68.9% of the data presented here, and is used
to help redue bakground levels quoted in [7℄. An up-
per outer veto, again measuring (x; y) oordinates, has
been mounted above the himney and glove box used for
soure insertion, to over this area. The upper outer veto
was not present for this analysis.
The outer veto is assembled from modules ontaining
64 sintillator strips, eah 5 m  1 m  320 m or 360
m. Eah strip was extruded with a hole running through
its length, through whih a 1.5 mm diameter wavelength-
shifting ber was threaded. Modules are built out of two
superimposed 32-strip layers with the top layer oset by
2.5 m from the bottom layer. The 64 bers are oupled
at one end to a Hamamatsu H8804 multi-anode photo-
multiplier tube (M64); the other ber ends are mirrored.
The OV modules are positioned over the inner detetor
in two layers, one with strips oriented in the x diretion
and one in the y diretion. Eah M64 is onneted to a
ustom front-end board with a MAROC2 ASIC [31℄ and
an FPGA. The MAROC2 allows adjustment of the ele-
troni gain of eah of the 64 hannels, whih is needed
to orret for the fator of 2 pixel-to-pixel gain variation
in the M64. Signals that exeed a ommon threshold
are sent to a multiplexed 12-bit ADC, providing harge
information for hit strips.
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H. Calibration Systems
The experiment is alibrated using light soures, ra-
dioative (point-like) soures, and osmi rays.
A multi-wavelength LED{ber system (LI) is used to
injet light into the inner detetor and the inner veto
from a set of xed points. The optial bers of the LI
are routed inside the detetor and the ber ends are at-
tahed to the PMT overs. Some of the injetion points
are equipped with diuser plates to widely illuminate the
detetor. The other ends of the bers are onneted to
blue and UV LEDs (385, 425 and 470 nm wavelengths
for the ID, and 365 and 475 nm for the IV) whose ash
rate, light intensity and pulse width are ontrolled re-
motely. Data are taken with the LI systems regularly.
The LI data are used to measure the PMT and readout
eletronis gains and the time osets and to monitor the










in miniature apsules, have been deployed in the NT
and GC. The visible energy response is measured with a
0.662 MeV gamma (Cs{137), 20.511 MeV annihilation
gammas (Ge{68), whih also orresponds to the thresh-
old for inverse beta deay, the ombination of 1.173 MeV
and 1.333 MeV gammas (Co{60), and the 2.223 MeV
gamma from neutron apture on hydrogen (Cf{252). The
detetor response to neutrons is alibrated using
252
Cf.
Soure rates are at the level of 50 Bq.
Deployments in the NT are realized by lowering the
soures from a glove box at the detetor top through
the detetor himney. A motorized pulley-and-weight
system, operated from a glove box, is used to position
soures at positions along the target symmetry axis. The
range of deployments is from 1 m above the NT bottom
up to the himney; the positions of the soure are known
within 1 mm. In the GC, the soure is attahed to a
motor-driven wire and guided through a rigid hermeti
looped tube (GT). The soures are inserted in the GT
near the himney top. The loop traverses interior re-
gions of the GC and passes near boundaries with the NT
and the buer. The position of the soure along the loop
is known to 1 m, and in the NT boundary region, the
perpendiular distane between the soure and the target
wall is known within 2 mm. The materials of the soure
apsules and deployment systems in the NT and GC are
modeled by the detetor simulation.
Cosmi rays are analyzed to identify stopping muons,
spallation neutrons, and osmogeni radioative isotopes.
Several thousand spallation neutrons per day are ap-
tured on hydrogen and gadolinium in the ID.
The use of the alibration data for issues of energy
uniformity, stability, non-linearity and absolute alibra-
tion is desribed in Setion IVE. The neutron detetion
eÆieny from
252
Cf is desribed in Setion VF. Good
ontrol of unertainties on detetion eÆieny is essen-
tial for sensitivity to neutrino disappearane with a single
detetor. The detailed alibration data allow a preise
energy-shape t to the prompt neutrino andidates for
the most sensitive extration of 
13
.
III. REACTOR AND DETECTOR MODELS
A. Thermal Power
Double Chooz's soures of antineutrinos are the reator
ores B1 and B2 at the

Eletriite de Frane (EDF) Cen-
trale Nuleaire de Chooz. Antineutrinos are produed
in nulear reators by the -deay of the ssion prod-









provide >99.7% of the ssions and antineutrinos.
Chooz B1 and B2 are N4 type pressurized water re-
ator (PWR) ores, and as suh are two of the most
powerful ores in the world with nominal thermal power
outputs of 4.25 GW
th
eah. The instantaneous thermal
power of eah reator ore P
R
th
is provided by EDF as
a fration of the total power and is evaluated over time
steps of <1 minute. The instantaneous thermal power is
derived from the in-ore instrumentation with the most
important variable being the temperature of the water in
the primary loop.
The in-ore instrumentation alibration is tested
weekly using the heat balane in the seondary loop,
whih is heated by the primary loop ontaining water
heated by ssions. In the seondary loop, steam is gen-
erated to drive turbines. By using measurements of the
heat ow in the seondary loop, the thermal power an
be measured. This test is performed with the reator
running at full power. The unertainty at lower power is
therefore slightly larger. The in-ore instrumentation is
re-alibrated if it deviates by more than the unertainty
in the heat balane measurement.
Sine the auray of the thermal power measurement
determines the maximum power at whih the ore an
operate, EDF has performed a detailed study of the un-
ertainty in this measurement [32{34℄. The dominant
unertainty on the weekly heat balane at the seondary
loops omes from the measurement of the water ow. At
the nominal full power of 4250 MW the nal unertainty
is 0.5% (1  C.L.). Sine the amount of data taken with
one or two ores at intermediate power is small, this un-
ertainty is used for the mean power of both ores. This
is smaller than the typial unertainty for PWRs of 0.7%
[35℄ and reets optimizations in the pipe geometry of the
seondary loop, as well as great are taken to understand
the sensor unertainties, inluding full-sale test stands
for the most ritial sensors.
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B. Mean Cross Setion per Fission
The mean ross setion per ssion is eetively a spe-









































(E) is the referene




is the inverse beta
deay ross setion. The determinations of the 
k
require
the simulation of the reator ore (Setion III C).
The antineutrino spetrum for eah ssion isotope is







Pu, the referene an-
tineutrino spetra are derived from measurements of the
 spetra at the ILL researh reator [36{38℄. In the
ase of
238
U, an ab initio alulation of the spetrum is
used [39℄. The onversion of the  spetra to antineu-
trino spetra has reently been improved by using more
data on the many  transitions and higher order energy
orretions [39, 40℄. We use the onversion sheme of [40℄
inluding orretions for o-equilibrium eets[41℄. The
unertainty on these spetra is energy dependent but is
on the order of 3%. The new tehnique for the analysis of
the  spetra has led to an overall hange in the normal-
ization of the S
k
(E) that, when applied to previous re-
ator antineutrino experiments, results in measurements
that are lower than preditions for experiments at short
baselines [41℄.
C. Fission Rate Computation
The frational ssion rates 
k
of eah isotope are
needed in order to alulate the mean ross setion per
ssion of (Equation 1). They are also required for the




















are summarized in Table I. The thermal power one would
alulate given a ssion is relatively insensitive to the





however, the dierene in the deteted number of an-
tineutrinos is amplied by the dependene of the norm
and mean energy of S
k
(E) on the ssioning isotope. For
this reason, muh eort has been expended in developing
simulations of the reator ores to aurately model the
evolution of the 
k
.
Double Chooz has hosen two omplementary odes
for modeling of the reator ores: MURE and DRAGON
[42{45℄. MURE is a 3D full ore simulation whih uses
Monte Carlo tehniques to model the neutron transport
in the ore. DRAGON is a 2D simulation whih models
the individual fuel assemblies. Using some approxima-
tions, it solves the neutron transport equation in the ore.
These two odes provide the needed exibility to extrat
ssion rates and their unertainties. These odes were
benhmarked against data from the Takahama-3 reator
and were found to be onsistent other odes ommonly
used in the reator industry for reator modeling within
the unertainty in the Takahama data [46℄.
The onstrution of the reator model requires detailed
information on the geometry and materials omprising
the ore. The Chooz ores are omprised of 205 fuel
assemblies. For every reator fuel yle, approximately
one year in duration, one third of the assemblies are re-
plaed with assemblies ontaining fresh fuel. The other
two thirds of the assemblies are redistributed to obtain a
homogeneous neutron ux aross the ore. The Chooz re-
ator ores ontain four assembly types that dier mainly
in their initial
235
U enrihment. These enrihments are
1.8%, 3.4% and 4%.
The data set presented here spans fuel yle 12 for ore
B2 and yle 12 and the beginning of yle 13 for B1.
EDF provides Double Chooz with the loations and ini-
tial burnup of eah assembly. Based on these maps, a full
ore simulationwas onstruted using MURE for eah y-
le. In addition, the beginning-of-fuel-yle omposition
needs to be determined based on the burnup of eah as-
sembly. To aomplish this, an assembly-level referene
simulation is run using both MURE and DRAGON for
eah of the four fuel assembly types. The results of the
referene simulations are ompared to EDF's own simula-
tion ode APOLLO2-F from whih the burnup values are
derived. The unertainty due to the simulation tehnique
is evaluated by omparing the DRAGON and MURE re-
sults for the referene simulation leading to a small 0.2%
systemati unertainty in the ssion rate frations 
k
.
One the initial fuel omposition of the assemblies is
known, MURE is used to model the evolution of the full
ore in time steps of 6 to 48 hours, depending on the op-
erating onditions of the reator. The results from eah
simulation time step are written to a database. This al-
lows the 
k
's, and therefore the predited antineutrino
ux, to be alulated. The results averaged over the ur-
rent data set are shown in Table I.
The systemati unertainties on the 
k
's are deter-
mined by varying the inputs and observing their eet
on the ssion rate relative to the nominal simulation.
The unertainties onsidered are those due to the thermal
power, boron onentration, moderator temperature and
density, initial burnup error, ontrol rod positions, hoie
of nulear databases, hoie of the energies released per
ssion, and statistial error of the MURE Monte Carlo.
The systemati errors assoiated with eah input are on-
sidered independently and the unertainties propagated
quadratially. The orrelation oeÆients among isotopi
ssion rates due to the thermal power onstraint are also
omputed, and a ovariane matrix is onstruted with
these ontributions in order to properly aount for those
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and frational ssion rate h
k
















orrelations. The unertainties in the 
k
's are listed in
Table I. The two largest ontributions ome from the
moderator density and ontrol rod positions.
D. Bugey4 Normalization and Antineutrino Rate
Calulation
In the urrent, far-only, phase of Double Chooz, the
rather large unertainties in the referene spetra of Se-
tion III B limited our sensitivity to 
13
. To mitigate this
eet, the normalization of the ross setion per ssion
for eah reator is \anhored" to the Bugey4 rate mea-























where R stands for eah reator. The seond term
orrets for the dierene in fuel omposition between
Bugey4 and eah of the Chooz ores. This treatment
takes advantage of the high auray of the Bugey4 an-












). At the same time, the analy-
sis beomes insensitive to possible osillations at shorter





The expeted number of antineutrinos with no osilla-
tion in the i
th

















































where  is the detetion eÆieny, N
p
is the number of
protons in the target, L
R
is the distane to the enter of
eah reator, and P
R
th





is the mean energy released per ssion dened in




is the mean ross setion per





















depending on the evolution of the fuel omposition
in the reator and P
R
th
depending on the operation of the
reator.










struted using the unertainties listed in Table II. This
TABLE II. The unertainties in the antineutrino predition.
All unertainties are assumed to be orrelated between the
two reator ores. They are assumed to be normalization and
energy (rate and shape) unless noted as normalization only.




























matrix is onstruted in terms of real energy and is
onverted into reonstruted energy by running multi-




. For these simulations, the full detetor Monte
Carlo desribed below is used. The use of Equation 4 to
onstrut the ovariane matrix allows time and spetral
information to propagate to the nal analysis.
The IBD ross setion used is the simplied form from
























































are the masses of the neutron and




. The onstant K is in-
versely proportional to the neutron lifetime. We use the
MAMBO-II measurement of the neutron lifetime [50℄ and








We model the detetor response using a detailed
Geant4 [51℄ simulation with enhanements to the sintil-
lation proess, photoathode optial surfae model, and
thermal neutron model. Apart from these additions, the
physis list is similar to Geant4's QGSP_BERT_HP refer-
ene physis list [52℄, without proesses for high-mass
hadrons. Our ustom sintillation proess implements
detailed light waveforms, spetra, re-emission, and Birks-
law [53℄ quenhing. Our photoathode model is based on
a standard mathematial model of a thin, semitranspar-
ent surfae with absorption and refrative index [54℄, and
also inludes the olletion eÆieny for photoeletrons
as a funtion of position of emission on the photoathode.
Our ustom neutron thermalization proess implements
moleular elasti sattering for neutrons under 4 eV and a
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radiative apture model with improved nal state gamma
modeling.
The simulation models the detetor geometry to a ne
level of detail, partiularly with regard to the geome-
try of the phototubes and mu-metal shields and of all
materials near the ative volume suh as tank walls and
supports. The orientation and positions of the phototube
assemblies were set using data from a photographi sur-
vey with sub-mm auray. The dimensions of the tank
walls and supports were heked by experimenters during
assembly and installation, and plaement also veried by
photographi survey.
Simulated IBD events are generated with run-by-run
orrespondene of MC to data, with uxes and rates al-
ulated as desribed in Setion IIID. Radioative deays
in alibration soures and spallation produts were simu-
lated using detailed models of nulear levels, taking into
aount branhing ratios and orret spetra for transi-
tions [55℄.
Optial parameters used in the detetor model are
based on detailed measurements made by the ollabo-
ration. The relative light yield of the NT ompared to
the GC was measured using a Compton baksatter peak
method in order to selet sattered eletrons with xed
energy [21℄. Tuning of the absolute and relative light
yield in the simulation was done with alibration data.
The sintillator emission spetrum was measured using
a Cary Elipse uorometer [56℄. The photon emission
time probabilities used in the simulation are obtained
with a dediated laboratory setup [16℄. For the ioniza-
tion quenhing treatment in our MC, the light output of
the sintillators after exitation by eletrons [57℄ and al-
pha partiles [58℄ of dierent energies was measured. The
non-linearity in light prodution in the simulation has
been adjusted to math these data. The attenuation and
re-emission probabilities of eah of the sintillator ompo-
nents in the relevant wavelength range are implemented
in the MC. The ne-tuning of the total attenuation was
made using measurements of the omplete sintillators
[16℄. Other measured optial properties inlude reetiv-
ities of various detetor surfaes and indies of refration
of detetor materials.
F. Readout System Simulation
The Readout System Simulation (RoSS) aounts for
the response of elements assoiated with detetor read-
out, suh as from the PMTs, FEE, FADCs, trigger sys-
tem and DAQ. The simulation relies on the measured
probability distribution funtion (PDF) to empirially
haraterize the response to eah single PE as measured
by the full readout hannel. The Geant4-based simu-
lation alulates the time at whih eah PE strikes the
photoathode of eah PMT. RoSS onverts this time-per-
PE into an equivalent waveform as digitized by FADCs.
A dediated setup was built to measure most of the ne-
essary PDFs as well as to tune the design of the full
readout hain. Channel-to-hannel variations, suh as
gains, baselines, noise, single PE widths, et., are taken
into onsideration, to aurately predit dispersion ef-
fets. This apability allows the simulation to exhibit
non-linearity eets as observed in the data, as desribed
in Setion II F. After alibration, the MC and data ener-
gies agree within 1%. About 25% of the width of the al-
ibrated H-apture (2.2 MeV  line) results from readout
eets; i.e., eets beyond photon-statistis utuations.
G. Monte Carlo 
e
Event Generation
A set of Monte Carlo 
e
events representing the ex-
peted signal for the duration of physis data-taking is
reated based on the formalism of Equation 4. The al-
ulated IBD rate is used to determine the rate of inter-
ations. Parent fuel nulide and neutrino energies are
sampled from the alulated neutrino prodution ratios
and orresponding spetra, yielding a properly normal-
ized set of IBD-progenitor neutrinos.
One generated, eah event-progenitor neutrino is as-
signed a random reation point within the originating re-
ator ore. The event is assigned a weighted-random in-
teration point within the detetor based on proton den-
sity maps of the detetor materials. In the enter-of-mass
frame of the    p interation, a random positron dire-
tion is hosen, with the positron and neutron of the IBD
event given appropriate momenta based on the neutrino
energy and deay kinematis. These kinemati values
are then boosted into the laboratory frame. The result-
ing positron and neutron momenta and originating ver-
tex are then available as inputs to the Geant4 detetor
simulation. \Truth" information regarding the neutrino
origin, baseline, and energy are propagated along with
the event, for use later in the osillation analysis.
IV. RECONSTRUCTION
A. Pulse Reonstrution
The pulse reonstrution provides the signal harge
and time in eah PMT. Pulser triggers are taken with
a rate of 1 Hz in order to provide aurate information
about the baseline for eah of the 468 readout hannels.
The baseline mean (B
mean
) and rms (B
rms
) are om-
puted using the full readout window (256 ns).
The integrated harge (q) is dened as the sum of dig-
ital ounts in eah waveform sample over the integration
window, one the pedestal has been subtrated. The
pedestal is omputed as the integration of B
mean
over
the same window. In order to improve the harge reso-
lution, the size of the integral window has been set to a
112 ns subsample of the readout one, based on the width
of the single PE signals.
In order to nd the pulses within the readout win-
dow, a dynami window algorithm is used. The algo-
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rithm searhes for the 112 ns window whih maximizes
the integral. In the absene of an atual PE signal, this
algorithmwould reonstrut the largest noise utuation,
leading to a bias in the harge reonstrution. To address
this, we introdue two requirements:  2 ADC ounts in









number of integrated waveform samples (56 for a 112 ns
window). For eah pulse reonstruted, the start time is
omputed as the time when the pulse reahes 20% of its
maximum. This time is then orreted by the PMT-to-
PMT osets obtained with the LI system.
B. Vertex Reonstrution
Vertex reonstrution in Double Chooz is not used for
event seletion, but is used for event energy reonstru-
tion. It is based on a maximum harge and time likeli-
hood algorithm whih utilizes all hit and no-hit informa-
tion in the detetor. Assuming the event to be a point-
















) is the event position in the detetor, t
0
is the event time and  is the light intensity per unit solid
angle (expressed in photons/sr), the amount of light and





























is the solid angle subtended by the PMT at a
distane r
i
from the event vertex, A
i
is the light trans-
mission amplitude, and 
n
is the eetive speed of light
in the medium.































where the rst produt goes over the PMTs that have
not been hit, while the seond produt goes over the re-
maining PMTs that have been hit (i.e., have a non-zero
reorded harge q
i























) is the probability
to measure a time t
i






. These are obtained from MC sim-
ulations and veried against the physis and alibration
data. The task of the event reonstrution is to nd the
best possible set of event parameters X
min
whih max-
imizes the event likelihood L(X), or equivalently, mini-
mizes the negative log-likelihood funtion






















Note that the event reonstrution an be performed us-
ing either one or both of the two terms in the expression
above, F
q
for a harge-only reonstrution, or F
t
for a
time-only reonstrution; utilizing both omponents en-
hanes the auray and stability of the algorithm.
The performane of the Double Chooz reonstrution
has been evaluated in situ using radioative soures de-
ployed at known positions along the z-axis in the target
volume, and o-axis in the guide tubes. The soures
are reonstruted with a spatial resolution of 32 m for
137
Cs, 24 m for
60
Co, and 22 m for
68
Ge.
C. Muon tagging and reonstrution
Cosmi muons passing through the detetor or the
nearby rok indue bakgrounds whih are disussed in
the next setion. A through-going (stopping) muon typi-
ally deposits 160 MeV (80 MeV) in the IV whih triggers
above about 10 MeV. The IV trigger rate is 46 s
 1
. All
muons in the ID are tagged by the IV exept some stop-
ping muons whih enter the himney. Muons whih stop
in the ID and their resulting Mihel e an be identied
by demanding a large energy deposition (roughly a few
tens of MeV) in the ID. An event is tagged as a muon if
there is > 5 MeV in the IV or > 30 MeV in the ID.
Several traking algorithms have been developed to re-
onstrut these muons. IV reonstrution is based on a
maximum likelihood algorithm utilizing the arrival times
of the earliest photons to hit eah PMT, while ID reon-
strution utilizes the spatial pattern of hit times. The
forward wavefront of sintillation light from a relativisti
trak propagates at the Cerenkov angle, thus allowing the
same algorithm to be used for traks in the NT, GC, and
non-sintillating buer. Using MC and the OV as ref-
erene, the lateral resolution at the detetor enter has
been determined to be 35 m for ID and 60 m for IV
muons.
D. Light Noise Rejetion
The bakground known as light noise is aused by a
sporadi spontaneous ashes of some PMT bases. The
harateristi signature is light mainly loalized to one
PMT base and spread out in time among the other PMTs
after many reetions from the detetor surfaes. This
bakground an be disriminated from physis events
based on the fat that the deteted light is spread less
homogeneously aross the detetor for light noise events.
Light noise is rejeted by demanding both a small value of








is the maximum harge reorded
by a single PMT and Q
tot
is the total ID harge olleted
in a trigger, and large values of rms(t
start
), whih is the
standard deviation of the distribution of the start time
(t
start
) of the rst pulse on eah PMT.
E. Energy Reonstrution
The visible energy (E
vis
) provides the absolute alori-
metri estimation of the energy deposited per trigger.
E
vis































the detetor are  and z, t is time, m refers to data or
Monte Carlo (MC) and i refers to eah good hannel.







spetively, to the spatial uniformity, time stability and
PE/MeV alibrations. Four stages of alibration are ar-
ried out to render E
vis
linear, independent of time and
position, and onsistent between data and MC. Both the
MC and data are subjeted to the same stages of alibra-
tion.
The sum over all good hannels of the reonstruted
raw harge (q
i
, see Setion IVA) from the digitized wave-
forms is the basis of the energy estimation. Good han-
nels are those identied and tagged as well behaved by
fast online analysis based on waveform information. Only
a very few hannels are sporadially not good and are,
thus, exluded from the alorimetri estimation. The lim-
ited sampling of the waveform baseline estimation an
be biased [28℄ leading to a non-linearity at about 1 PE
harge equivalent. Figure 4 shows the eet for a rep-
resentative hannel. A similar urve is used to alibrate
the MC. The PE alibrated harge (pe
i













) urve is generated
upon eah power-yle episode. Due to the average light
level ( 230 PE/MeV), the non-linear bias of the single-
PE alibration an have up to a 10% eet for energies
below 3 MeV, if not orreted.
The PE response is position dependent for both MC
and data. Calibration maps were reated suh that
any PE response for any event loated at any posi-
tion (,z) an be onverted into its response as if mea-









(; z). The alibration map's or-




uniformity alibration maps f
m
u
(; z) are reated for data
and MC, suh that the uniformity alibration serves to
minimize any possible dierene in position dependene
of the data with respet to MC. The apture peak on
H (2.223 MeV) of neutrons from spallation and antineu-
trino interations provides a preise and opious alibra-
tion soure to haraterize the response non-uniformity
over the full volume (both NT and GC). The alibra-
tion map for data is shown in Figure 5. A similar map
Charge (arbitrary units)




















FIG. 4. Demonstration of the linear PE alibration for one
hannel. The gain versus harge is shown. The dashed line
highlights the onstant omponent (linear behavior) of the
gain observed at large harges. The alibration parametrizes
this urve to orret the non-linear omponent (deviation
from onstant) of the gain, making the PE orreted energy
sale linear to within 2%.
 (m)ρ
























FIG. 5. Detetor alibration map, in ylindrial oordinates
(,z), as sampled with spallation neutrons apturing in H
aross the ID. Response variations are quantied as the fra-
tional response with respet to the detetor enter. Largest
deviation in NT are up to 5%. A similar map is onstruted
with MC for alibration of its slightly dierent response uni-
formity pattern.
was measured and applied to MC. A 2D-interpolation
method was developed to provide a smooth appliation
of the alibration map at any point (; z).
The detetor response stability was found to vary in
time due to two eets, whih are aounted for and or-
reted by the term f
m
s
(t). First, the detetor response
an hange due to variations in readout gain or sin-
tillator response. This eet has been measured as a
+2:2% monotoni inrease over 1 year using the response
of the spallation neutrons apturing on Gd within the
NT, shown in Figure 2. Seond, a few readout han-
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Elapsed Days



































FIG. 6. Stability of the reonstruted energy as sampled by
the evolution in response of the spallation neutron H-apture
after stability alibration. The observed steps orrespond to
power-yle periods. The systemati unertainty on the en-
ergy stability is estimated at 0.61%.






nels varying over time are exluded from the alorimetry
sum, and the average overall response dereases by 0:3%
per hannel exluded. The MC is stable, so this orre-
tion is applied only to data. The stability alibration is





















as the day of the rst Cf soure deployment, during Au-
gust 2011. The remaining instability after alibration is
shown in Figure 6, as sampled with H-apture from spal-





per MeV is determined by an ab-
solute energy alibration independently, for the data and
MC. The response in PE
t
0
for H-apture as deployed
in the enter of the NT is used for the absolute en-








for the data and MC, demonstrating agreement within
1% prior to this alibration stage.
Disrepanies in response between the MC and data,
after alibration, are used to estimate these unertain-
ties within the prompt energy range and the NT vol-
ume. Table III summarizes the systemati unertainty
in terms of the remaining non-uniformity, instability and
non-linearity. The relative non-uniformity systemati un-
ertainty was estimated from the alibration maps using
neutrons apturing on Gd, after full alibration. The
rms deviation of the relative dierene between the data
and MC alibration maps is used as the estimator of
the non-uniformity systemati unertainty, and is 0:43%.
This result is onsistent with the analysis of all ali-
bration soures along the z-axis (NT) and GT (GC).
The relative instability systemati error, disussed above,
is 0:61%. Responses are equalized at 2:223 MeV, but
small data/MC disrepanies in the absolute energy sale
an still arise from the relative non-linearity aross the
prompt energy spetrum. This possibility was explored
by using all alibration soures in the energy range 0.7 {
8 MeV with deployments along the z-axis and GT. Some
relative non-linearity was observed (< 0:2%/MeV) but
the pattern diminished when integrated over the full vol-
ume. A 0:85% variation onsistent with this non-linearity
was measured with the z-axis alibration system, and this
is used as the systemati error for relative non-linearity
in Table III. Consistent results were obtained when sam-
pling with the same soures along the GT.






andidate seletion proedure starts in a similar
way as [7℄. Events with an energy below 0.5 MeV, where





> 0.09 or rms(t
start
) > 40 ns) are dis-
arded. Triggers within a 1 ms window following a tagged
muon are also rejeted (see Setion IVC), in order to re-
due the orrelated and osmogeni bakgrounds. The
eetive veto time is 4.4% of the total run time. Den-




, further seletion onsists of
4 uts:
1. time dierene between onseutive triggers
(prompt and delayed): 2 s < T < 100 s, as
shown in Figure 7, where the lower ut redues
orrelated bakgrounds and the upper ut is
determined by the approximately 30 s apture
time on Gd;
2. prompt trigger: 0:7 MeV < E
prompt
< 12:2 MeV,
as illustrated in Figure 8;
3. delayed trigger: 6:0 MeV < E
delayed
< 12:0 MeV





4. multipliity: no additional triggers from 100 s pre-
eding the prompt signal to 400 s after it, with the
goal of reduing the orrelated bakground.
The IBD eÆienies for these uts are listed in Table IV.
A preliminary sample of 9021 andidates is obtained by
applying seletions (1{4). In order to redue the bak-
ground ontamination in the sample, andidates are re-
jeted aording to two extra uts not used in [7℄. First,
andidates within a 0.5 s window after a high energy
muon rossing the ID (E

> 600 MeV) are tagged as
osmogeni isotope events and rejeted, inreasing the









 T 96.2  0.5
Multipliity 99.5  0.0
Muon veto 90.8  0.0
Outer Veto 99.9  0.0
TABLE IV. Cuts used in the event seletion and their ef-
ieny for IBD events. The OV was working for the last
68.9% of the data.
s)µT (∆ 













FIG. 7. Time dierene between prompt and de-
layed triggers. Blak dots and solid histogram
show data and MC results, respetively.
eetive veto time to 9.2%. Seond, andidates whose
prompt signal is oinident with an OV trigger are also
exluded as orrelated bakground. Applying the above
vetoes yields 8249 andidates or a rate of 36.2  0.4
events/day, uniformly distributed within the target, for
an analysis livetime of 227.93 days. This rate is lower
than the one presented in [7℄ due to a longer data taking
period with one reator being o, as well as to the new
uts reduing the bakground ontamination. Following
the same seletion proedure on the 
e
MC sample yields
8439.6 expeted events in the absene of osillation.
B. Aidental Bakground
The main soure of aidental oinidenes is the ran-
dom assoiation of a prompt trigger from natural radioa-
tivity and a later neutron-like andidate. This bak-
ground is estimated by applying the neutrino seletion
uts desribed in Setion VA but using oinidene win-
dows shifted by 1 s in order to remove orrelations in the
time sale of n-aptures in H and Gd. The statistis of
 prompt E (MeV)



















FIG. 8. Delayed energy versus prompt energy for
time-orrelated triggers. Vertial and horizontal




the sample is enhaned by using 198 windows eah shifted
from the previous one by 500 s. The radioativity rate
between 0.7 and 12.2 MeV is 8.2 s
 1
, while the singles
rate in 6 - 12 MeV energy region is 18 h
 1
. Both rates
are quite stable along the data taking period. Finally, the
aidental bakground rate is found to be 0.261  0.002
events per day. The reproduibility of our result and any
possible systemati eet are studied by repeating the
proedure 30 times, i.e., taking 30 times 198 onseutive
time windows. The dispersion of these 30 measurements
is onsistent with only statistial error, so, no systemati
deviation is found.
Figure 9 shows the aidental prompt spetrum and
the energy distribution for natural radioativity saled
to the number of aidental events; the agreement is
exellent. The distribution is peaked at low energies
below 3 MeV. The remaining light noise is inluded in
the aidental bakground sample. Using the orrelation







ontribution to the aidental sample is estimated to be
lower than 1%.





Li are produts of spalla-
tion proesses on
12
C indued by osmi muons rossing
the sintillator volume. The n-deays of these isotopes
onstitute a bakground for the antineutrino searh. n-
emitters an be identied from the time- and spae- or-
relation to their parent muon. Due to their relatively
long lifetimes (
9
Li:  = 257ms,
8
He:  = 172ms), an
event-by-event disrimination is not possible. For the
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FIG. 9. The aidental prompt spetrum (blak irles) su-
perimposed to the radioativity energy distribution measured
in Double Chooz saled to the same number of entries (red
line).
muon rates in our detetor, vetoing for several isotope
lifetimes after eah muon would lead to an unaeptably
large loss in exposure. Instead, the rate is determined








The analysis is performed for three visible energy E
vis

ranges that haraterize subsamples of parent muons by
their energy deposition, not orreted for energy non-
linearities, in the ID:




> 600MeV and feature an inreased
probability to produe osmogeni isotopes. The
t

-t returns a preise result of 0:95  0:11
events/day for the n-emitter rate.
2. In the E
vis

range from 275 to 600MeV, muons
rossing GC and target still give a sizable on-
tribution to isotope prodution of 1:08  0:44
events/day. To obtain this result from a t

t,
the sample of muon-IBD pairs has to be leaned
by a spatial ut on the distane of losest ap-
proah from the muon to the IBD andidate of
d

< 80 m to remove the majority of unorre-
lated pairs. The orresponding ut eÆieny is de-




> 600MeV. The approah is validated by
a omparative study of osmi neutrons that show





3. The Cut E
vis

< 275MeV selets muons rossing
only the buer volume or the rim of the GC. For
this sample, no prodution of n-emitters inside
the target volume is observed. An upper limit of <




< 80 m. Again, the lateral distribution
of osmi neutrons has been used for determining
the ut eÆieny.




Li from data (blak squares) and Monte Carlo (red line),
assuming
9
Li is the dominant ontribution.
The overall rate of n-deays found is 2:05
+0:62
 0:52
events/day. The result of a similar analysis based on
the IV muon traking agrees within the unertainty.
Aidental oinidenes ontaining the -deay of the
isotope
12
B either as prompt or as delayed event feature
a time orrelation to the parent muons produing the
12
B. In the t

prole, these events are represented by
a deay funtion with (
12
B) = 29ms. However, these
events were removed very eÆiently from the data set
used for
9
Li analysis by imposing a maximum distane
ut of 90 m between prompt and delayed events, intro-
duing a negligible ineÆieny of 1%.
The orrelation of a osmogeni isotope to the show-
ering muons has been exploited to impose a partial
veto of this bakground for the nal t analysis. Ve-




> 600MeV, 0:89 0:10 events d
 1
of n-deays
are removed from the data sample. The residual osmo-
geni isotope bakground rate has been determined to
1:25 0:54 events/day.
Finally, the orrelation of parent muons and n-
emitters has been used to extrat the prompt  spetrum
from the data. Figure 10 shows a sample spetrum ob-
tained for E

> 620MeV, a distane ut of 0.7m and
a t

ut of 600ms. The ontamination of the sample
by random oinidenes has been statistially subtrated.
Good agreement is found for the MC spetrum used in
the nal t analysis.
D. Fast Neutrons and Stopping Muon Bakground
Most orrelated bakgrounds are rejeted by the 1 ms
veto time after eah tagged muon. The remaining events
arise from osmogeni events whose parent muon either
misses the detetor or deposits an energy low enough to
esape the muon tagging. Two ontributions have been
found: fast neutrons (FN) and stopping muons (SM).
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FN are reated by muons in the inative regions sur-
rounding the detetor. Their large interation length al-
lows them to ross the detetor and apture in the ID,
ausing both a prompt trigger by reoil protons and a
delayed trigger by apture on Gd. An approximately at
prompt energy spetrum is expeted; a slope ould be
introdued by aeptane and sintillator quenhing ef-
fets. The time and spatial orrelation distribution of FN
are indistinguishable from those of 
e
events.
The seleted SM arise from muons entering through
the himney, stopping in the top of the ID, and eventu-
ally deaying. The short muon trak mimis the prompt
event, and the deay Mihel eletron mimis the delayed
event. SM andidates are loalized in spae in the top
of the ID under the himney, and have a prompt-delayed
time distribution following the 2:2 s muon lifetime.
The orrelated bakground has been studied by ex-
tending the seletion on E
prompt
up to 30 MeV. No IBD
events are expeted in the interval 12 MeV  E
prompt

30 MeV. FN and SM andidates were separated via




pure sample of FN is obtained for T > 10 s, and a
(887)% pure sample of SM is obtained for T < 10 s.
These samples of FN and SM an be used to estimate
their rate. The observed prompt energy spetrum is on-
sistent with a at ontinuum between 12 and 30 MeV,
whih extrapolated to the IBD seletion window provides
a rst estimation of the orrelated bakground rate of
 0:75 events/day. The auray of this estimate de-
pends on the validity of the extrapolation of the spetral
shape. Next we desribe a measurement of the FN and
SM spetral shapes inluding the IBD region, obtained
by using the IV and OV to tag samples of FN and SM.
The DAQ reads out the IV upon any ID trigger, lower-
ing the IV detetion threshold to  1 MeV, and making
the IV sensitive to FN via the detetion of proton reoils
and aptures on H. The IV-tagging is implemented by
demanding at least 2 IV PMT hits leading to (33  5)%
tagging eÆieny with no ontribution by single PMT
energy depositions. There is a very low probability of
aidental IV tagging due to any IV energy deposition in
the 256 ns oinident readout window.
The OV-tagging, when available, is espeially sensitive
to SMs sine the muon is often deteted. (41 23)% of
the FN and SM andidates in the 12-to-30-MeV window
are tagged by the OV, of whih (74 12)% are SM. OV-
tagging has an aidental rate = 0:06% of the neutrino
sample and an be used to veto events aused by muons.
Several FN and SM analyses were performed using dif-
ferent ombinations of IV and OV tagging. The main
analysis for the FN estimation relies on IV-tagging of the
prompt triggers with OV veto applied for the IBD sele-
tion. Two soures of bakgrounds on the tagged FN sam-
ple were identied and rejeted. The rst soure is the
ombination of natural radioativity in the IV in an ai-
dental oinidene with a genuine IBD, and was redued
to 12% by imposing a time oinidene between the ID
and IV energy depositions. The seond soure, a Comp-
FIG. 11. FN and SM ombined spetral model best t (solid
red) with  1 (dashed red), energy distribution of tagged FN
and SM population (gray histogram) and IBD spetrum.
ton sattering in both the IV and ID in an aidental
oinidene with a Gd-apture, was redued to 2% by im-
posing a ut on the spatial distane between the prompt
and delayed andidate in the ID. The purity of the IV-
tagged FN sample was 86%. The remaining bakground
was measured in an o-time window and subtrated, thus
minimizing distortions to the energy spetrum. The FN
spetral shape was found to be in agreement with a linear
model with a small positive slope. The measured total
FN rate was (0:30 0:14) events/day, inluding system-
ati unertainties from the T -based FN-SM separation,
the IV-tagging eÆieny, and bakground subtrations.
Sine there is no orrelation between the SM prompt
energy and the delayed energy deposit of the Mihel ele-
tron, a pure sample of SM was obtained by seleting
20 MeV  E
delayed
 60 MeV. The spetral shape of
SM prompt energy was found to be in agreement with
a linear model with a small negative slope. The total
SM rate was measured to be (0:34  0:18) events/day,
inluding systemati unertainties.
Sine the spetral shapes for both FN and SM are lin-
ear, a ombined analysis was performed to obtain the
total spetrum shown in Fig. 11 and the total rate esti-
mation (0:67 0:20) events/day summarized in Table V.
Consistent results were obtained from dierent analysis
tehniques, whih inluded IV- and OV-tagging without
OV-vetoing. The OV veto redues the rate of orrelated
bakgrounds by about 30%.
E. Bakground Measurements
There are four ways that an be utilized to estimate
bakgrounds. Eah independent bakground omponent
an be measured by isolating samples and subtrating
possible orrelations. This is desribed for eah ompo-
nent in Setions IVD, VC and VD. Seond, we an mea-
sure eah independent bakground omponent inluding
spetral information when tting for 
13
osillations as is
done in Setion VI. Third, the total bakground rate is
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measured by omparing the observed and expeted rates
as a funtion of reator power. Fourth, we an use the
both-reator-o data to measure both the rate and spe-
trum.
The latter two methods are used urrently as ross-
heks for the bakground measurements due to low
statistis and are desribed here. The measured daily
rate of IBD andidates as a funtion of the no-osillation
expeted rate for dierent reator power onditions is
shown in Figure 12. The extrapolation to zero reator
power of the t to the data yields 2.9  1.1 events per
day, in exellent agreement with our bakground esti-
mate. The overall rate of orrelated bakground events
that pass the IBD uts is independently veried by ana-
lyzing 22.5 hours of both-reators-o data. The expeted
neutrino signal is < 0:3 residual 
e
events. Three events
passed the rst 4 uts in Setion VA. Two events with
prompt energies of 4.8 MeV and 9.4 MeV were assoiated
within 30 m and 240 ms with the losest energeti muon,
and are thus likely to be assoiated with
9
Li. Indeed, the
seond andidate is rejeted by the showering muon veto.
The third andidate at a prompt energy of 0.8 MeV fea-
tures 3.5 m distane between prompt and delayed events
and is therefore most likely a random oinidene. Im-
mediately following the data set used in this paper, we
obtained a larger data set with both-reators-o. That
will be the subjet of a separate paper [59℄.
)-1Expected rate (day























FIG. 12. Daily number of 
e
andidates as a fun-
tion of the expeted number of 
e
. The dashed
line shows the t to the data, along with the 90%
C.L. band. The dotted line shows the expetation
in the no-osillation senario.
F. Neutron Detetion EÆieny
Calibration data taken with the
252
Cf soure were used
to hek the Monte Carlo predition for any biases in
the neutron seletion riteria and estimate their ontri-
butions to the systemati unertainty.
The fration of neutron aptures on gadolinium is eval-
uated to be 86.5% near the enter of the target, 1.5%
lower than the fration predited by simulation. There-
fore the Monte Carlo simulation for the predition of the
number of 
e
events is redued by fator of 0.985. Af-
ter the predition of the fration of neutron aptures on
gadolinium is saled to the data, the predition repro-




Cf is also used to hek the neutron apture
time, T . The time dierene between the prompt event
and neutron apture signal for the alifornium alibration
data is shown in Figure 13. The simulation reprodues




ut with an uner-
tainty of 0.5% augmented with soures deployed through
the NT and GC.
The eÆieny for Gd apture events with visible energy
greater than 4 MeV to pass the 6 MeV ut is estimated
to be 94.1%. Averaged over the NT, the fration of neu-
tron aptures on Gd aepted by the 6.0 MeV ut is in
agreement with alibration data to within 0.7%.
The Monte Carlo simulation indiates that the number
of IBD events ourring in the GC with the neutron ap-
tured in the NT (spill-in) slightly exeeds the number of
events ourring in the target with the neutron esaping
to the gamma ather (spill-out), by 1.35% 0.04%(stat)
 0.30%(sys). The spill-in/out eet is already inluded
in the simulation and therefore no orretion for this is
needed. The unertainty of 0.3% assigned to the net spill-
in/out urrent was quantied by varying the parameters
aeting the proess, suh as gadolinium onentration
in the target sintillator and hydrogen fration in the
gamma-ather uid within its toleranes. Moreover the
parameter variation was performed with multiple Monte
Carlo models at low neutron energies.
VI. OSCILLATION ANALYSIS
The osillation analysis is based on a ombined t to
antineutrino rate and spetral shape. IBD andidates are
seleted as desribed in Setion VA. The data are om-
pared to the Monte Carlo signal and bakground events
from high-statistis samples. The same seletions are ap-
plied to both signal and bakground, with orretions
made to Monte Carlo only when neessary to math de-
tetor performane metris.
The osillation analysis begins by separating the data
into 18 variably-sized bins between 0.7 and 12.2 MeV.
Two integration periods are used in the t to help sepa-
rate bakground and signal ux. One set ontains data
periods where one reator is operating at less than 20% of
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FIG. 13. Time dierene between prompt and delayed events
with
252
Cf at the detetor enter. The prompt time is deter-
mined by 7-30 MeV gamma ray.
its nominal thermal power, aording to power data pro-
vided by EDF, while the other set ontains data from all
other times, typially when both reators are running.
All data end up in one of the two integration periods.
Here, we denote the number of observed IBD andidates
in eah of the bins as N
i
, where i runs over the ombined
36 bins of both integration periods. The use of multiple
periods of data integration takes advantage of the dier-
ent signal/bakground ratios in eah period, as the signal
rate varies with reator power while the bakgrounds re-
main onstant in time. This tehnique adds information
about bakground behavior to the t. The distribution
of IBD andidates between the two integration periods is
given in Table V.
A predition of the observed number of signal and
bakground events is onstruted for eah energy bin, fol-









































is given by Equation 4. The index b
runs over the three bakgrounds: osmogeni isotope;
orrelated; and aidental. The index R runs over the
two reators, Chooz B1 and B2.
Bakground populations were alulated based on the
measured rates and the livetime of the detetor during
eah integration period. Details on the signal predition
normalization an be found in Se. III D. Predited pop-
ulations for both null-osillation signal and bakgrounds
may be found in Table V.
Systemati and statistial unertainties are propagated
to the t by the use of a ovariane matrix M
ij
in order
to properly aount for orrelations between energy bins.




Livetime [days℄ 139.27 88.66 227.93
IBD Candidates 6088 2161 8249
 Reator B1 2910.9 774.6 3685.5
 Reator B2 3422.4 1331.7 4754.1
Cosmogeni Isotope 174.1 110.8 284.9
Correlated FN & SM 93.3 59.4 152.7
Aidentals 36.4 23.1 59.5
Total Predition 6637.1 2299.7 8936.8
TABLE V. Summary of observed IBD andidates, with or-
responding signal and bakground preditions for eah inte-
gration period, before any osillation t results have been
applied.









































due to unertainty A. The normalization un-
ertainty assoiated with eah of the matrix ontribu-
tions may be found from the sum of eah matrix: these
are summarized in Table VI. Many soures of unertainty
ontain spetral shape omponents whih do not diretly
ontribute to the normalization error, but do provide for
orrelated unertainties between the energy bins. The
signal ovariane matrix M
sig.
ij
is alulated taking into
aount knowledge about the predited neutrino spetra.
The
9
Li matrix ontribution ontains spetral shape un-
ertainties estimated using dierent Monte Carlo event
generation parameters, as desribed in Se. III E. The
slope of the FN/SM spetrum is allowed to vary from
a nearly-at spetrum following the measurements de-
sribed in Setion VD. Sine aidental bakground un-
ertainties are measured to a high preision from many
o-time windows, they are inluded as a diagonal ovari-
ane matrix.
The elements of the ovariane matrix ontributions
are realulated as a funtion of the osillation and other
parameters (see below) at eah step of the minimization.
This maintains the frational systemati unertainties as
the bin populations vary from the hanges in the osilla-
tion and t parameters.
A t of the binned signal and bakground data to
a two-neutrino osillation hypothesis was performed by











TABLE VI. Summary of signal and bakground normalization
unertainties in this analysis relative to the total predition.











































































The use of energy spetrum information in this analy-
sis allows additional information on bakground rates to
be gained from the t, in partiular beause of the small






are allowed to vary as part
of the t, and they sale the rates of the two bakgrounds
(orrelated and osmogeni isotope). The rate of ai-
dentals is not allowed to vary sine its initial unertainty
is preisely determined by the measurement method de-
sribed in Se. VB. The energy sale for predited signal
and
9
Li events is allowed to vary linearly aording to the

E
parameter with an unertainty 

E
= 1:13%. A nal











, where we have symmetrized the error. This error in-
ludes the unertainty introdued by relating the eetive
mass-squared dierene observed in a 

disappearane
experiment to the one relevant for reator experiments,
and the ambiguity due to the type of the neutrino mass








, are listed as the initial
values in Table VII.




= 0:109  0:030 (stat.) 
0:025 (syst) at m
2
31











value as a onstraint for our 
13
measurement, but

















, whih is fully onsistent with MINOS.




= 0.093 0.078 whih is onsistent
with our t for 
13
using MINOS.
Table VII gives the resulting values of the t parame-
ters and their unertainties. Comparing the values with
the ones used as input to the t in Table V we onlude
that the bakground rate and unertainties are further
onstrained in the t, as well as the energy sale.
The nal measured spetrum and the best-t spetrum
are shown in Figure 14 for the new and old data sets, and
for both together in Figure 15.




(1.25  0.54) d
 1




(0.67  0.20) d
 1












) 2.32  0.12 2.32  0.12
TABLE VII. Parameters in the osillation t. Initial val-
ues are determined by measurements of bakground rates or
detetor alibration data. Best-t values are outputs of the
minimization proedure.
An analysis omparing only the total observed number
of IBD andidates in eah integration period to the expe-




= 0:170 0:052 at

2
=NDF = 0:50=1. The ompatibility probability for the
rate-only and rate+shape measurements is about 30%
depending on how the orrelated errors are handled be-
tween the two measurements.
A re-proessing of the data set used for the rst Dou-
ble Chooz publiation [7℄ was performed using the ur-
rent analysis tehniques. A t using only a single in-





0:0744  0:046 with 
2
=NDF = 18:3=17. An anal-
ysis of only the data taken sine the rst publiation




= 0:143  0:043 with

2
=NDF = 9:54=17. The data and best-t spetra for
eah of these ases is shown in Figure 16.





/ssion using the Bugey4 anhoring measure-
ment and orresponding to the values of 
k
in Table I.
The bakground subtrated reator antineutrino event
rate is 7751.9 events, orresponding to 91.85% of the rate
expeted in the absene of osillations. Our measured s-






A further ross-hek of the analysis was arried out
by imposing uts to eliminate the vast majority of the
osmogeni isotope bakground at the ost of redued













in good agreement with the standard analysis.
Condene intervals for the standard analysis were de-
termined using a frequentist tehnique [62℄. This ap-
proah aommodates the fat that the true 
2
distribu-
tions may not be Gaussian and is useful for alulating
the probability of exluding the no-osillation hypoth-
esis. This study ompared the data to 10,000 simula-





 0:25. A 
2
statisti, equal to the dif-
ferene between the 
2
at the test point and the 
2
at
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FIG. 14. Measured prompt energy spetrum for eah integration period (data points) superimposed on the expeted prompt





= 0:109 and m
2
31




. Inset: staked spetra of bakgrounds. Bottom: dierenes between data
and no-osillation predition (data points), and dierenes between best t predition and no-osillation predition (red urve).
The orange band represents the systemati unertainties on the best-t predition.









































Double Chooz 2012 Total Data
No Oscillation, Best-fit Backgrounds
) = 0.10913θ(22Best Fit: sin /d.o.f. = 42.1/35)2χ  (2 = 0.00232 eV312m∆ at 
 from fit to two integration periods.
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FIG. 15. Sum of both integration periods plotted in the same
manner as Figure 14.






of the data was within the given on-
dene probability. The allowed region at 68% (90%) CL




< 0.15 (0.18). An analogous
tehnique shows that the data exludes the no-osillation
hypothesis at 99.8% (2:9).
VII. CONCLUSION





measurements by other experiments is shown in
Figure 17. The gure shows published results, though
we note that new results from Daya Bay, MINOS and
T2K have been shown at onferenes but are not yet





experiments are in exellent agreement with the results
reported here. However this result is unique in its inor-
poration of energy dependene in the analysis.
Double Chooz has found evidene for a non-zero value
of 
13
from the rate and energy spetrum of reator neu-
trino andidates at a distane of 1050 m from two re-
ators. It is the rst evidene for this parameter using
the energy spetrum from reator neutrinos, rather than





= 0.109  0.030 (stat)  0.025 (syst). The
data is inonsistent with the assumption that osillations
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Double Chooz 2011 Data Set
No Oscillation, Best-fit Backgrounds
) = 0.07413θ(22Best Fit: sin
/d.o.f. = 18.3/17)2χ  (2 = 0.00232 eV312m∆ at 
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(a)First Publiation Data Set













































Double Chooz Data Since Nov. 2011
No Oscillation, Best-fit Backgrounds
) = 0.14313θ(22Best Fit: sin
/d.o.f. = 9.5/17)2χ  (2 = 0.00232 eV312m∆ at 
Summed Backgrounds (see insets)
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(b)Data Sine First Publiation
FIG. 16. Data and best-t spetrum from applying urrent
analysis tehniques to the data set used to produe the rst
Double Chooz publiation (a), and data taken sine that pub-
liation (b), plotted in the same manner as Figure 14.
are absent with a CL of 99.8% CL (2.9).
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